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Awakening of Knowledge

Knowledge has a beginning
but no end

VISION

To educate young minds
and foster ethical, social
and moral values through
holistic learning to bloom
into responsible global
citizens.

MISSION

Strive relentlessly and
vigorously to realise
the vision by making
the best use of quality
infrastructure, resources
and experienced, talented
and committed faculty.
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Editorial
Every day is a new beginning…

I

“With the new day comes new strength and new thoughts.”
- Eleanor Roosevelt

t is the rising of the sun each day that promises a new beginning and makes us realize that it is the
dawn of another new day and gives us the fortuity to savour that newness! We have the opportunity
to make good of yesterday, so that we can achieve a better tomorrow. We achieve success if we plan
and map out our day in the best possible manner to accomplish our goals. The same can be said about
the planning and the preparation that was put forth in bringing out our initial edition of ‘Vihaan’. ‘How
we start our day in the morning sets the tone for the rest of the day’, thus, we set about the task of putting
together ‘Vihaan’ with a lot of vigour and alacrity, so that it sets an example for future editions.
We questioned ourselves if we could rise to the challenge of producing a magazine that’s on par with the
best and maintain the standard of excellence that DSE sets for itself. We set about by tapping the writing
potential as well as the urge to write that makes one a good writer. It has been our constant endeavour to
stir this urge, by letting children write about the things that they feel, see and do. We are proud of the small
group of students who have contributed to the first edition of Vihaan.
We hope that this head start will be a pioneer and set a benchmark for others to follow down the years.
We know that a magazine reflects the essence of a school. It highlights events, activities and academic
prowess and achievements. In this first edition of Vihaan, we have tried to garner the major events since
inception as well as throw spotlight on this year’s happenings and accomplishments.
We do hope that the magazine encourages many more students to use it as a platform to express their
creativity.
We would like to express our gratitude to the Management, Academic Director, Principal, Ms. Lakshmi
Gowri, Senior English Faculty, Teachers and Students who have contributed their creative ideas and
practical inputs in making ‘Vihaan’ a reality.
- Editorial Board

From left to right: Ms. Veena Janjirala (IT), Ms. Manisha Singh (Hindi), Ms. Amruta Rao (Editor-in-Chief),
Mr. Augustine Thomas (Principal), Ms. Shashikala (Academic Director), Ms. Malathi Ramakrishna, Ms. Bindu Joseph
Student Editorial Board: Left to right: Ms. Marie Patrick –IXA, Ms. Soofiya Afzal – IX A, Ms. Preksha Reddy-IX A
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Message

The key recipe for achievement
of success in imparting quality
education consists of four essential
ingredients- Determination, Hard
work, Perseverance and Sincerity
Mr. P. Madhusudhan Rao
Chairman

D

SE Group of Institutions has moved ahead by leaps and bounds imparting quality
education to our students. It gives me immense pleasure to commend the staff and
students for their multi-dimensional approach in the realm of education.

As man can’t be alienated from education and so are the values. Value education has
been the concern of Indian society from prehistoric times. Value education will concretize
the students against the troubles and this will make the society and the nation awakened.
Keeping this in mind, it is felt that the students should be taught the values of love, kindness
and patience in their day to day learning.
This academic year, you will come across a few changes, since change is the law of
nature and we do hope you appreciate the same.
I take this opportunity to congratulate the Editorial Board for bringing out the first Annual
School Magazine ‘Vihaan’ with a strong sense of commitment, service and responsibility.

All the Best!
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Message

Ms. Shilpa Ravi
Vice Chairperson

The school with its motto
‘Knowledge is Power’ strives to
excel in everything, fully geared up
to meet the varied needs of the
society by constantly upgrading
the curriculum, faculty and
infrastructure

I

t is a matter of pride to pen down the message for ‘VIHAAN’, the first Annual School
Magazine of the school. The school with its motto ‘Knowledge is Power’ strives to excel in
everything, fully geared up to meet the varied needs of the society by constantly upgrading
the curriculum, faculty and infrastructure. Being in the Management Committee, I make
sure that every effort is put in to provide the best of education and over all personality
development of a child.
It is gratifying to note that our school is laying strong emphasis on the ability of students
to integrate knowledge with core human values. In addition, it is also providing an ambience
to mould young minds and make them capable of welcoming the challenges of the future
with vigour.
I wish success to the DSE Group of Institutions in all their endeavours and I congratulate
the Editorial Board for creating a good platform for the students to express their creative
thoughts and ideas.
All the best and wish you all a fruitful academic session!
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Message

We have taken a completely new
turn for blooming up the education
system by striving for excellence in
every possible field and achieving
it in a spectacular way
Ms. Rama Devi
Secretary

I

t’s my desire and privilege to serve as the Secretary of DSE Group of Institutions not
only because it’s my passion but also because I enjoy the company of my dearly loved
students and talented and zealous teachers who keep me energized all the time.

We have taken a completely new turn for blooming up the education system by striving
for excellence in every possible field and achieving it in a spectacular way. Our motto
‘Knowledge is Power’ not only goes with rigorous scholastic programmes but also, to
develop and nurture the different facets of a child. I firmly believe that committed and
dedicated staff, caring and co-operative parents blend harmoniously to create a childcentric school. Through collaborative efforts, we can achieve more to benefit our students
who are the future leaders of tomorrow.
Dear students! At DSE, we would let you dare to dream so that down memory lane,
when you come back to your alma mater, you will be proud that your journey for seeking
knowledge started here and the world would say that through these portals passed some of
the most distinguished citizens of the world.
Dear parents! With your support, I am confident that we will attain new heights in all
spheres of academic progress.
I take this opportunity to commend the Editorial Board who have brought out the first
Annual School Magazine ‘Vihaan.’ Keep up the spirit!
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Message

Ms. B. Shashikala
Academic Director

The efforts in pooling in ideas,
piecing them all together, the
months of hectic activity and
supercharged atmosphere- all
seem totally worth when the first
ever edition is in the hands of
readers

I

am extremely delighted to be associated with the release of the maiden issue of the
school magazine titled ‘Vihaan’ being brought out by DSE, Attapur branch. The efforts in
pooling in ideas, piecing them all together, the months of hectic activity and supercharged
atmosphere- all seem totally worth when the first ever edition is in the hands of readers.
I take this opportunity to applaud the sincere and commendable efforts put forth by the
Editorial Board for the grand beginning.
That being said, I also would like to exhort all students to widen their horizons by dreaming
big and working hard which is exactly what ‘Vihaan’ with its tagline ‘the awakening of
Knowledge’ would signify.
I strongly believe that education is not merely acquirement of facts but also of values
which help us to improve the different facets of life. To equip the child with core skills and
qualities for academic excellence is possible only if the child makes a sincere attempt at
self-improvement by seeking guidance and using every opportunity that comes his/her way.
‘To exist is to change, to change is to mature,to mature is to go on creating oneself
endlessly’. A day that begins on a positive note ‘I can do it no matter how hard things seem’
should serve as a strong motivation for self-improvement.
Finally, I would like to reiterate that excellence is not a destination; it is a continuous
journey that never ends.
With Best wishes
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Message

Mr. Augustine Thomas
Principal

At DSE, learning takes place
in an engaging environment
which encourages our children
to be creative, think critically, be
independent and develop selfconfidence

Dear Parents,

O

ur school magazine ‘Vihaan – The Awakening of Knowledge’ is a historical document
of the growth of the school. This valuble publication is the opportunity that students
require to show their creative talents.

At DSE, learning takes place in an engaging environment which encourages our children
to be creative, think critically, be independent and develop self-confidence. Individually
and collectively let us work to serve the cause of education for the betterment of coming
generation so that they live in a world where ‘Knowledge is free’ and the ‘head is held high’,
where ‘the world has not been broken up into fragments by narrow domestic walls’ and
‘the clear stream of reasoning has lost its way’. Let our boys and girls grow as world class
citizens – a generation of eminent thinkers and wise planners contributing to a better world.
That is our wish and dream.
The first issue of our school magazine is a milestone that makes our growth, unfolds our
imagination and gives life to our thoughts and aspirations. It unleashes a wide spectrum of
creative skills ranging from writing to editing and even in designing the magazine.
I congratulate the entire editorial team and the Academic Director for their hard work
and dedication in making this dream come true.
Best wishes and regards.
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T

Reel of Memories

he seed of excellence that was sown in the year 2012 has slowly and steadily begun to take
shape as a young sapling with lots of promise.The first years of a tree’s life are for building a
structure for the future. And we are pleased that we are budding into a well-built and sturdy
habitat of learning.
The sole purpose of establishing Delhi School of Excellence is to create a shielding and secure
environment for kids to grow and get nurtured into future-ready citizens. The school has steadily
progressed and is taking under its wings hundreds of young cherubic children who will be consistently
and persistently groomed to bear fruits of success and accomplishments.
The strong and stable roots of a futuristic Management have ensured the emergence of additional
saplings at Manikonda and Banjara Hills.
What nourishes and sustains our development and expansion is unifying our energetic resonance
with a desired objective for attaining excellence.

2012 - 2013
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2013 - 2014
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2014 - 2015
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Why DSE
What sets apart DSE from the others is
its belief to treat each child as a unique
individual and develop him/her to
the maximum potential. The learning
experience is through a practical approach
to the theoretical inputs in today’s
dynamic global scenario.

In spite of all
the advanced
equipment and
teaching tools, the
teacher remains the
guiding force.

Monthly parentteacher meetings
are organized to
enable a healthy and
ongoing teacher
- pupil - parent
interaction.

Promotes
integrated growth
in all areas, be
it, physical,
intellectual, moral
or social.
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Provides
spacious and
well- ventilated
classrooms
with CCTV
surveillance.

Digital boards with
content support
from ‘Teach Next’
and ‘Extra Marks’
ensure concept
elucidation.

Well-equipped
Science, Math
and Computer
Laboratories.

Library with fiction
and non-fiction
books, maps,
journals, periodicals,
newspapers and videos
that support a variety
of subjects for study
and reference.
- 14 -

Well- equipped
Conference Hall

Facility for
playing Basket
Ball and Sports
Room for Table
Tennis, Chess,
Skating and
Cricket.

Separate units for
Art, Music and
Dance

Transport
facility
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pre primary

BIG HEARTS THAT SHAPE LITTLE MINDS
Tell Me, and I’ll forget, Show me, and
I may not remember,Involve me, and I’ll
understand.
- Benjamin Franklin

A

t Pre-Primary level the child learns to
discover, explore and experiment in a
stimulating and conducive environment.
Our focus at the Kindergarten level is
to make the transition between the secure
home environment and formal schooling,
interesting and as smooth as possible.
Emphasis is on nurturing the child’s
imagination, creativity and providing him
opportunities to express himself freely.
Children explore and understand the physical
world around them through various play-way
methods. Special emphasis is laid on muscular
development, coordination of hand and eye,

control of limbs and sensory perceptions.
Various celebrations organized round-theyear enable a student to develop social skills.
We, at DSE encourage parents to volunteer
and take part in various activities along with
their child thus promoting moral values
which leads to mental, spiritual, physical,
emotional and social development.
Let’s move forward together to contribute
to these values with ‘Resilience as our anchor,
and Excellence as our goal’.
Pre Primary In charge
Ms. Farzana Khan

Pre-Primary Staff: 2015-2016
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Joyful Welcome…
TO
DSE PRE-PRIMARY

S

tudents were given a warm welcome
by Mickey Mouse. They were all
excited and thrilled to meet him and
shook their hands with him. The day
started with a wide grin on their faces.

Parent Orientation Programme
An orientation programme was organized at DSE
to familiarize the parents with the syllabus and
methodology of teaching.

“Ablaze with the divine Spirit”
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Learning Time

D

ifferent kinds of activities through
Play Way method help the child to
develop hand-brain coordination, fine
motor skills, longer attention span, prewriting skills, and social interactions.
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Special Days

Greeting the Freshers

D

SE aims to guide the new students
to cope with the sudden shift from
home to school.
The existing and new students
mingled together and had a merry time.

Tell a
Tale

T

he event
provided
the little orators
a platform for
developing
confidence and
team spirit.

Actions speak
louder than
words

P

P-I and PP-II
children spoke on
the occasion of Teachers
Day and entertained
them with melodious
songs. They came
dressed as teachers
and greeted them with
flowers.
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Special Assembly
Highlighting the importance of farm animals

Walkathon
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A green commitment for saving the environment
Go green to save the earth

T

o encourage
greenery,
sowing of seeds and
planting of saplings
in the school garden
was organised.
The GREEN
DAY initiative
was successful
in imparting the
significance of a
Green World.

T

he cloudy
and
gloomy day
became bright
and shiny as
the little ones
celebrated
Yellow Day.

R

ed Day was
celebrated with a lot
of enthusiasm. Students
were dressed in red attire.
Objects related to the
colour were displayed.
The day ended with face
painting.
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Celebrations
Parents Day

T

he little Krishnas and Radhas looked adorable in their traditional
costumes and the entire premises was transformed into a land of joy
and happiness. Pot decoration was organized for the fathers where they
showed their creative skills in decorating the pots.

Christmas Party

T

he festival of joy…
Christmas was
celebrated with great
pomp. PP-II performed a
skit based on the origin of
the festivals followed by
a dance. The highlight of
the programme was Santa
Claus.
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Art Gallery

Aman, PP II - A

Amita, PP I - A

Ananya, PP I - A

Devansh, PP II - A

Ghaniya, PP II - A

Hriday, PP II - C

Jalak, PP II - A

Kunalika, PP II - B

Kushi, PP I - A

Laasya, PP I - A

Lakshana, PP II - B

Maneet, PP I - A
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Nehal, PP I - B

Niharika, PP II - B

Om, PP II - B

Saharsh, PP II - C

Samyukta, PP II - B

Sarvesh, PP I - A

Sri Harika, PP II - C

Sri Vidya, PP II - C

Sriyan, PP I - B

Viveka, PP I - B

Rishank, Nursery

Yasaswini, PP I - B
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Competitions
Dress
and Depict
Keeping true to the DSE’s
tradition for perfection,
the children came dressed
depicting different characters.
The costumes and energy of
the children were much
appreciated by the
judges.

Little
Choreographers
Young modernists were thrilled
to be a part of colourful
vibrant and energizing event.
The dancers from PrePrimary swayed and tapped
to the melodious tunes. The
happiness of the children
was amply evident.

Master
Chefs !
It was wonderful to see
the students of Pre-Primary
donning aprons and turning
into chefs for the Healthy
Snacks Competition which
generated a lot of excitement.
It was good to see the little
chefs taking the initiative
to display their
culinary skills.
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Games Gala
‘Games Gala’ was conducted to enhance gross motor skills and sporting spirit of the
tiny tots. All the students were excited and participated with enthusiasm. The event
was marked by a string of spectacular performances by the students.
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Outdoor Schooling
Field trips give students educational experiences away from their regular school environment resulting
in greater achievement in all aspects. The students had a great time visiting all the fun places.

Fun at Zoo

Rajiv Gandhi
International
Airport

Sudha Car
Museum

Vengal Rao
Park
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GVK Mall

Fun @ Dream Valley
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GRADUATION DAY
DSE tiny tots feted on graduation day

Believe in yourself and your hard work. Remember, perseverance pays and may you
observe success in all your endeavours.
- 29 -

primary - i & II

Endless Imagination

I

t’s just a year since I joined the
DSE family, and I’ve already
gathered innumerable memories
to pen down. As a Coordinator,
this has been a great experience
for me in this wonderful
school with a very supportive
Management, dedicated and
hard working teachers and last
but not the least very affectionate
and talented students.
The academic year 201516 was immensely eventful
with emphasis given to the allround development of the child.
Fun-filled activities and field
trips made learning lively and
enjoyable. Various competitions
helped in exposing the hidden
skills in a child. Many tiny tots
participated and quite a few
secured medals in external

examinations and competitions.
The class assemblies on
diverse themes were presented
with commendable enthusiasm
by the children and teachers.
Field trips to different places
were tools aimed at giving a
hands-on experience to the little
ones.
‘Bridging Distances’ and
‘Parivartan–The Change’ were
important co-curricular events
that showcased the creative
streaks in teachers and students.
Such events brought out the
hidden potential of the students.
It gives me immense pleasure in
expressing that both the events
were successful and received a
lot of appreciation from parents.
I am grateful to the parents
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who are always supportive and
help us in making every event
successful.
Imagination is endless, so
keep watching us in the coming
years...
Vandana Srivastava
Coordinator

PARENT ORIENTATION PROGRAMME
Parent Orientation Programme was conducted on 13th June 2015, making the
parents aware of the teaching methodology followed in Grades I and II.

WE CARE

Charity begins at home. At DSE we teach students to share and care.
They voluntered and contributed generously for the IDF.
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BRIDGING DISTANCES

L

ife is a journey of discovery and education is
the key to discovery of life.
As we stretch out to touch seven decades of
freedom and the whole country was awash with
the Independence Day celebrations, the tiny tots
of Grades I and II had a different tale to tell. They
showcased a magnificent event called ‘Bridging
Distances’, which depicted the progress in
Transport and Communication.
The five sections of Grade I portrayed Transport,
which began with the discovery of wheel and
proceeded to illustrate the different means of
transport- Roadways, Waterways, Railways and
Airways.
Whatever the world is today it is by the power
of human voice and this voice is expressed through
communication. Everything is communication
and without communication, everything is
nothing - this adage was beautifully demonstrated
by the children of Grade II. What a sight it was to
see parents thronging to get a glance of ‘Aaj ki taaja
khabar’ in DSE Chronicle - The Newsletter!
The spacious classrooms and corridors echoed
with announcements, dances, skits, songs,
demonstrations and visuals related to the theme.
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Purposeful Assemblies

M

orning Assemblies form an important feature of a school’s life. They act as one
of the main ways by which we create a positive and reflective ethos and promote
value-based education. Morning assembly is particularly important, as it brings the
whole school together.
What is demonstrated in an assembly is a reiteration of the value of each individual
pupil including thoughts and abilities. Indeed, a very complex web of ideas,
observations and intentions are woven for the assembly to be one of excellence.
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FUN WITH LEARNING

T

he most important feature of activity - based instruction is ‘Learning by Doing’. This
method of instruction fulfills the natural urge of a growing child and makes learning
easier.
It also promotes better understanding of a lesson among students as they learn it by
practicing the tasks themselves. It inspires the students to apply their creative ideas, knowledge
and minds in solving problems as well as promoting competitive spirit among them.
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SPELL BOUND AT SPELL BEE

S

pelling Bee is organised every year for senior as well as primary Grades. This year it
was held on 17th December 2015 for the students of Grades I & II.
After the preliminary round, forty students were shortlisted for the semi-final round.
Sixteen students qualified for the final round.
On the day of the competition, the little ones surprised the audience as they waded
through a variety of rounds such as ‘What’s the good word’, ‘Hear me Right’, ‘Set me
Right’, and The Rapid fire round.
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GUESS WHO I AM ?
Fancy Dress Competition for Grades I & II was held on 15th December 2015.
Students of Grade I depicted different States of India. Students of Grade II performed as
the famous historical characters of India.
It was a spectacular show which left the judges guessing and teachers spellbound with
their performance.

SHOW AND TELL

Sur Milap
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INTER SCHOOL COMPETITIONS
Champions Speak....
Quiz
I like to read many books and I was very happy to be selected for the Inter School Quiz competition at
DSE, Manikonda. My mother and teachers helped me a lot in preparing for the quiz. I was very happy and
nervous too. In the end, I secured the first place in the quiz which made me feel very proud.
- Antara Banerjee, II-C

Abacus
20 UCMAS Abacus & Mental Arithmetic International Competition 2015
th

Abacus improves the basic mathematical skill, increases concentration and sharpens the brain. I started
learning Abacus when I was in Grade I. I got an opportunity to participate in 20th International UCMAS
Abacus and Mental Arithmetic Competition. More than 5500 students from 30 countries including India
had come to participate in this prestigious competition. It required solving 200 problems in eight minutes.
I was very happy when I came to know that I had secured the 3rd position.
- Pranavi Nagavolu, II C
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Hands-on Experiences
Breezy BOTANICAL GARDEN
The students of Grade II visited the Hyderabad Botanical Garden which was a hands-on educational
experience. The students enjoyed and played under the cool confines of the sylvan surroundings. There
were sections of herbs, shrubs, ornamental plants, desert plants, medicinal plants, fruits trees, timber
trees, aquatic plants, and so on. Many rare and exotic plants were also displayed. The place attracts many
birds and insects that enhanced the already heavy organic feel of the environment. Students came back
rejuvenated.

Study @ SPENCERS
Students of Grade I were taken to Spencer’s Supermarket as a follow up activity about food we get from
plants and animals. They were shown various products that were on display and observed the different
kinds of food we get from plants and animals. They were able to differentiate between the two and came
to know that vegetables, fruits, cereals and pulses are plant products and milk, eggs and meat are animal
products. They also learnt about natural foods and packed / processed foods.
Superlunary Planetarium
The students of Grade II were taken to THE BIRLA PLANETARIUM, on 4th December 2015. They were
delighted to experience the wonderful SKY SHOW- a cosmic presentation of the universe and the space
explorations of the solar system. It was a memorable trip and developed their scientific temper and creative
thinking.
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Jocund at the Zoo

T

he Children of Grade I went to Nehru Zoological Park on 29th December. They were mesmerized
to see animals such as White tiger, spotted deer, stag, elephants, tiger and different types of baboon
monkeys which made them realize that there are a variety of animals in the world and many quite similar
to each other. This practical interaction of the physical environment enabled the students to visualize and
understand the nature of bio-diversity and its importance.
Masti at VENGAL RAO PARK

Students of Grade I were asked to write a few sentences about
their visit to the park as a part of assessing their writing skills.
We present here their inputs:
Sai Tanmayee: ‘We have learned many things on this visit to Vengal Rao Park.
A live experience of big and small trees, shrubs, herbs, creepers and so on’.
Teachers made us learn many environmental secrets during this visit. It also
gave us many memories to cherish. We played, ran and enjoyed with all our
classmates and teachers. Thanks to the teacher and DSE. Happy to be a part of it.
Punarnava: ‘I went to the park along with my friends. I saw different types of plants in the park such as
creepers, herbs and shrubs. I ate some fruits and took rest for some time’.
Sri Harsha: ‘We went to the park from school in the school bus. There, we learnt that the big plants are
called trees and small plants, shrubs. We played there on the slide and enjoyed a lot’.
Devanshi: ‘We went to the park on Wednesday from school. We played games. We saw many trees,
shrubs, herbs, climbers creepers and plants. We learnt about them. We enjoyed a lot’.
Our Splendid Picnic
Arfan Ayaz Bhayani : We had the welcome drink at the entrance and went
to the pool. We played with our friends in the pool and enjoyed the rain
dance. Later we changed our dresses and had our lunch. After that we
danced together to different songs. We had our favourite Vanilla ice cream
while returning to school. We had a wonderful time with our friends and
teachers.
We changed our dresses and went for swimming. It was very nice. We
played on the slides near the swimming pool. After that we went for rain dance. We danced to the tune of
many songs. We ate pooris, fried rice, curry and raitha. After having lunch we took a group photo. We had
ice-cream and returned to school. On the return journey we recollected every moment of our time spent.
Antra Banerjee, IIC
My School Picnic
On 7th Jan, my school arranged a picnic to Dream Valley. It was a fine cool
winter morning. Our teacher counted the number of students before we
boarded the school bus. We were very excited. We sang songs and clapped.
When we reached the resort, we were happy to see the swimming pool and rain
dance. We jumped into the pool and started playing in water. Later, we danced
in the rain with our beloved class teacher. We enjoyed the yummy food and in
a merry mood had our ice cream. Then we got into the bus and came back to school. We had a great time
and a memorable picnic with our friends and teachers.
A.V. Akshyaa, IIC
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their talent depicting various issues of the society.
All the students were first made aware of the
social scenario and then given an act to perform
which they did to perfection. The event was a
colorful one with students dressed in vibrant hues,
he New Year began on a promising note for the
performing to qawalis, foot tapping hit numbers
primary block, when the students presented
and taking part in a fashion show that was held
the event titled ‘PARIVARTAN – The Change’,
to display the traditional and modern trends in
showcasing the transition of social and cultural
clothing and accessories. Each class and section
aspects from traditionalism to modernism.
had a specific topic to showcase and perform on.
The students performed a diverse range of It was both an educative as well as entertaining
acts showing status of women in the past and the experience for the students.
present, the education system from the times of
The parents and other visitors were captivated
yore to the present and the evolution of fashion
by the splendid display of skills by the tiny tots.
from the traditional to the contemporary. It was
Ms. Madhavi & Ms. Gayathri
through music and art that the students showcased

PARIVARTAN-THE
CHANGE

T
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KIDS CORNER

H

Hyderabad- The city of Nizams

yderabad- the city of Nizams is the capital of Telangana. It
is also known as city of pearls and famous for its delicious
biryani. Telugu and Urdu are the official languages of Hyderabad.
I came from the Pink City - Jaipur to the city of Nizams Hyderabad, almost two years ago and visited many places of this
city. Ramoji Film City, Charminar, Golconda Fort, Hussain Sagar,
Salarjung museum, Chowmahalla palace, Nehru Zoological park,
Lumbini park, NTR gardens and a few more were very beautiful.
My favourite place of interest is Ramoji Film City and I visited
this place thrice in these two years.
Being in Hyderabad, I got to know some new festivals such as
Bonalu and Bathukamma. Though I miss my hometown Jaipur, I
like Hyderabad too.
Kenisha Udhani, II C

COCONUT - THE
WONDER TREE

Students of Grade II were asked
to write a few sentences about
uses of coconut tree as a part
of assessments of writing skills
related to their lesson “The
Coconut”.
Sharuthi and Harsheel say
that coconut is called ‘Tree of
life’ and ‘Tree of wonder’ as every
part of it is useful for us.
Indu says dried coconut leaves
are used on roof tops of huts in
villages.
Saqib says coconut oil is
used for treating and preventing
Thyroid problems and also its
water protects us from cancer,
reduces stress and swelling in
hands and feet.
According to Laksh, coconut
tree is one of the tallest trees
in India and for Kruthi and

Sameeksha coconut water is a
healthy and refreshing drink.
Manish found out that
coconut water is the best
medicine for treating diarrhoea
and dysentery.
Karthik says water inside the
young fruit is the purest and the
most health benefitting water.
Mayank says coconut is a good
source of proteins.
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Sreekala says coconut is a kind
of palm tree with a single straight
trunk and has been used for many
purposes since prehistoric times.
According
to
Nithya,
coconut water helps to improve
blood circulation and helps in
strengthening bones. Bhavya
found out that coconut is used
to make different foods like
chutneys, sweets etc.
Srivats came to know that
coconut oil has anti-microbial
properties and is beneficial for
hair, skin and face. Coconut
water is a good source of instant
energy. It is also rich in antioxidants, proteins and vitamins.
Students of Grade II understood
that Coconut tree is a boon to us
from Mother Nature and also it is
useful to us in many ways.
Ms. N.A. Kalyani
HRT, Grade II

DISCIPLINE
Discipline is following the orders of elders, teachers and
parents. Discipline is necessary at home, school, office and
every where. Lack of discipline causes lots of confusion
and problems. We all must be disciplined so that we can
be organised. My School DSE is the best because teachers
teach us about discipline in every field of life.
Sonakshi Rawal, I A

Future Police
I want to become a Police Officer. Police Officers are
very brave. If I became a Police officer, I would catch
all the thieves so that all the people will become
happy. I promise to become a good Police officer
and make my parents proud of me.
Shravani Despande, I

MY FAMILY
My parents are very loving and caring. My father brings
everything for me. My mother cooks yummy food for me.
My sister plays with me a lot. My grandparents take care of
me. I try to help my mother in her works. I love my family
very much. One day I will make my family proud of me.
Kanak Agarwal, I

MY SCHOOL
My School has a big play ground. We have sections from
A to E. On Monday, we have Sports like Chess, Karate,
Basketball etc. We also do many activities in our class.
We have been to places like Vengal Rao Park, Nehru
Zoological Park for field trip. We celebrated our Sports
Day at Gachibowli Stadium. For our picnic, we went to
Dream Valley Resort. I love my school very much and don’t
like to miss even one day. East or West, DSE is the best!
Thota Dhruva, I
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EVENTS

Orientation – An initiation
Well begun is half done……
The new academic year 201516 began with an orientation
programme that was organized
to acquaint the new parents of Pre
Primary, I and II with the rules
and regulations, methodology,
curriculum, evaluation pattern,
and CCE.
The Principal, Mr. Augustine
briefed the audience about the
rules and regulations of the school
and sought the cooperation of the

parents in implementing them.
The Pre Primary coordinator,
Mrs. Farzana briefed about the
teaching methodology of Pre
Primary.
Thereafter, a few teachers
of Pre Primary, I and II
demonstrated and gave a glimpse
of the activities taken up to make
the classrooms more interesting.
This was followed by a brief
insight into the co scholastics
activities, clubs, events, field trips

Vinyasa @ DSE
The Deesians enthusiastically flexed their
bodies, when the school celebrated the
International Yoga day on June 21st.
It was an exhilarating experience for the
students as they exhaled, inhaled, twisted,
twirled and flexed their bodies.

and competitions conducted in
the school.
Ms. Shivani, the school
counsellor had an interactive
session with the parents.
Ms. Veena, the computer
facilitator briefed regarding the
school website.
The parents expressed that
the orientation program was an
opportunity for them to know
more about the school and its
functioning.

The school opened new doors of health to its
children and the latter agreed to make yoga a
part of their lives.
The little ones unanimously took the
following oath,
After Today, I Will Learn to De-Stress, Keep
My Cool, Understand, Forgive And Let Go.
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Investiture Ceremony
“Do not follow where the path may lead, go
instead where there is no path and leave a trail.”
“We, the Student Council of Delhi School of
Excellence, Attapur for the academic year 2015-16 do,
hereby solemnly pledge to uphold and follow the rules
and regulations set by our school.”
So pledged the members of the Student Council,
during the 4th Investiture Ceremony marking a
significant beginning of the new academic session.
The programme began with the traditional
Guard of Honour being accorded to the Chief Guest,
Ms. Lakshmi Lingam, Director and Pro Vice
Chancellor, Tata Institute of Social Sciences,
Chairman, Mr. Madhusudan Rao, Administrator
and Secretary, Ms Rama Devi and the other Guests
of Honour.
‘Itni shakti hame dena daata’ was rendered
melodiously by the school choir to invoke the
blessings of the Almighty.
Then the newly elected office bearers marched
forward crisply to the rhythmic beats of the drums
to receive the flag, sash and badge. The school
prefects in their acceptance speech promised to
uphold the values of the school and keep their
alma mater’s flag flying high, while discharging
their duties honestly and impartially.
The Chief Guest in her address, praised the school
for the commendable
effort being put in to
nurture the students into
individuals who realize
their responsibility towards
the society. The highlight
of the event was a unique
Yoga display put up by
the students of Grades IV
to X. The display left the
audience spellbound.

Independence Day
‘Unity in Diversity’ was the theme of the
Independence Day celebrations.
Diversity is the beauty of India and the unified
India’s diverse culture is its strength and asset.
The programme commenced with the soulful
rendition of the national song ‘Vande Mataram’,
followed by the national tricolor being hoisted
by our Chairman, Mr. Madhusudhan Rao, and
thereafter the national anthem. Rithika of Grade
IX threw light on the importance of the day
and reminded the younger generation of their
duties towards the country. The patriotic flame
was kindled by the evergreen song ‘mile sur mera
tumara’ rendered by a group of students.
Patriotic fervour swept the entire school as
Nukkad Natak was presented by the four houses on
the theme ‘Unity in Diversity’. All the four houses
came up with wonderful ideas and strategies to
overcome challenges that plague our country such
as communal riots, regionalism, casteism and
gender discrimination through their scintillating
performances. Beats of dholak, dhafli, jingles,
colorful dupattas, lung power, social messages,
aggression, humor, amazing actors, stunned
audience and many questions were the hallmark
of the various street plays.
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Spell - Bound

T

he Annual Spelling Bee competition was held
amidst much enthusiasm and fervour. The
finalists were chosen after two preliminary rounds.
It was an Inter- House Competition with four
teams competing against each other. The innovative
rounds like ‘What’s the Good Word?’, ‘Hear Me
Right’ ‘Set Me Right’, ‘Spell - Hunt’, and ‘Spell and
Tell’ kept the participants as well as the audience
Spell Bound! There were questions for the audience
too, so that they don’t feel left out from the final
round of spell bee.

Teachers Day

T

he students celebrated the Teachers’
Day with great zeal and enthusiasm
to show their acknowledgement and
recognition for the hard work put in by
the teachers.
The day had an emotional and
recreational touch. The students of
Grades IX and X did all the preparations
with complete energy and excitement.
An array of programs organized for the
teachers made the day a memorable
one. Teachers were felicitated with
various titles.

Math Magic

T

he school celebrated the Math month in November to
commemorate the birth anniversary of Srinivasa Ramanujam
Iyer, the renowned Mathematician of India. During the month,
Math activities like solving various math puzzles, tests in numerical
ability etc. were conducted. To make the students understand
the importance of shapes in their daily life, a few competitions
were held in the form of tangrams, making paper bags, drawing
cartoons, kites and creating 3D model houses.
On the Math Day i.e. 22nd December, during the special assembly
one of the students dressed up as Ramanujam and recalled his
contributions in the field of Mathematics. A quiz was also conducted
for the primary sections to reinforce their learning of Math.
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Visitors @ School

P

rofessionals from the United States visited the school to learn more about our teaching
methodology and use of digital content in classrooms. They had an interactive session
with students and were impressed with the overall Teaching-Learning methods implemented
in the school.

Thinking Brains

C

heered by their respective
housemates, the Integrated
Quiz was a keenly contested one
which saw the score board never
reflecting any one house as the
clear leader and the balance of
power seesawing from one House to
another.
The format of the quiz had seven
rounds namely Quest - the general
round, Picture Perfect - the Visual
round, Sound Bytes - the Audio round,
Potpourri - the mixed bag round,
Pehchan Kaun - the who am I round,
In the news - the NIE round and Eagle
Eye - the Observation round.
In the end, the Trojans emerged
as the winners and the Samurais
were the runners up.
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Republic Day

T

he 67th Republic Day was celebrated in all its solemnity and
grandeur. The occasion began with the hoisting of the tricolour
and was followed by the rendition of the National Anthem. The
hoisting of the tricolour was followed by the patriotic song “chodo
kal ki baatein, kal ki baat purani” presented by the school choir.
Thereafter the students of Grades IV to VII performed a
short skit on the making of our Constitution and its significance.
This was followed by the reading of the Preamble and the entire
gathering repeating it, akin to an oath.
A bilingual speech in Hindi and English was delivered by
students of Grade IX emphasizing the need for the constitution.

Fare well Dear Seniors
The Grade IX students organized a farewell get
together-Au Revoir, for the Grade X students. The
whole event had a bitter-sweet tinge to it. The Grade
X students dressed in their finery were a sight to
behold. The hosts organized foot tapping dances
and enjoyable face offs to decide who would walk

away with the prized titles of Master and Miss DSE.
Each and every student of Grade X was presented
with a memento and a framed collage.
After an interesting question-answer session,
Minnu Suresh and Arshad Iqbal were declared Miss
and Master DSE. Many students were left teary
eyed and emotional by the end of the programme.
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Prefects
Straight from the Heads…

D

SE will always be an
integral part of our
lives. Looking back,
we realize that four years ago,
we came to DSE as confused
students, having no confidence
in ourselves.But today, we hold
the highest post of responsibility.
When we sit and analyze for
ourselves,we discover that our
personality has transformed and
the credit for that definitely goes
to the school. We were able to
develop ourselves into someone
who could take the lead, make
decisions, solve problems and
influence others to a certain

I

degree. During our tenure as
School Prefects, we have faced
many challenges- sometimes we
succeeded in our endeavours,
sometimes we couldn’t, but at the
end, we have learnt leadership
skills and the importance of
teamwork and communication.
What we are today is all
because of the dedicated team
of teachers,who have carved
the best out of us. They gave
us the required motivation
and inspired us to always keep
moving forward. By working
closely with the teachers, we also
built a wonderful relationship
with them. As we come towards
the end of our time at DSE, we

are taking with us a big box full
of memories, love, lessons and
knowledge!! We would like to
say in unison that, we are who we
are today because of DSE!
DSE rocks…Three cheers to
DSE, Attapur.
- Arshad Iqbal and
Minnu Suresh
Dse School Prefects

Sports Prefect

t was a wonderful experience being the Sports
Captains of our school. We thank our teachers
for giving us this wonderful, challenging
opportunity. The day of nominations took us
by surprise. We had mixed reactions of joy and
nervousness because we knew the journey would
be very challenging and when we won the elections
our joy knew no bounds. We almost sprinted
around the whole playground in the thrill of
winning it.
We grounded ourselves after the initial thrill as
we realized the magnitude of responsibility required
to hold this mantle. We had many ups and downs
in this journey. We learnt that patience is another
name for sports; if we don’t have the patience
then we will never succeed in the game. There is
a saying which goes- ‘He who masters patience
masters everything’. We needed to demonstrate our
leadership qualities which were often tested and we
believe, we have done to the best of our ability.
Motivating, inspiring, controlling were sure a big
part of our challenge. We had to be a little strict at
times because of the situations. We had to be impartial
and at the same time lead the team. It was a real tricky
task but it became easy for us when the entire Council

coordinated with us. We were glad to be a part of a
team like that.
With an ever encouraging and motivating set of
teachers, especially our PET sirs, our endeavours
found stairs of success. Without their tips we
couldn’t have achieved anything. This post gave us
a wonderful learning experience and many more
friends too and we believe nothing teaches better
than our experience.
During this year, we participated in many interschool and intra-school competitions, and learnt
that, achievement is not all that matters but the way
you face it, is what matters. We did back breaking
practice for all the matches. We couldn’t win all
the competitions but tried our level best. We also
put our heart and soul in them. It doesn’t matter
whether we win or lose, but it matters when we
learn from each of them.
We will be waiting for an
opportunity to experience this
again. We will never forget this
learning experience that we got
from holding this post.
Preksha Reddy,
Sports Prefect, IX A
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HOUSE REPORT - Knights
Mentor: Ms. Zainab Khan
Vice Captain: Anuj Reddy

Captain: Aditya. S
Junior Captain: Suzen Fatwani

Motto - Marching Forward

The Winning Streak
It always gives me a sense of pride and immense pleasure whenever I
think about the moment I was handed the responsibility of leading my
house. Firstly, I would like to thank my teachers, friends and all the
students of Knights for believing in me as a potential candidate who
could efficiently handle this responsibility.
My primary goal throughout my tenure was to win the cup for my
house. I tried to reach out to everyone, recognize their special talents
and provide support in every possible way so that they could excel in
their area of interests. I also took up the responsibility to bridge the gap
between my captain and the students of my house.
I, along with my captain took up the task to identify the best students and
players in all activities during the practice sessions to form the final playing
team, but I made sure all my team members participate in at least one task.
Our house has either been winners, runners or losers in all the activities.
The achievements in our Knights House would not have been
possible without the co-operation of my team members. Next year, I
look forward to handling the responsibility of captaining my house.
Anuj Reddy, Grade IX
Deputy House Prefect
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Hall of Fame
S. No

Name

Grade

Competition

Position

1.

Panshul

IE

Collage Making

I

2.

Vishesh

IB

Collage Making

II

3.

Mailika Shree Harsha

IE

Show & Tell

I

4.

Dishita Kahinath Kalyane

IE

Show & Tell

II

5.

Md Abdul Muqeet

IE

Show & Tell

II

6.

Panshul Modi

IE

Show & Tell

II

7.

Naithik Jaiswal

ID

Show & Tell

III

8.

Gamana Ganapathy

IE

Show & Tell

III

9.

Tanishi Anizal

IB

ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ

I

10.

Vanshika Rathi

ID

ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ

I

11.

Anushi Sing

IC

ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ

II

12.

Naithik Jaiswal

ID

ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ

II

13.

Arushi

IC

ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ

I

14.

Dishita

IE

ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ

III

15.

Sujay Hathwar

IA

Running Race

I

16.

Tanishi

IB

Running Race

I

17.

Neharika

IC

Running Race

II

18.

Md. Ibraheem Ahmed

ID

Running Race

I

19.

Sushith Reddy

ID

Running Race

II

20.

Hansika Kamble

IE

Running Race

I

18.

Jasia Armia

II D

Collage Making

I

19.

Gami Ayushi Patel

II D

ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ

II

20.

Jaisa

II D

Fancy Dress

II

21.

Sharuti

II A

Fancy Dress

II

22.

Zoya Inayath

II A

Fancy Dress

III

23.

Sharuthi Akula

II A

Running Race

I

24.

Kyathi Reddy

II B

Running Race

II

25.

Pranav

II B

Running Race

II

26.

Vaishnavi

II C

Running Race

I

27.

Niruval Damodar

II C

Running Race

I

28.

Ayushi

II D

Running Race

II

29.

Vishwas Prabhath

II E

Running Race

I

30.

Bhavya

III D

Talk Show

II

31.

Bhavya

III D

Story Telling

III

32.

S Jeevesh

III A

Cone Race

II

33.

Shreya Reddy

III C

Cone Race

II
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34.

Nabhan Ullah Khan

III C

Cone Race

I

35.

Akhil Kireti

III C

Cone Race

II

36.

Amrit

III D

Cone Race

I

37.

Rishabh

III D

Cone Race

II

38.

Tanvi

IV A

Talk Show

II

39.

Sparsha

IV A

Talk Show

III

40.

Vanij Reddy

IV C

Telugu BhashaDinotsvam

I

41.

Sharanya

VI A

Paper Bag Making

I

42.

Himani Goel

IV A

Cone Race

I

43.

Rida Fatima

IV C

Cone Race

I

44.

Harsh Patel

IV C

Cone Race

II

45.

Fardeen Md.

IV D

Cone Race

I

46.

Asma Mubeen

VA

Poster Making/Slogan
Writing

I

47.

Vandan Bung

VA

Hopping Race

II

48.

Sumathi Tagore

VA

Hopping Race

I

49.

Abhijith

VB

Hopping Race

I

50.

Yashitha

VB

Hopping Race

II

51.

Nidish

VC

Hopping Race

I

52.

B Mayank

V II

Telugu Bhasha
Dinotsavam

I

53.

Keerthi

V II

Telugu Bhasha
Dinotsavam

II

54.

V Madhushalini

IX A

Telugu Bhasha
Dinotsavam

I

55.

A Anuj Reddy

IX A

Telugu Bhasha
Dinotsavam

III

56.

Aditya

XA

Declamation

III

57.

Abdul Rahim, S Aditya , Santhosh , Manoo,
Manar, Anuj, Devraj, Aseer, Kashif, Vasant,
Srideep, Mayank, Nishanth, Sohan

VI to X

Cricket

II

58.

Sanusha Santhosh, Sanjana, Saima Rahman,
Harika, Sanyogita, Natasha, Ananya S Kumar,
Vandana, Manisha Agarwal, Madhu Shalini,
Bharathi Goel, Vaishnavi, Vishnu Priya,
Pravalika, Shreys Gupta

Kho-Kho

II

59.

Anyanna, Natasha Mukherjee, Vandana,
Sanjana, Sanyogita, MadhuShalini, Vaishnavi
Bung, Bharathi Goel, Shreya Gupta,Vishnu
Priya, Pravalika

VII to X

Throw Ball(Girls)

II

60.

Aditya, Abdul Rahim, Manoo Ganeshan,
Vaishnavi Bung, Bharathi Goel, BharathiGoel,
Mohd Manar, Vineet Agarwal, Shreya Gupta

VIII to X

Basket Ball

I
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HOUSE REPORT - Samurais
Mentor: Ms. Veena Janjirala
Vice Captain: Vishal Benhur, IX

Captain: D. Abhiraj, X
Junior Captain: Sakshi Yadav, V

Motto: Igniting Spirits

Shouldering Responsibilities
The day of the nominations was very exciting. The campaigning
process was thrilling as the competition among the candidates was
very tough. That is when I thought that this is an opportunity where
I can prove my leadership qualities.
After my election speech, I gained my confidence levels as
everyone appreciated me and finally I was elected as Vice Captain! I
was supported by my House Mentor and the House Captain. When
I started connecting with my team, I saw the weaknesses and talents
in them and I tried to help them wherever I could. I felt responsible
for the defeats and tried to better myself. This academic year 2015-16
has taught me many things and helped me to prosper in qualities like
discipline, responsibility. I must utilize this opportunity to thank all
my teachers for recognizing my capability of leading my house.
My team members may have placed lots of expectations on me
and I tried to be a tough competitor and a good sportsperson. May
be I couldn’t fulfill all their expectations but I never gave up. I always
tried to improve myself and convert their expectations into reality.
This experience as a Vice Captain will live with me.
Vishal Benhur, Grade IX
Deputy House Prefect
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Hall of Fame
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Name
Deevanshi
Devanshi
Ayush Rathi
Ashiqa
Divaanshi
Aditya Vardhan
Ayush Rathi
Yogith Garg
Ashiqa Ain
S. Sreedyuti
K. Abhiram
T. Dhruva
Sri Harsha

14

Si Chaitra

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Devanshi Gadia
Ayush
Yojit
Thosheeth
T. Dhruva
K. Thanushi Sagar
T. Vipul
Mohammad Shubhanuddin
Pranav Reddy
Thati Vipul
Anvi
Palak Reddy
Akhilesh
Akshara Reddy
Sameeksha
Aman Agarwal
Aritra
Akshara Reddy
Om Kumar
Aritra Pal
Zainab Samdani
Faiza Ahmed
Om Kumar
Nirav Mittal
Hasini
Sri Hasini

Grade
IB
IC
ID
ID
IB
IB
ID
ID
ID
IB
ID
IA
IC
IB
IC
ID
ID
IB
IA
IA
IC
IE
IC
IC
ID
ID
IE
II A
II A
II B
II C
II A
II B
II C
II E
II A
II B
II E
III
III B
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Competition
Collage Making
Collage Making
Collage Making
Collage Making
Show & Tell
Show & Tell
Show & Tell
Show & Tell
Show & Tell
Show & Tell
Show & Tell
Show & Tell
Show & Tell
Telugu Bhasha
Dinotsavam
ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ
Fancy Dress
Fancy Dress
Fancy Dress
Spell Bee ( Sub-Juniors )

Position
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
II
III
III

Running Race
Running Race
Running Race
Running Race
Running Race
Collage Making
Collage Making
Collage Making
Collage Making
ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ
ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ
ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ
ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ
Running Race
Running Race
Running Race
Telugu Bhasha Dinotsavam
Mask Making

I
II
I
II
II
I
II
II
II
I
I
I
II
II
I
II
III
III

II
I
II
II
III
I

Figure Making using
Geometrical Shapes
III C
Spell Bee( Juniors )
III A
Cone Race
III A
Cone Race
III B
Cone Race
III B
Cone Race
III B
Cone Race
III C
Cone Race
III C
Cone Race
III D
Cone Race
IV B Telugu Bhasha Dinotsavam
IV D
Story Telling
IV D
Story Telling
IV D
Story Telling
IV D
Mask Making
IV D
Spell Bee (Juniors )
IV A
Cone Race
IV C
Cone Race
IV C
Cone Race
VB
Elocution-Debate
VA
Spell Bee (Juniors )
VA
Hopping Race
VA
Hopping Race
VA
Hopping Race
VB
Hopping Race
VI A
Slogan Writing
VI A
Spell Bee (Juniors )
VII A
Declamation
VIII A
Declamation
V C Telugu Bhasha Dinotsavam
VI A Telugu Bhasha Dinotsavam
VI A Telugu Bhasha Dinotsavam
VIII A Telugu Bhasha Dinotsavam
IX A Telugu Bhasha Dinotsavam
X A Telugu Bhasha Dinotsavam
XA
Essay Writing

41

Soumya Shubham

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

Madhumita
Bhoomi Balda
Navya A
Sheryl M. John
Chelsea Grace
Tanmay Sai Shelke
V. Ashritha
Madhumita
Anwesha Patil
Adhiti
Rishi
Tanay Goyal
Afreen
Afreen
Rishona Lancy
K.B. Siddarth
Hakruthi Godala
Armaan Chungh
Shreya Rathi
Pooja Kumari
Abhijit Gupta
Havish
Pooja
Shreya
Humaira
Sai Monish
Ananya Vaish
Varsha
Charita
Saimonish
Varshinav
Varsha
M. Aravind
Abhiraj
Minnu Suresh
Ravina R., Snigdha, Amia Bimani, P Varsha,
VII,
Nishika, Alekya, K Krishna, Minnu, Sriyaja,
VIII
AnanyaVaish, Devanshi, Priya W.
Khushi, Ananya, Ansh, Sriyaja, Priya , Nishith, VII,
Nishitha, Aseer, Ravina, Varsha, Amia,
VIII
SakshiYadav , Sri Nikitha , E. Ankith , Varsha,
VI - X
Vishal, Abhiraj
Ravina Royal, Nishika, Vishal, Ramcharan,
VIII
Omair, Minnu Suresh, Alekya, Ayanuddin,
-X
Abhiraj

78
79
80
81

III D
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I
II
I
II
I
II
II
I
II
II
II
I
I
II
II
II
II
II
I
II
II
I
II
II
I
II
II
II
III
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Throw Ball( Girls )

I

Street Theatre

II

Integrated Quiz

II

Basket Ball

II

HOUSE REPORT - Spartans
Mentor: Ms. Ome Asim
Vice Captain: Marie Patrik

Captain: Simran Arora
Junior Captain: Kunjana Ganguly

Motto - Setting new Trends

Tasting Success
Being the Vice Captain, I write with pride that my house has been the
most enthusiastic and hardworking one among the four houses. This
year has been a year of hardwork, dedication and determination as it
was my first experience of holding the position under the guidance of
my mentor and captain who were equally supportive and hardworking
at every step. Right from the beginning, we have pulled ourselves,
worked our hearts out and paved the way to victory. And, there we stood
proudly ahead of the rest of the houses, securing the first position.
I’ve learnt 3 major things in this journey as a Vice Captain. Holding
a title was just not enough, you need to put in everything you’ve got
and to go for each shot whether you win or lose.You’ve got to be trying
until that taste of success hits you. Another important thing I’ve learnt is that only through a proper
planning you can direct your path towards your goals. A plan in a hand is a must to keep moving forward
and, of course team work. When you come together, it’s not just people being present but a whole set of
minds and experiences coming together. And, when the ups and downs come your way, you don’t fall
back weak. But, you face it with much more strength thereby supporting each other.
All the failures faced were not taken as mistakes but as lessons. We’ve learnt to put our best efforts and
each time giving our best performance at every competition we’ve taken part. Although we’ve conquered
the peak, we will endeavour to keep our flag flying high and our chest swelling with pride, year after year.
Wishing all the teachers and students success in the years to come. Long live Spartans !
Marie Patrick, Grade IX
Deputy House Prefect
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Hall of Fame
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Name
Sharvani
Midhu Suresh
Vishnu Saketh
Karthik Gupta
Sharvani
Kartikeya
Satwik Reddy
Sonakshi
Midhu
Sonakshi
R. Dedeepya
Shravani Deshpande
Mohammad Junaid
Gunjan Harkut
Kushi Vadasariya

Grade
IA
ID
IE
II D
IA
IC
IC
IA
ID
IA
IB
IA
IE
IE
II B

16

Sathvikreddy

IC

17

Abhinandan

II B

18

Kartikeya

II B

19

Mahima. I

III B

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Sonakshi Rawal, Shravani Deshpande, S. Satvik
I
Reddy, Midhu Suresh
Pranavi. N, Kenisha.M. Udhani, Akshaini Eleti,
II
Swetha Padhi
Nimisha, Abhigyna, Shubha Tanaya, Mahek
VII-X
Tahzeen, Simran Arora
Ishrath Khadija, Mohd. Arshad Iqbal, Mohd. Ismail,
X
Rohith Reddy, Taher, Omer Siddiq
Marie Patrick, Pooja Surana, Preksha Reddy, Preksha
IX
Reddy, Badiullah, Rohan Roy, Santosh Sulakhe
Vansh, Nishchith, Shivam, Alim, Mayank, Abhignya,
VII Siva Jyothi, Sai Sumanth, Abhiram, Abdul Sami,
VIII
Shubha Tanaya, Junaid, Nimisha
Arshad, Taher, Rohit, Ismail, Badiullah, Vansh, Sri
VII - X
Ram, Nishchith, Mayank, Abdul Sami, Sai Sumanth
Arshad, Taher, Rohit, Ismail, Badiullah, Vansh, Sri
VII - X
Ram, Nishchith, Mayank, Abdul Sami, Shivam Inani
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Competition
Collage Making
Collage Making
Collage Making
Collage Making
Show and Tell
Show and Tell
Show and Tell
Show and Tell
Show and Tell
Show and Tell
Show and Tell
ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ
ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ
ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ
ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ
Telugu Bhasha
Dinotsavam
Telugu Bhasha
Dinotsavam
Telugu Bhasha
Dinotsavam
Telugu Bhasha
Dinotsavam
Spell Bee
( Sub-Juniors )
Spell Bee
( Sub-Juniors )

Position
I
II
II
II
I
I
I
I
I
II
II
I
I
II
II

Spell Bee (Seniors)

I

3 D Model Making

I

3 D Model Making

I

Street Theater

I

Cricket

I

Football

I

I
I
I
I
II
I

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Sonakshi
Mustafa Husaini
Vinaykumar
Aditri
B. Mano Sri Teja
Aditya Reddy
Rishikesh
Karthi Gupta
Harika

IA
IA
IB
IC
II A
II C
II D
II B
II E
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Running Race
Running Race
Running Race
Running Race
Running Race
Running Race
Running Race
Running Race
Running Race

I
II
I
I
II
II
II
I
II

HOUSE REPORT - Trojans

Mentor: Ms. Bindu Joseph		
Vice Captain: Praneeth Daniel

Captain: Sai Rithika
Junior Captain: Gayathri Vikram

Motto – Soaring High

Leaders all the Way
“The greatest leader is not necessarily the one who
does the greatest things. He is the one who gets the
people to do the greatest things.”
It was a pivotal point of my life when I was
nominated for the post of the House Captain. I
wasn’t convinced that I was fit for the role, but
for the trust placed in me, by my teachers. I had
to prove them right. At the onset, I have to thank
them, for they never lost sight of my potential even
when I was so adamant in concealing it, and to my
fellow house mates for believing in me and electing
me as their House Captain.
My experience as the House Captain was very
adventurous, fun and more importantly, inspiring.
This was my first time, being a part of the School
Council. The position brought with it privilege,
pride and responsibility.
I learnt in the first step of my leadership that it
is the art of getting someone else do something you
want done, not because they want to do it.
After getting elected, the motivation and
encouragement I got from my House Mentor, is
beyond words. As it is said that a single pearl alone

cannot make the necklace, likewise, I couldn’t have
managed the responsibilities of a House Captain
without the support and cooperation of my Vice
Captain, and Junior captain. I am also blessed that
I got such loving, caring and encouraging members
who always came forward to participate and show
the entire school that the Trojans were no less than
other houses. They always came up with new ideas,
whether it was cultural, sports or academics- our
house was never behind.
Every day when I see my House Captain badge,
I am reminded of the honour and responsibilities
that were entrusted to me on the Investiture
Ceremony. Tiptoe if you must, but take the step.
This is the lesson I have learnt from my journey. As
our house motto says ‘SOARING HIGH’ we have
always tried our best to soar high and today if we
are standing in the 3rd position, it’s only because of
our House Mentor’s motivation and the hard work
of our house members.
I conclude by saying that LEADERS are not
BORN, they are CREATED.
D. Sai Rithika - IX A
House Prefect
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Hall of Fame
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Name
Dhruthi
Divyash
Sushith Reddy
Chrish Madin
Antra Banerjee
Nigel George Joseph

Grade
IB
IC
ID
II B
II C
II D

7

Shreya Rathi

VB

8

Kavya

VI A

9
10

Sai Pratiti
Manpreet Kaur

VII A
VII A

11

Gethan

II B

12

Shivsharan

III B

13

D. Vamsikrishna

IX A

14

R. Sanjay

XA

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

D. Vamsikrishna
Nousheen
Pratiti
Jatinkumar
Reva Jalan
Asthaanand
Md. Armaan
Teerth Goel
Tanmayee Sree Tavva
Ananya Chopade
Tanisha Nanda Kumar
Harsheel Agarwal
Aleen
Amina
Masarath Fathima
Akshath
Md. Armaan
Antra Benarjee
Aimaan, Avanish, Simran, Bilal, Rohit, Pratiti,
Manpreet, Divyansh, Durgesh, Nabeed, Ragini,
Sahaj, Bhuvaneshwari.
Dipshi Argarwal, Nikhila Naidu, Sairithika,
Soofiya, Rajashri, Subhajith, Vamsi Krishna.
MasrathFatima, Sri Vishal, Prathiti, Aimaan,
Soofiya Afzal, Omer Siddiq.

IX A
XA
XA
III B
III B
IV A
IV A
IA
IB
II D
II E
II A
III D
IV B
VC
VI A
IV A
II C

33
34
35
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VII - VIII
IX A
V-X

Competition
Position
Collage Making
II
Collage Making
II
Collage Making
II
Collage Making
I
Collage Making
I
Collage Making
II
Poster Making/
II
Slogan Writing
Poster Making/
III
Slogan Writing
Declamation
I
Declamation
II
Telugu Bhasha
II
Dinotsavam
Telugu Bhasha
II
Dinotsavam
Telugu Bhasha
III
Dinotsavam
Telugu Bhasha
II
Dinotsavam
Essay Writing
III
Essay Writing
III
Essay Writing
III
Story Telling
II
Story Telling
III
Story Telling
III
Story Telling
III
II
ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ
II
ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ
I
ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ
I
ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ
II
ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ
Mask Making
II
Mask Making
I
Paper Bag Making
II
Paper Bag Making
III
Figure Making
II
Fancy Dress
I
Street Theatre
Competition
3D Model House
Making
Integrated Quiz
Competition

I
II
I

36

Indulekha, Venkat Aditya, Bhavya M., Manpreet.

II A/B/E

37

Sai Saketh, Astha Anand, Masrath Fatima, Sanjotha.

38

SsahajJain, Ankush, Prathiti, Dipshi Argarwal,
Praneeth Daniel.

III - VI
VII A/B,
IX A &
XA

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

Rajashri, Prathiti, Ragini, Dipshi, Bhuvaneshwari,
Simran, Nousheen, Manpreet, Shreya, Manaswi,
Sanjotha, Rishika, Kavya Manohar.
Vamsi Krishna, Nakul, Sahaj, Ravi Royal, Praneeth,
Sanjay, Durgesh Goel, Aryan Malik, Nikhil.
Manhazama
Devshree
Omar Chambuja
Adeebha
Venkata Sai Shivateja
Medhsh V
Vaishali
Anshika
Vasanth
Ananya
Shivatnika
Thakur Arya Singh
Vyom Amar Sheth
Siya Kumari
Akshitha Takur
Mrudulasya
Charvi
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VI A XA
VII A XA
IA
IB
IB
IE
IE
II A
II B
II C
II C
II D
II E
III A
III B
III D
IV A
IV A
VC

Spell Bee Competion
(Sub Juniors)
Spell Bee (Juniors)

II
I

Spell Bee (Seniors)

II

Kho-Kho

I

Football

II

Running Race
Running Race
Running Race
Running Race
Running Race
Running Race
Running Race
Running Race
Running Race
Running Race
Running Race
Cone Race
Cone Race
Cone Race
Cone Race
Cone Race
Hopping race

II
II
II
II
I
I
I
II
II
I
II
I
I
I
I
II
I

budding writers
LIFE TIME
Open your heart
To those who love you
Open your eyes
To the beauty around you
Open your mind
To the wonders of life.
And always
Be true to yourself.....

FRIEND FOREVER

BALLOON

A friend is like a flower
A rose to be exact
Or may be like a brand new gate
That never comes unlatched.
A friend is like an owl
Both beautiful and wise.
Or perhaps a friend is like a ghost
Whose spirit never dies.....
A friend is with us like heartbeat
That goes strong until the end.
Where would we be in this
World, if we don’t have a friend.
Sri Nikitha, VI B

I go up so high in the air
I am called a balloon and I am so fair
Everyone likes to buy
And leave me up so high
I look attractive to younger ones.
And I am likely to be destroyed by elder ones
I am so happy when I am blown
But I am unhappy when I am burst.
I will fly- fly-fly in the air
Like an angel who is so fair
I am a bag full of air and fun
This makes children play even in hot sun.
I am blown, I am played, I burst suddenly
sometimes.
This makes children cry many times.
My life is full of fun and joy
As children like to play and enjoy.
Vishal Naralanka, VI B
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The Jewel Blue Stream
A river is like a jewel blue stream
It splashes as it moves through the trees
At the start its flow is fast
As it flows it murmurs to rocks and hills that are low.
It enjoys the heavy and cold winds that blow
But as its journey goes its speed just becomes a bit slow
But even then it doesn’t stop its flow
Till it reaches the huge ocean and grow
This is the journey of the jewel blue stream
Which never ends unlike a dream.
Taher Siddiqui, Grade X

Math - a Challenge
Try, try and try
The more I try
The more I cry
I practice math with my heart and soul,
Yet I am not able to achieve my goal.
I never get marks in math,
Inspite of my endeavours
Fate is never in my favour
And I seriously have to improve,
Because in our lives
Math plays a very significant role.
Anupoja Navya, Grade III A

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT

A New Beginning
‘She Bus’
aunching the SHE BUS is a great step taken by the Gender Park in Kerala.
It is a matter of great pride that such an admirable initiative is taken up
for women’s safety. She bus according to me is an asset for the women of the
country. It will help them tackle many of the atrocities they face on daily
basis. It will also remove gender bias from the society. This initiative will
herald the beginning of a new future for women in the country. Not only the
lady passengers, but also the lady staff manning the bus will travel in peace
and without fear. It also provides a means of livelihood for scores of women
especially for those belonging to financially weaker sections of the society.
Other states should emulate the example set by Kerala. It is one of the best
projects for empowering women in the recent times.
‘Women for Women’
Shubha Tanaya, Grade VII A

L
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An Enriching Experience
‘Silence is one’s powerful scream.’ Students of Grade IX visited the Autism Friendly Village (Autism
Ashram) on 18th January 2016. It was an over whelming experience for all of us albeit a little different.
The ambience of the Autism Ashram was truly amazing as the blooming flowers welcomed us with their
fragrance. On reaching the venue, Mr. Malikarjunan, the Vice President of Care for Autism Society
addressed and guided us throughout the journey of 9.78 acres which was an eye opener. Each autistic child
was allotted a room with his/her care giver, which in our opinion was truly wonderful. We realized that
the need of the hour is to provide appropriate vocational training combined with occupational therapy,
hydro therapy and speech therapy for integrating them towards gainful employment. A token amount of
Rs. 2,500 collected by the students was handed over to the President of the society.
WHAT WE FEEL . . .

“They are not disabled; their abilities are far better
than us.” This one line of Mr Malikarjunan made
our visit an elevating one.
Rithika

When I saw one child’s interest in gadgets and
how badly he wanted the DSLR in my hand I
really could say “he is beautiful but not broken, he
is different but not less, he is challenged but not
challenging, he is overwhelmed but not spoiled.
Autism is not a choice, however, acceptance is.”
Nakul

It was a great sight to see the caregivers so selfless
and empathetic towards these children.
Anuj

It was a great sight to see these children being
taken care of splendidly not only with residential
facilities but also the needed therapies for their
well being all under one roof with the much
needed love.
Ali

It was astonishing to see them being so very
disciplined.
Vishal
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Are Television and Internet useful?

T

elevision is a good source of both entertainment and education. Educational programmes
can develop young children’s socializing and learning skills. News, current events and
historical programmes can help make young people more aware of culture and people. There
can be negative consequences too. Some young people may become addicted to online games
wasting too much of their time. Violence is another thing TV viewers are overly exposed to.
Viewers become desensitized to violence by watching it over and over. A few musings...
I think TV is not good for children’s social skills
as there are too many violent TV shows which
may cause distress to the children. It also slows
down muscle gain and does not allow the strength
needed to lift your body.
Ayesha Shabaz, VI A

We get to know more about the world, people and
places. We can do research on a new topic. We can
be connected to the entire world via social media.
We can get update on sports, current affairs etc. On
the other hand, we may lose time-sense if we keep
on browsing or watching TV. Our eyesight can get
affected and we may become a couch potato. We may
even lose our creativity as we get used to internet.
Ankith Ephraim, VII A

Nowadays children learn more moral lessons in a fun
way by watching special episodes meant for children.
We become more aware of the present socio-economic
conditions. The spiritual shows build our characters
but sometimes we compromise on our sleeping hours
to watch our favourite serials. We watch while eating
which is directly linked to over eating thus causing
obesity in children and adults.
The internet is swamped with information. We
can also get the latest breaking news at the click of a
button. The information that internet shares is fast
and seamless. The growth of e-commerce has made
it possible for people to shop for most things online.
Priya Waghadiya, VII B

I think the parents need to take some precautions
and supervise what the children are browsing and
watching. One wrong step can spoil the children’s
lives, so timely action needs to be taken.
Shivam Inani, VIII A
In my opinion, excess of TV and internet may
lead children in the wrong direction, thereby
spoiling their future. A child can be benefitted if
he or she uses it in the right way.
Manpreet Kaur, VII A

Should Cell Phones Be Allowed In Schools
I personally feel cell phone should be allowed in
school as a part of a learning resource and also in
case of emergency.
Harika, VI A
In conclusion, people who oppose the use of cell
phones in school do it because of the disruptions
and distractions cell phones can cause. But we must
accept that we live in a world of technology and that
cell phones are an important and very useful part of
that world. We miss out if we fail to take advantage of
the educational power of the cell phone. All in all,cell
phones improve communication, provide learning
resources and encourage appropriate and extensive use
of technology. Teachers and administrators must find
ways to incorporate this excellent multi-tool in schools.
Ankith, VII A
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They should be used in the staffroom only.
The child doesn’t need a cell phone if he has a
phone facility. Cell phones are now gone from
a call home to cheating on tests to putting
child’s life in danger.
Omkar, VII A

Yes, phones should be allowed to schools
because they are a modern way to study. They
can replace books and reduce the load on our
backs. But we need to be really careful because
we can easily get distracted from studies. If all
the students use the phone for the right purpose
then schools can allow phones to schools.

Literary Club

T

he importance of this club is
to improve our language skills.
Generally, it is linked to English
but our school, offered the Literary
Club that was linked with the three
main languages of our state (that is
English, Hindi and Telugu).
My journey with the club
began by writing a speech. It was a
wonderful opportunity to express
my love towards my father.

Next, we saw the popular
movie ‘Alice in Wonderland” and
did a few activities based on it.
The most enjoyable activity was
creating a story on our own by
including fairy tale effects and
cartoon characters.
We were also given a task
to write poems, make posters,
narrate stories, make drawings,
write articles etc. in any language
on our own and I ended up
writing a poem and this article.

THE STORY OF THE
COLOURS

O

nce upon a time all the colours met at a
palace and all of a sudden White started
boasting about himself saying, “I am so fair, no
one is like me but everyone wants to be as fair
as I am.” The other colours felt jealous of White.
Then Red said, “Stop boasting. We are no less
than you. In fact I’m much better than everyone,
I am the best colour in the world. Everyone likes
me because I am so bright that anyone and
anything in red looks prettier.”
All the colours became very silent. After a few
seconds, Green said, “What if you are so bright.
Do not forget that the colour of danger is also
red”. Everyone laughed at red and then Green
continued, “I am the most beautiful and natural
colour on the earth”. Then Pink could not keep
quiet and said, “I am the favourite colour of all
the girls. They like things that have a magnificent
and a lovely colour like me”. Exasperated Blue
said, “Just stop it. I am the most famous colour
in the world and the most favourite colour of the
boys and also the sky. The oceans and the seas
have adopted my colour because they fell in love
with the wide beautiful blue sky”.
Black who was despondently listening to
everyone, was silent. He didn’t have anything to

The club activities were very
enjoyable and I will never forget
the various activities that we had
done.
A. Abhignya, VII B

say when all the colours looked at him, to hear
how he would defend his colour.
White, who was still well pleased with his
colour, arrogantly said, “What will he say? He is
simply dark and dull, nothing else.”
Black was in tears.
All this while the God of colours, who was
watching this amusingly, made his presence felt
by asking Black, “What is the matter my dear
black? Black slowly replied, wiping his tears,
“There is no special quality in me. I am just a
futile colour. ” God said, “No my dear Black,
you are not a futile colour. You are everywhere
on earth. The whole universe is black. Now
don’t you think that you are a very nice colour!”
The God of colours continued, “You should not
compare with each other because each one of
you is unique and play a very effective role in
beautifying the environment”. And then God
changed himself into a beautiful rainbow!
MORAL - Everyone is
equal. Every creation
of God is uniquely
important.
Variety
makes this world a
beautiful place.
Sahaj Jain, VII B
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WATER THE
PRECIOUS RESOURCE

W

hy do we need to save water? We
need to save water because it is
the most important, and valuable thing
in our life.
We waste a lot of water during long
baths, washing clothes, washing dishes
etc. On the earth the fresh water in lakes,
ponds flows into seas and is wasted.
Save water in the lakes and ponds.
Out of 71% of water present on the
earth, 97.41% is ocean water which we
can’t use and 2.59% is fresh water. In
the 2.59% 0.007 % is in lakes, 0.001% is
in the form of water vapours,0.005% is
in soil and 0.0001%, 0.0001% in plants
and animal.
Water is very essential for our body.
Similar to earth, even our body is made
of 70% of water. If we don’t get fresh
water for drinking, we will not be able
to drink water. If we don’t drink water
we may suffer from headache, gas
related problems and so on.
When water vapour cools down then
it starts raining. So even rain is fresh
water. Building an empty tank for rain
water harvesting is the need of the hour.
Try to use only 2 buckets of water for
washing dishes and 2 buckets of water
for washing clothes.
PLEASE SAVE WATER
Nimisha P, VII A

THE LAND OF DREAMS

M

y first foot on the land of Delhi School of Excellence,
the universe of knowledge, was when I was in Grade
IV. I was a sweet little girl managing my uniform, hair,
bag, water bottle, lunch bag and of course my-self, when
I shyly entered the cellar of my school. Everyone there
seemed so strange; I checked my name on the class list and
slowly entered my class. As soon as I stepped in, everyone
stared at me with a question in their eyes. I heard two
girls murmuring, “This girl is so tall, why is she entering
class 4, I think she lost her way to Grade VII.” I nervously
walked in and sat on the second bench with a girl named
Mariya. I didn’t even ask her name, I got to know that
only when she answered her call for attendance. The first
sentence that she spoke to me was, “Have you failed and
come to Grade IV?” I was surprised at her question. I
said softly, “No, my father is tall, so I guess I am too.”
The first few days were not very interesting.
But slowly I started liking my teachers. They were
extraordinarily good, the way they explained, the care they
took and the love and support they showed. I learned a
new concept of life every day. I made new friends too and
they started liking me a lot. I tried my hand at everything
possible. I became the apple of everyone’s eyes.
I am in Grade VII now. Co-incidentally I still sit
with Mariya!! Now I am surrounded by my friends.
Whenever my classmates see a giraffe anywhere, they
name it Tanaya, and I truly enjoy their concern. I have
excelled in almost everything; I am now very confident
and can speak boldly. I have become an all rounder, and
was awarded the ‘All rounder trophy’ last year. It is all due
to my incredible teachers and support of my wonderful
friends.
I am the best shooter and defender of the SUB JUNIOR
BASKET BALL TEAM of our school which is one of the
many dreams… fulfilled. And
for me My School is The Land
of Dreams.
I Love My Friends.
I Love My Teachers.
I Love My School.
SHUBHA TANAYA, VII A
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Horror @ School

O

nce on a cold January
night at around 2:00 a.m.,
a sound came from the kitchen.
I went into the kitchen and saw
a glass had fallen down due to
my negligence. I took it and
kept it back up and while I was
going back, I slipped because
water had fallen from the glass.
After some time my mother
woke me as it was already 6:00
a.m. My mother asked me to
get ready and informed me that
my brother had a cold and so
he will not be going to school.
She reminded me that it was
26th January. When I entered
the school bus there was no one.
When we were on the road, I
asked the bus driver why there

I

believe that counseling
empowers
individuals
and helps them to achieve
mental health, wellness, and
academic goals. Since children
face unique and diverse
challenges, both personally
and developmentally that
have an impact on academic
achievement, there is a
growing need of professionals
to help children who are
having problems during
their school life. The role of
a school counselor is vital to
the success of students of all
ages. It is believed that if help
is provided at the right time
with appropriate intervention
the individual can lead a life
that is more fulfilling and can

was nobody even on the roads.
He was silent. At the school
gates, my friend was waiting for
me. After entering the school,
my friend vanished and the gates
closed. I was scared to go up. I
saw an Id card. It was my friend’s
and blood spots were there on it.
I panicked and started crying.
Suddenly a hand came on my
shoulder. I turned behind and
saw no one. I looked down. The
hand disappeared from there.
I was so scared! I ran fast to
the main ground. There was a
big opening and I fell into it. I
screamed and opened my eyes.
I realized I was on the kitchen
floor, where I had slipped and
it was all a dream. I went back
to bed to get some more sleep.
After some time my mother
woke me up and asked me to get
gain a stronger understanding
of self.
School counselors work
one-to-one with students of
all ages, performing a range
of informal assessments to
identify their strengths and
to uncover areas in need of
improvement. The school
counselor collaborates with
educators, parents, and other
professionals to create safe,
healthy,
and
supportive
learning environment for all
students.
As part of my role as a
counselor, I have conducted
orientation for teachers and
parents to create awareness
about the importance of
school counselor in the
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ready. Later, she told me that my
brother has got a cold and will
not be coming to school and she
gave me a small Indian flag. I
asked her why and she told me,
“Today is Republic Day.” I ran
fast and jumped onto the bed. I
took my brother’s bed sheet and
covered myself. I screamed from
under the sheet that I will not go
to school as I felt my dream was
becoming real. I silently prayed
to God that I should not get
horror dreams ever again.
school environment. I identify
children with special needs
such as those having learning
difficulties, behavioral issues,
and children with ADHD.
Personal counseling sessions
are conducted for children
who have been referred by the
teachers or parents for various
reasons.
SHIVANI WADHWA
Counsellor

Life in a Village

V

illage is where real India resides. About 75% of
the people in India reside in villages. As I was
born and brought up in a city, I had never seen a
real village. I had known about villages only from
books and newspapers. I always wanted to visit a
village but never had the opportunity to see and
experience it firsthand.
Last month my friend asked me to visit her
ancestral house in a village. I happily agreed to go
with her the following Sunday. The village was an
half an hour trip from the city. After leaving the
city, the bus entered a very narrow and bumpy road.
After some time, the bus came to a screeching halt
at a makeshift bus station near a tea-shop.
As soon as the bus stopped, we got down and
waited for the bus to roll ahead. I could see the village
houses and huts a few meters away. The way to the
village was dusty. People were working in the fields.
A few women were at the village well drawing water
out of it. Children were playing. Cattle was grazing
too. People were very friendly and simple.
After passing a few more houses and huts, we
reached my friend’s ancestral house. We washed
ourselves and then were served with hot milk and
jilebis. I relished the pure fresh milk of the village. I
met the grandparents of my friend. They were very
cordial and warm. I spent an entire day with them.
We had fresh vegetables and jowar rotis for lunch.

THE IMPORTANCE OF
HARDWORK

H

ard work is the most important thing in
our life. Without hard work, we cannot
achieve anything. One of the reasons for people
becoming poor, hungry and homeless is not
gaining proper knowledge. But we can gain
proper knowledge only if we are hard working.
A hard working person will always have
additional good qualities like respecting others,
being humble, simple, kind and always being
helpful to others.
Swami Vivekananda said that we must ‘Try,
Try and Try Again to achieve our goals’. This
means that we must put our efforts without

Then my friend’s grandfather took us for a walk
around the village.
The villagers lead a very simple life in the midst
of natural environment. In villages, we find purity
in everything. There is no smoke, no pollution and
no noise. A wonderful tranquility can be felt as
soon as we enter the village. In the cities, people
hardly care for their neighbours. But in villages, we
notice a strong social sense everywhere.
Village life is the happiest compromise between
the natural and the artificial. It is a merry game
between man and nature. Hence, village life is the
most natural life for the human beings.
R.Vandana, VII B

getting tired. This will surely happen if we are
hard working and sincere towards our work.
The proverb ‘Hard Work is the Key to Success’
explains the benefit of hard work. All achievers
like Saina Nehwal in Badminton, Sachin
Tendulkar in Cricket, Lata Mangeshkar in
Music, Sania Mirza in Tennis etc., have one great
quality in common i.e., they are all extremely
hard working and sincere in their fields.
If every individual is industrious, then each
family, each society, each city, each country can
develop more within less time.
So let’s all take a pledge that we will work hard
and reach great heights. Those who don’t work
hard will have a mediocre life. So dear friends,
from today, let’s all be diligent to achieve our goals.
R.Vandana, VII A
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teach speak
My fascinating world of
Mathematics @ D.S.E.
‘It is magic until you
understand it and it is
Mathematics thereafter.’
athematics
may
be
described
as
the
fundamental science. It may be
broadly described as the science
of space, time and numbers. As
a teacher of Mathematics in the
primary school, it is important to
introduce children the concepts,
skills and thinking strategies
that are essential in everyday life
and support learning across the
curriculum.
It helps children make sense
of the numbers, patterns and
shapes they see in the world
around them, offers ways of
handling data in an increasingly

digital world and makes a
crucial contribution to their
development
as
successful
learners.
DSE has always supported me
in implementing these teaching
strategies which in turn helped
to stimulate curiosity, foster
creativity and equipped children
with the skills they need in life
beyond school.
The teaching aids and digital
support provided by the school
management
were
always
an added benefit in making
math a fun and activity based
learning. International Math
Day is celebrated every year
which includes competitions,
activities, awareness of various

MY EMPIRICISM
WITH DSE

admissions for the academic year.
This was all possible because of
the team spirit, co-operation,
harmonization and combined
efforts of one and all.
Every day was a new learning
experience for me as a Teacher,
Educator and Mentor of the
Trojans House. I feel that, I
have grown along with DSE.
I never thought that teaching
would be so much fun. Along
with teaching many activities
such as competitions, clubs,
special assemblies, annual day
celebrations and sports day
events were all challenges that
were taken up with competitive
spirit.
Now as the school is
expanding, the family has new

M

I

n the year 2012, DSE took its
first step as a CBSE school in
Attapur. For me it was my gateway
too, to work in a CBSE school. I
felt as if we both were gearing
up for our future advancements
with new environment and staff
to achieve and accomplish our
goals in education.
As part of the DSE team, we
really worked hard with 100%
dedication and efforts. Very soon
DSE was a household name and
became one of the best schools in
the vicinity.
Admissions began to pour
in and at one point of time the
management had to close the
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mathematical symbols, values,
equations and Mathematicians.
Math bulletin boards are used
to display math concepts. They
served as a source of gaining
mathematical information.
I would like to thank the
Management, Principal and
Headmistress for their extended
support towards the Math
Department, for having faith
and confidence on us and giving
us space to put our ideas into
actions.
Rishika Akula, Math
Department
members joining in every year
and everyone is striving for
reaching the desired goals.
I would like to thank the
Management, Principal, Head
Mistress and my mentor and
guide Ms.Malathi Ramakrishna
for giving me the opportunity
to refine my skills. I wish DSE
the very best for all its future
endeavours.
Sukhada Neelakantam,
Social Science Department

TEACHER – PUPIL
RELATIONSHIP

E

ducation is the process,
which helps one to think, to
relate to others and to understand
what life around us is all about. It
helps us to tackle the challenges
of everyday life by helping us to
discern what is good and what is
not, what is true and what is false.
The major role in this is played
by the teacher and the taught.
The teacher-pupil relationship
has gone topsy-turvy in recent
years. With the changing times,
there are many questions to be
pondered over by teachers, if
they are to be called educators.
Looking around we observe
that human values have been
sidelined and morality alienated
from education.
In the present times the child
is being constantly pressurized
to compete and to achieve-partly
from teachers burdening them,
and partly from parents who
transfer their stress and anxiety
on to the child. Very often, parents
are ambitious and set unrealistic
goals for their offspring. They
demand exceptionally high
percentages from them and later
expect them to join a stream of
education in order to realize
their own unfulfilled ambitions.
This may turn the youngsters
into a frustrated, dissatisfied and
angry individual, thus leading to
poor academic performance.
We live in an age, where there
is maximum media exposure
which influence young minds in
innumerable ways. The child of
today is more curious and better

informed than us. They also have
abundant energy, which needs
to be judiciously channelized.
On the other side of the scale,
they have shorter attention
spans, poor rote memory and
do not take to routine teaching
methods.
The confused youth of today
are on the lookout for a role
model whom they can respect
and look up to. To be an effective
role model, we need to look at
ourselves as a gift worthy to be
received by our wards.
The teachers have to develop
in the student, the art of thinking,
reasoning and expression, and
incorporate methods that ignite
their imagination, arouse their
curiosity and stimulate their
thinking. We should be better
informed regarding the things
that interest them so that we
can understand them better, and
build a rapport with them.
Teachers also need to be open
to new ideas and be willing to
learn. The world in which we
grew was different. Today the
needs of students are different.
Patience and tolerance are the
qualities, the young are looking
for.
The youth have no one to
listen to their doubts- as their
elders are busy earning their
daily bread. So, the teacher has to
be accessible to listen, to console,
guide and share the students’
joys and sorrows.
Gone are the days when the
teacher was a ‘know all’. Today,
the teacher needs to be open to
correction, as no one is perfect.
A teacher is a person who
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shapes the future of the students
by training them to face life
with courage, confidence and
responsibility. We are the ones
who have to inspire, motivate
and teach the young to reflect
on life and understand human
nature.
A teacher, today has to be
sensitive to her ward’s needs,
knowledgeable and helpful. We
need to match the students stride
for stride. As educators, we have
faced challenges through the
years. With a little effort, we can
tide over this challenge too, and
work towards the goal of helping
our students grow intellectually,
spiritually and emotionally
into wonderful human beings
which will be cherished by their
families, school and nation. Let’s
be a friend, philosopher and
guide to our students.
Ms. MALATHI. R,
HOD, Social Science

Anchored Anchors
A woman I know, cooks delicious food
With her family and friends she is extremely good.
Her husband is loving and takes proper care,
Life to her has been just and fair.
But her health is a cause of despair.
A woman I know, has a lovely kid,
She protects him under her caring wings .
But her husband, she wants to get rid.
He has an ego that befits a king,
In front of him, she becomes a weakling.
A woman I know, who is hale and healthy,
She has a husband who is rich and wealthy.
But her in-laws are a pain in the neck.
Every movement of hers, they put a check,
She is slowly turning into a nervous wreck.
A woman I know, is in a sea of trouble,
Her in-laws, husband, and kids, all are responsible.
Her ‘I’ and ‘Me’ have long ago died.
In the darkness of the nights, she has often cried,
But a solution to this, she has never tried.
I am yet to meet a woman, who has no pains and problems,
No worries and woes, no troubles and turmoil.
Yet, all the women I know are pillars of strength!
We know our value, we know our worth,
Without us, there is no home or hearth.
To fulfil our duties is our innate instinct.
Without us, mankind would be extinct!
Amruta Rao
HOD, English Department
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What does a new day mean to you ?
I leave the sorrows and
live my day full of joy
and happiness.”
- Ms. Maheshwari
Shetty

Wish every fresh day
as a first opportunity
and last chance to
yield best results. This
always holds you in
best place in your life.
- Ms. Sudha

“Everyday is a new day
with a new hope”.
- Ms. Vandana Singh

Every day comes with
new possibilities and an
open heart for change.

Use every day as an
opportunity to make
tomorrow even better.

- Ms. Deepa

- Ms. Soumya

“A new day brings a new hope and positivity within
me that the day would hold something new for
me. It makes me learn new things and get satisfied
with my work and I never get disheartened. My
day always starts with excitement and ends with
positivity.”

Celebrate the new day
with shouts of praise,
love and grace and
with a beautiful smile
upon your face.
- Ms. Rekha Pawar

- Ms. Ome Asim, HOD, Science

Every new day is
another chance to
change your life with
new hope, aspiration
and opportunity.

Every new day
is a chance, an
opportunity to change
our life to be the
person we aspire to be

- Ms. Deepthi

- Ms. Gayatri

- Ms. N. Ambika
Kalyani

“A new day gives a new
life, a new opportunity.”

“I love to face the
challenges and accept
them happily with a
smile.”

“ ½þ®úxÉ<ÇºÉÖ¤É½þºÉÚªÉÇEòÒÊEò®ú
hÉÉåEòÒiÉ®ú½þ+É¶ÉÉ, Ê´É·ÉÉºÉ
iÉlÉÉ=¨ÉÆMÉEòÉ|ÉiÉÒEò½èþ ”

–Ms. Sunita Janet

- Ms. Farzana
Khan, Pre-Primary
Coordinator

úxms¼½DµR¶¸R¶VLiª«sVµ³R¶VLRiLiª«sVµ³R¶VLRiLi
@LRiVßáNSLi»R½VÌÁ»][¬sLi²T¶©«s
- ©«sM©«saRPVË³Ü[µR¶¸R¶VLi
G©¯[õAaRPÌÁ»][
¬sLi²T¶©«sxqsVµj¶©«sLi
LSªyÖÁª«sV©«sLiµR¶Lji
ÒÁ$»yÍýÜ[@©«sVµj¶©«sLi

“A lot of renewed
vigour, hope and zeal
to do something. To
put forward my best
positive thoughts and
not let the past be an
obstacle to my future.”

- Ms. Vanita

Every new day is
another chance to
change your life.

Ms. Manisha Singh,
HOD, Hindi

A new day is like a new
beginning of thoughts,
strengths and ideas
and a new sunrise of
hope, prosperity and
happiness all together.
It’s a bunch of whole
new things of prayers,
friends and love.

- Ms. Shashikala,
Academic Director

- Ms. Yerra Kalyani
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A new day is when
we get a new positive
attitude to start our
day and learn from our
yesterday’s mistakes.
- Ms. Nivedita

“Everyday is significant
as it brings with it
new changes and
opportunities.”
– Ms. P. Sri Devi

Each morning is a
blessing,
And a start of a new
beginning.
It heralds a dawn of new
thoughts and hopes,
It gives us a chance to
chase our dreams
And realize them by all
means!
Ms. Amruta Rao, HM

Dexterous Fingers

Nikhila Naidu, IX

Sreekala, II D

Shubhojith, IX

Nikhila Naidu, IX

Nousheen, X

Nishika, IX

Shubha Tanaya,
VII

Soofiya Afzal, IX

Suhitha, II B
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Nikhila Naidu, IX

Anjanna, VII

Akshat Soni, IV

Tanisha, VI

Aroosh, I C

Humaira, VI
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Anuj Reddy, IX

Ayush Rathi, I D

Gayathri, V

Nousheen, X

Panshul Modi, I

Nikhila Naidu, IX

Rishon Suhas, I

Saloni, IV

Rishikesh, II

Sai Tanmayee, I

Vishal Benhur, IX

Shreya Rathi, V
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Akshat Soni, IV

Vandana, VII

Kesha Varshini, VI

Arshad Iqbal, X

Natasha, VII

Manaswi, VIII

Navya, V

Vedika Inani, III

Nikhila Naidu, IX
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learning experiences

Adolescence Education Programme A workshop

G

rowth and maturation
is a continuous process
and adolescence is a stage in
the continuum of growth and
development across the life span.
As one grows, one experiences
many changes in our life,
some of which are predictable.
Adolescents need to be prepared
for the physical, mental,
emotional and psychosocial
changes that take place during
the adolescence phase so that
they are not anxious about them
and respond to these changes in
positive and responsible ways.
This also helps them to mould
their personality. Recognizing
that changes during adolescence
occur at different pace and
timings in different individuals
will help them develop a positive
acceptance of self.

School is the place where a
student is exposed to a formal
curriculum and interacts with
fellow students and teachers that
to a large extent mould his/her
behaviour and personality.
The Adolescence Education
Programme
(AEP)
is
an
important initiative that aims
to empower young people with
accurate, age-appropriate and
culturally relevant information,
promote healthy attitudes and
develop skills to enable them to
respond to real life situations in
positive and responsible ways.
AEP interventions focus on the
acquisition of authentic knowledge,
development of positive attitudes,
and empowerment for appropriate
action, including the avoidance
of risky behavior among young
adolescents.

Microsoft - ‘Create to Inspire
School Programme’
‘Create to Inspire School
Programme’ - A workshop was
conducted by EZ Vidya from
Microsoft. This programme
is a leadership initiative for
schools on environmentally
sustainable living. It enables
development of 21st century
skills amongst students including collaboration, critical
thinking, creativity, communication, social skills, ICT
competencies, self- direction and planning. The programme
objective is to build a school culture that offers a vision of
innovation, enables teacher collaboration and sharing of
teaching practices.
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To acquaint the students of
Grade VIII, IX and X with
the above mentioned issues, a
workshop was conducted by
the doctor couple Dr. Sudhir
Charles and Dr. Madhulatha
separately for boys and girls
in the school. Through a
power point presentation they
elucidated on the various aspects
of adolescence.
The students were encouraged
to open up and ask any kind
of query that they may have
regarding adolescence.
It was an enlightening
afternoon that the students spent
with the doctor couple.

Hindi Sambhodan –
Workshop
Ë½þnùÒ
¶ÉèÊIÉEò ¨ÉÆSÉ
ºÉÆ¤ÉÉävÉxÉ uùÉ®úÉ
+ÉªÉÉäÊVÉiÉ
Ë½þnùÒ
EòÉªÉÇ¶ÉÉ±ÉÉ ¨Éå
Ê´É¦ÉÉMÉÉvªÉIÉÉ
¨ÉxÉÒ¹ÉÉ ËºÉ½þ B´É¨ÉÂ Ë½þnùÒ +vªÉÉÊ{ÉEòÉ VÉªÉ¸ÉÒ ´É¨ÉÉÇ
xÉä ¦ÉÉMÉ Ê±ÉªÉÉ / Ê´ÉÊ¶É¹]õ B´É¨ÉÂ |ÉJªÉÉiÉ ´ÉHòÉ ¸ÉÒ
|ÉnùÒ{É VÉèxÉ EòÒ ={ÉÎºlÉÊiÉ ¨Éå EòÉªÉÇ¶ÉÉ±ÉÉ ¨Éå Ë½þnùÒ
Ê¶ÉIÉhÉ EòÒ ¨ÉÚ±É¦ÉÚiÉ ºÉ¨ÉºªÉÉ+Éå iÉlÉÉ ´ªÉÉEò®úhÉ
Ë¤ÉnÖù+Éå {É®ú Ê´É¹Énù ´ÉÉiÉÉÇ ºÉÆ{ÉzÉ ½Öþ<Ç /

Capacity Building
Workshop on CCE

A

two day Capacity
Building Workshop
on CCE was organized
on 20th and 21st
November, 2015 at DAV
Public School, Safilguda.
Ms. Malathi Ramakrishna attended the workshop.
The resource persons for the workshop were Ms.
Shwetha Singh, Jt. Director, Training, CBSE, Ms.
Seetha Kiran and Mr. Srinivas Raghavan. The aim
of the workshop was to train master trainers to
conduct CCE workshops in their respective schools
as well as other schools whenever called for. It also
aimed at facilitating understanding and effective
implementation of CCE and FAs in the classrooms.

Social Science Made Easy

B

harathi Bhawan publishers conducted a
workshop on ‘Effective teaching of History
in Social Science’ for the middle school by Ms.
Sagarika Mukherji on 11th December, 2015. The
workshop aimed to build overall understanding
of teaching aspects of History. She explained how
to make History interesting for students by using
different techniques and learning methods.

Hindi Workshop
xªÉÚ ºÉ®úº´ÉiÉÒ ½þÉ=ºÉ Eäò ºÉÉèVÉxªÉ ºÉä ÊnùxÉÉÆEò 19 -11- 2015 EòÉä Ë½þnùÒ {ÉÖºiÉEò
Ê´É¨ÉÉäSÉxÉ B´ÉÆ ºÉÆMÉÉä¹`öÒ EòÉ +ÉªÉÉäVÉxÉ ÊEòªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ * xªÉÚ ºÉ®úº´ÉiÉÒ ½þÉ=ºÉ EòÒ ÊEòiÉÉ¤É
ºÉÊSÉjÉ Ë½þnùÒ ´ªÉÉEò®úhÉ EòÒ ±ÉäÊJÉEòÉ ¨ÉÆVÉÚ ¶É¨ÉÉÇ iÉlÉÉ ¸ÉÒ¨ÉiÉÒ xÉÒ±É¨É +®úÉäc÷É (Ë½þnùÒ
Ê´É¦ÉÉMÉÉvªÉIÉÉ , Ênù±±ÉÒ ) xÉä ºÉÆMÉÉä¹`öÒ EòÉä ºÉÆ¤ÉÉäÊvÉiÉ ÊEòªÉÉ *
¸ÉÒ¨ÉÉxÉ ºÉèªÉnù ¨ÉiÉÒxÉ +½þ¨Énù ( ¨ÉÖJªÉ ºÉÆªÉÉäVÉEò ) BxÉ.ºÉÒ.<Ç.+É®ú.]õÒ. xÉä ´ªÉÉEò®úhÉ +Éè®ú
=ºÉEäò ¨É½þi´É Eäò ¤ÉÉ®äú ¨Éå ¤ÉiÉÉªÉÉ* ½þ¨ÉÉ®äú Ê´ÉtÉ±ÉªÉ EòÒ Ê¶ÉÊIÉEòÉ ®äúhÉÖEòÉ MÉÖ{iÉÉ +Éè®ú ®äúJÉÉ
{É´ÉÉ®ú xÉä <ºÉ EòÉªÉÇ¶ÉÉ±ÉÉ ¨Éå ¦ÉÉMÉ Ê±ÉªÉÉ +Éè®ú ±ÉÉ¦ÉÉÎx´ÉiÉ ½ÖþB *

Life Skills

Shaping the Minds of the
Next Generation

CBSE conducted a training programme on ‘Life
Skills’ at Chirec Public School Kondapur on 19th
December 2015. Dr. Sita Laxmi Viswanath and Ms.
Sudha Rani were the resource persons. The aim of
the workshop was to equip the teachers with the
effective usage of Life Skills in classroom teaching.
The workshop was divided into two sessions
covering the areas like perspective building and
transacting Life Skills. The main subject matter of
the workshop was to inculcate among teachers the
integration of Life Skills with other subjects.

T

he Workshop
was conducted
by Next. EducationTransforming
Education. The
main objective
of this workshop is to empower schools with
technology – based K - 12 solutions. It has come
out with a new solution called Next. Books
which give a comprehensive and integrated
curriculum solutions for the Pre-Primary and
Primary school.
The workshop was informative and
interactive. The discussion involved Quality
Curriculum Solution, Comprehensive Teaching,
Assessment Plans for the entire academic year.
Teaching tips, suggested activities and well
defined learning outcomes were clearly stated.
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Achievements
Andhra Balananda Sangham organised a Patriotic Singing
Competition on 26th January, 2016 and R. VANDANA, VII B
bagged the I prize at the Junior Level.

MAYANK, VIII A was awarded the Man of the Match in the Inter-State
T20 series organised by the Emerging Cricketers Development Group at
Bangalore in January 2016.

SANDILYA, IV C secured the I position at an open tournament
organised by Pro Ace Tennis Academy on 30th and 31st January, 2016.

R. VANDANA, VII B secured the II Position and won a Samsung
Junior Mobile and Headset in the Water Colour Painting
competition hosted at Inorbit Mall on 26th January, 2016 by NIE.

DSE, Manikonda held many competitions under
the theme ‘Expressions’ on 19th January, 2016.
n MOHD. ARSHAD IQBAL, X secured the I
Prize in the Declamation Competition.
n OMER AHMED SIDDIQ, X , ALI AHMED
SIDDIQ, IX and SOOFIYA AFZAL, IX secured
the I Position in the Debate Competition.
n ABHIGNYA, VII B, SHUBHA TANAYA, VII A, ANYANNA, VII A, NAVYA.G, V A, MASRATH,
V C, SHARANYA, VI A, UTTKARSH, VI A and NAKSHATRA, V B secured the I Position in
the Story Writing and Enacting Competition.
n NOUSHEEN, X and KRISHNA, X secured the I Prize in the Vegetable Carving Competition.
n SAI SAKETH, III A, REVA JALAN, III B, MOHD. ARMAAN, IV A and TANAY GOEL, IV C
secured the II Position in the Ad Zap Competition.

NISHIKA, IX secured the III Position and won a Headset and
Bag in an Abstract Painting competition organized by the NIE,
at Inorbit Mall on 26th January, 2016
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Glendale Academy organized an Inter-School Athletics Tournament.
ISMAIL, X A secured I Position in 800 Meters Running Race competition.
VISHAL, IX A secured II Position in 400 Meters Running Race competition.

NAVYA G, V A won a Gold Medal at the Summer Re-open
Skating Championship organized by Deccan Hawks held at
Kotla Vijayabhaskar Reddy Stadium.

DIWAKAR SASTRY, VII A, stood first in the ‘Think and Learn Challenge’
conducted by the Times - NIE at school level. He was awarded a Lenovo
Tab 2 A47 at Gachibowli Stadium on 23th August, 2015. He also stood first
in the Solo Singing Competition organized by Swami Ramananda Tirtha
Memorial Committee & Jawahar Balakendra on account of Children’s Day.
REC Project Office Hyderabad & CIRE conducted
Painting Competitions on the occasion of ‘Vigilance
Awareness Week’ from 26th to 31st October, 2015 at
the school level.
n NIKHILA, IX secured the I Position
n NISHIKA, IX secured the II Position
n SOOFIYA, IX secured the III Position
Essay Writing Competitions on the occasion of ‘Vigilance
Awareness Week’ was conducted from 26th October to 31st
October, 2015 at the school level by REC Project Office
Hyderabad & CIRE.
n SHUBHA TANAYA, VII A secured the I Position
n ABHIGNYA, VII B secured II the Position
n MAHEK, VIII A secured III the Position
MANOO, IX, ABHIRAJ, X, ISMAIL, X, VAMSI KRISHNA,
IX secured the III Position for the 400m Relay Race at the
CBSE School Sports Meet conducted by Army Public School .

SHUBHA TANAYA, VII and ANYANNA BHATTACHARYA,
VII won the II position in the Science Model Making
competition organized by Jubilee Hills Public School.
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In the 11th International Karate Competition
organized by Shotkhan Institute at Nagole,
SIDDHARTH K B, IV secured the I Position (Sub-Juniors)
VEDANT, VI secured the II Position (Juniors) and
HRITHVIK REDDY, V secured the III Position

Glendale Academy organized Hindi Sahitya Utsav, on August 6th, 2015
n SHUBHA TANAYA, VII secured the I position in Poetry Recitation
n PRIYA WAGHADIYA, VII secured the II position in Essay Writing

Dhruvansh NGO & DSE, Manikonda organized
‘Prakruthi 2015- The Ambience’ on August 1st, 2015
n OMER AHMED SIDDIQ, X, ALI AHMED
SIDDIQ, IX, SOOFIYA, IX and MARIE PATRICK,
IX secured I Position at the Senior Level Debate
competition.
n SHUBHA TANAYA, VII A and ANANYA
VAISH, VII secured the III Position at the Junior
Level Debate competition.
n VISHRUTHA, IX and RAJASHRI, IX secured the II Position at the Senior Level Quiz competition.
n UTHKARSH, VI and SRI VISHAL, VI secured the I Position at the Junior Level Quiz competition
n ANTRA BANERJEE, II and SAKETH, III secured the I Position at the Sub Junior Level Quiz
competition.

Students from Grades V - X took part in the Hyderabad
Cyclothon 2015 and Hyderabad Safety Ride in association with
Times of India and Vista Entertainments on 13th December,
2015 and our school bagged the ‘Best School’ award.

Sri Nikitha - VI was awarded a Silver medal - Individual Kata,
and also a Bronze medal - Individual Kumite in 6th Abdul Kalam
Inter School International Karate and Kung-Fu Championship.

Several competitions were conducted by Teach Next to create
an awareness programme on ‘Go Green & Save Green’ at
Necklace Road. Many students from our school bagged prizes.
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Delightful Learning

class Assemblies

VII A

V

ocabulary enhances a language. Words related to
behavioural ethics like ‘procrastination’, ‘phubbing’
etc. were brought forth through a small skit for the English
assembly.
As a part of the Science assembly, the focus was on the
‘Harmful Effects of Avoiding Breakfast’.
The market system during Allauddin Khalji’s time and the
present market system were presented as a part of the Social
assembly. It concluded with a message of ‘Jago Grahak Jago’.

VII B

T

he only thing more expensive than education is
ignorance.
The students of Grade VII B, as a part of the
English assembly focused on mispronunciations
which seem to be a major problem. Common
mistakes in pronouncing words like environment,
government, tortoise, onion were on focus.
As part of the Science assembly – the theme
selected was ‘Pollution- What is the solution?’ The
students presented this through a mime which
mirrored the agonies of nature and its effect on
humans.

VI B

A

s a part of the English assembly the students
presented a translation of the National Anthem.
It was a revelation, to those who do not know
the beauty of our National Anthem. The Science
assembly concentrated on the inconsiderate cutting of
trees and the reckless use of paper.
‘Humanity is the Best Religion’ was the theme of
the Social Science assembly. Our civil senses do warn
us about living in unity, but the diversity present in
the world, often hinder our thinking capacity. The
students, in a short presentation brought out the
equality of every religion.
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VA

L

earning spellings through ‘Syllables’ was
an innovative presentation, for the English
Assembly. One-syllable words to five-syllable
words were introduced to the assemblage.
Trees are the life line of Earth. Social Science
assembly talked about the geographical/ ecological
destructions done by humans. The natural
calamities are a result of our consistent over use
of the resources present on earth. Saplings were
donated to the school as a part of this assembly.

VB

E

tiquette and good manners are a reflection of our
character.
The English assembly was based on etiquette and
good manners. Through a small skit, words related to
good manners were highlighted. ‘Manners maketh a
man’ was the idea on which it was based on.
To understand the concept of organic food and
be aware of the benefits of eating organic food,
the students used their creativity to make poster
advertisements on the same, for their Science
assembly. This pedagogy was deployed in the context
of promoting organic food as a part of the “MicrosoftCreate to Inspire School Programme”.
People’s President- APJ Abdul Kalam - (Role Play)
was the theme of the Social Science assembly. As a
tribute to the great soul, his simplicity, endeavours and
achievements were highlighted through a role play.
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VC

T

he students of Grade V C
displayed the importance of
punctuation marks through a small
skit. They formed two groups of
sentences and punctuation marks.
Both were seen as friends which
work together to make each other
complete; narrating with actions,
expressions and colourful placards.
The basic five punctuation marks
used were full stop, comma,
quotation marks, question mark
and exclamation mark.(. , “ “ ? ! )
The main learning objective behind
this simple play was the usage of
correct english while writing.

IV A

G

rade IV A organized a Math assembly
on the various geometrical shapes like
square, rectangle, triangle hexagon etc.
The objective was to identify the geometric
shapes, angles and other figures and the
application of concepts in the real world,
review and practice of Math concepts.

IV B

H

ealth is an important factor which
we often ignore. The assembly
by Grade IV B students focused on
cleanliness and how to protect from the
diseases spread by mosquitoes such as
malaria, dengue fever, yellow fever etc.

IV C

S

imple machines like screws, lever, pulley
wheel and axle, inclined place wedges
etc. make our life easy. The mechanism is
simple but they support bigger machines.
Grade IV C put up a spectacular show on
the use of Simple Machines.
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IV D

T

he importance of waste segregation
has been on discussion significantly,
so that dry waste can be recycled and wet
waste can be composted. The students of
Grade IV D presented it through a skit on
the importance of segregating the domestic
waste in blue, green and black baskets
provided by the GHMC.

III A
“Life teaches us to make good use of TIME, while
time teaches us the value of LIFE”.
The little students of Grade III A kick started the
morning at DSE with a very thought-provoking and
creative math special assembly on the topic- Time.
The whole act was presented through a skit and
a song on time. It was concluded by teaching the
importance of time-management.

III B

T

he social assembly put up by the students
of Grade III B, recapitulating our culture
brought forth the traditional dress forms, food
and dance forms of all the states of India. It
reinforced the notion of ‘Unity in Diversity’
which is the distinctive feature of our culture.

III C

P

ariksha Fal concentrating on the planning,
preparation and time management during
exam time was the highlight of the presentation
by the students of Grade III C. If students are
organized and complete their notes on time,
exam will never be a tension, was the focal point
of the presentation.
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Clubs

U

nder the canopy of the school motto ‘KNOWLEDGE IS POWER’, the institution not only
enables students to compete with others for a place in professional outlets, but also imbue them
with social awareness, pride in their rich cultural heritage and a sense of responsibility towards the
nation. For this, the school has set up a choice of clubs at various levels which pave a way to stay
energetic, develop creativity, and gain new skills. Each club is organized by staff volunteers that
advise students and lend a helping hand.

Science Club – A Way of Life – Grade - IV

C

hildren have a tendency to make things, break
things and handle things on their own but
the conventional system of education does not
allow them to do so. Self-expression, independent
research, constructive activities, etc., are some of
the opportunities provided by the Science Club. The
Science club channelizes the innovative energy of
students and makes use of their skills and talents,
which satisfy their instincts and helps in their overall
personality development. It also constructs space for
students to explore their talents. That is what DSE
believes in.

Literary Club – Makes Words

Alive – Grade VII & IX

T

he Club aims to develop analytical and
creative thinking. It helps ignite their
imagination and endow them to be creative
in the field of public speaking and writing.
Students develop interest in reading, writing
and enjoy taking part in debates and quizzes.

Computer Club – Replica of Human Brain – Grade VI

S

tudents are taught animation and basics of programming
using Pencil Animation Software.
Pencil is an innovative programming environment to
support the creation of 2D animations. This project provides
tools and materials for teaching and learning computational
thinking; problem solving, and computer programming across
a spectrum of ages and grade level. The students enjoy making
short stories, at the same time learn the concepts of animation
and Computer Programming Learning. Pencil gives them the
platform to explore their imagination and creativity.
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Math Club – Living amid
Numbers – Grade III & VC

T

he main purpose of this club is to
promote interest and excitement about
Mathematics in a friendly & collaborative
environment. Students explore various
topics in Mathematics. The club extends
Mathematical knowledge and critical
thinking skills through practice of mental
ability problems. These exercises stimulate
the mind and enhance the students’ pattern
recognition and logical reasoning capabilities.
This club focuses on fostering love for
Mathematics.

Health and Wellness Club
– Eat Healthy Be Happy – Grade X

A

t DSE, students’ well-being is an important
component of their success. This club aims
to teach the students how to maintain personal
and community hygiene. It also focuses on the
overall well being comprising emotional, social
and mental health of the students. Through
physical education, the importance of personal
hygiene and cleanliness is inculcated in the
minds of the students.

Heritage Club – Reliving the

Glorious Past – Grade VIII & V A

T

he main aim of this club is to inculcate
a sense of appreciation towards the
glorious heritage of not only the city of pearlsHyderabad, but also our country India. The
club also makes the students aware of the
historical value of monuments and buildings.
It encourages the students to preserve,
maintain and treasure the natural heritage
sites and traditional crafts of the country.
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Work Education

D

BEYOND CLASSROOM WALLS

SE is a beautiful place to learn. It provides the Deesians with the skills and experience they
need to fulfill their potential. Hands - on learning takes place in a Work Education session.
Students can choose from a range of activities such as Krafty Kids, Master Chef, Wealth out
of Waste, One Stroke Painting, Textile Designing, Embroidery & Crochet and Gardening. The
mentors guide them in a step by step approach so as to ensure good learning. The outcome can be
seen in the form of the products they create at the end of each session. DSE is a hive of Creativity
and Research. Take a look at the snapshots of these activities and events.

WEALTH OUT OF WASTE –REUSE

N

o matter how you live, work and play, waste is
produced. We can control this waste by reducing,
reusing and recycling it. Recycling and reusing the
valuable waste material can result in development of
fantastic and usable products. Rather than putting these
waste materials into the landfills, various innovative and
creative ideas can be put together to bring something new
and useful and DSE leaves no stone unturned in making
WEALTH out of waste.

MASTER CHEF – A
DELIGHTFUL TREAT

T

he little chefs are taught about the major
components of a balanced diet and how
ingredients can be combined to prepare healthy
meals. Emphasis is on cooking without fire. They are
also taught basic cooking techniques of a variety of
savory and sweet dishes.

TEXTILE DESIGNING –
UNLEASHING ORIGINALITY

T

extile designing is essentially the process of creating
designs for woven, knitted or printing fabrics or
surface ornamented fabrics. As students learn textile
designing principles through classrooms, they begin to
practically apply their knowledge. The main objective
of this club is to discover the creativity of the students.
Young designers of the school learn Block Printing,
Batik, Tie -Dyeing, Shading etc. DSE is a hive of
Creativity and Research.
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KRAFTY KIDS – A NEW
HORIZON

T

he aim of this club is to allow the children to
experience and enjoy all aspects of art & design e.g.
painting, book markers, masks, paper bags etc. Children
are encouraged to express themselves and be creative.

GARDENING – LIVE & LET

LIVE IN GREEN

T

o create awareness among the students about the
crucial role of the trees and plants played in our
lives is the aim of this club. Students work relentlessly
to create a pollution free environment in the school
premises. In this process, they also understand that the
plants are essential producers on Earth for harmonious
living as they give out vital oxygen.

EMBROIDERY ‘N’ CROCHET –
LEARNING A STITCH IN TIME

W

e need clothes for self expression and personality
development. They provide us identity and
hence there is a need for encouraging interest and skill
among students for cutting, knitting and embroidery.
If taken seriously, some of these skills can be enhanced
and moulded into serious careers in future.

ONE STROKE PAINTING – EVERY
STROKE STRIKES…

T

hese painting classes help students explore the endless possibilities
of creating art through painting in their own unique styles, and
aid them to enhance their natural skill to create paintings to express
imagination, intuition and power of observation. It is a painting
technique that utilizes the skill of blending colours and international
brush strokes to achieve depth and movement in the subject. Though
it sounds pretty technical and complex, in reality, it’s the most easily
learnt skill. The fun and fulfillment is evident when one comes across
the joy filled faces of the children during and after the class.
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Myriad Expressions
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Hands - on Experience
Mysteries of Universe
unfolded at Birla Science
Museum

S

tudents of Grade III went on a field
trip to the Birla Planetarium. They
were speechless as they witnessed the
cosmic presentations, which highlighted
various mysteries of the Universe,
right from Halley’s Comet, the space
explorations of the solar system to the
riddles of Black Holes and the fascinating
discovery of signs of life on Mars.

Healing Herbs at
Herbal Garden

T

he students of Grade IV were
taken on a field trip to the
Herbal garden located near Himayat
Sagar Lake. During their visit, they
were shown a variety of medicinal
herbs and ornamental herbs. The trip
was beneficial as they learnt about
many herbs, their medicinal benefits
and usefulness.

Revisiting the past at Tribal
Museum

T

he students of Grade V visited the Tribal
Museum. The museum brings together
culture, lifestyle, customs and beliefs of the various
tribes hailing from different districts of Andhra
Pradesh and Telangana. It throws light on their
heritage and a way of life which is simple yet
vibrant. Stories are told through pictures, literature
and the figurines that are displayed. The library is
also comprehensive and well equipped.
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Secrets of Paper Making
revealed at RTP (Rural
Technology Park)

T

he students of Grade VII A and B went on a fieldtrip
to RTP (Rural Technology Park) to observe the
manufacturing and production of handmade paper.
The students were first briefed about the process of
production and then they were taken on a visit to the
unit where each process was shown to them in detail. It
was a trip which was enriching as well as informative.

A Learning Expedition at the
National Police Academy

T

he students of Grade IX and X visited to the Sardar Vallabh Bhai
Patel National Police Academy. It was a guided tour conducted
by the coordinating officer, Inspector Durai Raj. It began with a slide
show on the history and diverse activities related to the National
Police Academy, during which the students were motivated to join
the IPS.
Thereafter, the students were taken on a whirlwind tour of the
sprawling 375 acres of the Academy. The first stop was the cyber
crime cell where they were given a short talk on hi-tech cyber crimes.
They were fascinated by the forensic lab, where a crime scene was
recreated and they were asked to solve, using their analytical skills.
The students were left spellbound by the huge library, photo
gallery and the IPS trainees’ mess. The well equipped gymnasium
and the synthetic track stadium fascinated the students. The final
destination of the tour was the highest point in the Academy, from
where one could have a bird’s eye view of the entire Hyderabad city.
A fitting and unforgettable scene to the field trip!
Many students said that they would one day come back as IPS
trainees to the National Police Academy.

Intriguing at ICRISAT

T

he students of Grade X visited ICRISAT, an
International Organisation which conducts
Agricultural Research for Rural Development,
headquartered in Patancheru. The session started
with a brief introduction by Mr. M. M. Sharma, who
gave the students an insight about the functioning
of ICRISAT. He also imparted knowledge through a
field tour on how the genetically modified crops help
mankind, especially in the semi-arid regions.
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A

Excursion Exhilaration…. Fun Unlimited

bout 40 students of Grades
V-X went on a four day trip
to Delhi, Amritsar, Jalandhar and
Chandigarh. The first stopover
was the grand Rashtrapati
Bhavan, the vision of which was
panoramic and exceptional. We
saw the Kitchen museum where
a collection of Royal crockery
was on display. The magnificent
Durbar Hall, Ashoka Hall and
a long drawing room where
official ceremonies are held, were
all sights to behold. In Amritsar,
we visited the quintessential
Golden Temple, copiously alive
with religious fervor that filled all
hearts with divine bliss. Later it
was the Jallianwala Bagh that left

everyone speechless on seeing
the bullet holes and the Martyrs.
Well, that instilled a sense of
patriotism among us.. The sight
of the Indo-Pak Wagah Border
was incredibly remarkable and
momentous. Thousands of
people’s hearts were thumping
to the parade beats. The
beating retreat ceremony was
magnificent and astounding.
Then the entourage proceeded
to Jalandhar and visted Rangla
Punjab Haveli. The cultural show
was enthralling and breathtaking.
Students couldn’t resist tapping
their feet to the desi beats. The
magic show performed was truly
fascinating and appreciative.
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The students were also treated
to a royal Punjabi dinner which
was sumptuous and extremely
delicious.
The next stop was Chandigarh
where we visited the Sukhana
Lake and the famous Rock
Garden.
On the last day, we proceeded to
Gurgaon and visited the Kingdom
of Dreams, a theme park. It was an
exhilarating experience. Overall,
it was a trip filled with many
cherished memories that would
remain etched in our minds for a
long time.
Ishrath Khatija
Grade X

Sports Roundup

UDAAN
1st SPORTS DAY 2015-16

T

here was excitement in the
air. The collective heart beats
of hundreds could be heard. The
cheers reached a crescendo as the
racers sprinted across the tracks.
The First Annual Sports Meet
of DSE Attapur and Manikonda
was in full action.
The 1st Annual Sports Day
–UDAAN-was held in the
magnificent GMC Balayogi
stadium at Gachibowli. It began
with a welcome address formally
welcoming the dignitaries like
Chief Guest Dr. K KeshavRao
Secretary General, TRS and
Member of Parliament Rajya
Sabha, Guest of Honour Dr.
ARK Pillai, Founder President
IDF, Sri M LakshmikantRao

Ex-ZillaParishad Chairman, Sri
P Madhusudan Rao Chairman
DSE Group of Institutions and
Smt Rama Devi, Administrator.
The sports flag was hoisted
and balloons were released to
symbolically inaugurate the
sports day. Thereafter the sports
meet was declared open by the
Chief Guest.
The March Past was the
next event where the students
marched proudly in unison with
their chins up, after which the
sports torch was lit. A plethora
of displays were presented by the
various classes showcasing their
skills. A grand finale depicting
the theme ‘Udaan’ was presented
at the end of all events.
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The displays were interspersed
with Annual Reports of both the
branches and athletic events that
were fiercely competed between
Attapur and Manikonda, and
were cheered with much gusto
and lung power. The overall
championship for excellence in
sports was bagged by Spartans.
The parents race was a big
crowd puller and the parents
participated enthusiastically.
The event ended with the
flame being put off and the sports
flag ceremonially brought down,
folded and handed over to the
Chairman for safekeeping. The
National Anthem concluded the
occasion.

‘Winning Moves’- Inter- School Chess Tournament 2015
organized on 18th and 19th August.

T

he tournament was inaugurated by the chief Guest
Mr. A.R. Srinivas, Deputy Commissioner of police,
Shamshabad Zone, along with Mr. Madhusudhan Rao,
Chairman of DSE group of schools.
The tournament was held separately for juniors and
seniors. A total of 5 rounds conducted over 2 days,
witnessed some fabulous chess moves by eager and
enthusiastic players. Almost 120 students from various
schools across the city took part in the tournament.
Kennedy High Global School outdid several
participants by winning both the Seniors and Juniors
category. The Winners and the Runners were awarded
cash prizes and a trophy. Special awards were given away
to the most promising players as well.
The arbiters of the tournament were A. Subbaraju and
D. S. Rao.
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Social Initiative

Social Initiative
Blood Donation Camp

O

n the occasion of National Voluntary Blood
Donation day, a blood donation camp was
organised by the school and IDF on 3rd October,
2015. Many homemakers who do not get an
opportunity to participate and donate blood got
a chance to do so. The camp was a huge success
with many parents and staff members coming
forward to donate blood.

Getting Sensitized at Tank
Bund

T

he students of Grade VI were taken on a trip to
Tank Bund, the next day of Ganesh immersion
to make them realize about the harmful effects
caused by the immersion of the non-eco friendly
idols.
The students took out a rally with placards and
slogans to create awareness among the public too.
The students were pleased with their initiative and
pledged to promote eco friendly Ganeshas.

The Art of Giving

I

ndian Development Foundation (IDF) formally known
as Indian Leprosy Foundation is totally dedicated
to health, education and development. IDF has been
networking with school teams in several states for health
promotion and leprosy/TB awareness.
IDF organized an award function to honour Principals of
schools and students who had achieved peak performance
during 2014-15.
IDF has provided the students the right platform to
help. This charitable act has been so impactful that our
students have learnt the art of giving. Seventeen students
of our school have been honoured for substantial resource
generation. They received medals with their names
engraved on it.
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Visit to an Old Age Home

T

o commemorate the Day of the Elders on
1st October, the students of Grade VIII paid
a visit to Araam Ghar, a home for differently
abled, specially privileged and aged people. The
students had taken some daily use items such
as soaps, oil, oats, tooth paste, fruits, snacks,
biscuits, pickle, zandu balm, vicks, and also
medicines.
The students interacted with many of the
women and most of them had very sad stories
to share. The men in the home also had similar
stories. There was this gentleman whose son is
in the US but he lives in this home. Another
gentleman had lost his legs and his son who
works for an MNC brought him and put him
here. Whatever the case may be, the sufferers are
the aged ones. It was an emotional experience
and many students broke down after listening
to their stories.
Our students realized the value of their
grandparents and the need to take care of them.

Time for Action

I

n connection with the 27th Road Safety Week,
and as a part of the advocacy campaign for
road safety, a few activities were taken up by
the students of Delhi School of Excellence,
Attapur. The theme for this year was ‘Time for
Action’. Keeping this in mind, the students of
our school got down to action on the issues
related to Road Safety by presenting a special
assembly on the importance of road safety and
on the fatal effects of violating road safety rules.
The students also put up a road show
with catchy slogans on placards, posters and
banners like the importance of wearing helmet,
seat belt, not texting or speaking on cell phone
while driving, ills of speeding, zigzag driving,
drunken driving etc. They also distributed
pamphlets to passers- by to spread awareness
on road safety.
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An Enriching Experience
‘Silence is one’s powerful scream’. Grade IX
visited the Autism Friendly Village (Autism
Ashram) on 18th January 2016. It was an overwhelming experience for all of us albeit a
little different. The ambience of the Autism
Ashram was truly amazing as the blooming
flowers welcomed us with their fragrance. On
reaching the venue, Mr. Malikarjunan the Vice
President of Care for Autism Society addressed
and guided us throughout the journey of 9.78
acres which was an eye opener. Each autistic
child was allotted a room with his/her caregiver,
which in our opinion was truly wonderful. We
realized that the need of the hour is to provide
appropriate vocational training combined
with occupational therapy, hydro therapy and
speech therapy for integrating them towards
gainful employment. A token amount of 72,500
collected by the students of DSE was handed
over to the President of the society.

Gen Next is Green
next

A

competition cum hands on activity
of slogan writing on the topic ‘Save
Trees’ was conducted by Next Education
for Grades IV and V at People’s Plaza,
Necklace Road, Hyderabad.
The students took part in all the
activities such as Tree circling, Hugging
trees, shouting Slogans, delivered
speeches and displayed posters and
banners with great enthusiasm. They
dressed up in green and wore badges
stating “Go Green-Plant a tree”
Six students, won mementos for
writing good slogans on saving trees.
Participation certificates were awarded
to all the students. The participating
teachers were also felicitated with
mementos and certificates.
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10th Graders

S

aying goodbye is very hardwhomever it maybe and when
it is your loved ones, trust me it
becomes a little more tougher.
February is here and very
soon the lovely group of young
ladies and gentlemen that
comprise Grade X will be ready
to leave the portals of their alma
mater to explore the big wide
world out there.
Being their Home Room
teacher, I guess I had a different
rapport with them than the
others. Apart from teaching Social
Science, I would like to believe
that I was also a friend, guide,
mentor and above all a mother
to them. At home my folks would
laugh whenever I said I have
24 children- 23 of my students
and one of my own. There have
been times, when many of them
have shared and confided their
personal problems with me.
Well, coming to my dear
students these are the students
who have given me memorable
moments of fun and humor
during our class discussionsLike Sanju giving me inputs
about Telangana and TRS
leaders and their politics during
our social and political classes,
Omer, with his quirky sense of
humor always enlivening the
class and Rahim, who I always
thought slept through my class,
surprising me sometimes with
his expert comments.

Au Revoir

These are students who have
discovered
their
leadership
qualities like Arshad, the School
Prefect- Boys, Minnu, the School
Prefect-Girls, Ishrat, Simran,
Nousheen, Abhiraj, Praneeth and
Aditya who have tried to lead
from the front.
We have students like Taher,
Ayan, Arshad and Vaishnavi
who have done us proud in many
sporting tournaments.
Pratiti and Alekhya with their
chirpy presence added zest and
energy to the class. There have also
been my silent killers like Bharati,
Sanjay, Mandeep and Ayaz who I
know can prove the adage, “Still
waters run deep” true.
Students
like
Krishna,
Nousheeen and Arshad have
found their creative flourish and
excelled in them. Who can forget

Minnu’s portrayal of the powerful
goddess
Mahishasurmardini,
Arshad as the serene Gautam
Buddha and his Declamation of
Mark Anthony recently?
Believe me I can go on. Each
and every student sitting here
has left an indelible impression
in my mind. Thank you dear
students for making the Grade X
a fun and exciting place.
My advice to each one of you
is, do not look back, just look
forward and go ahead to conquer
the world. Go and earn name,
fame and money and come back
to tell us your success stories.
Believe in yourself and you can
do what you want.
May you all fare well in
your career and accomplish the
dreams you aspire for yourself.
Best wishes and good luck for
your boards and may you all
make your parents, school and
teachers proud.
God Bless!!!
Ms. Malathi Ramakrishna,
HRT Grade X
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My School - The Forge of My Life
Where I learned to speak in the language of this world
Where I learned to wage the battle of life
Where I saw myself, a sculpture in the slag of nature
Where my teachers were glass blowers….shaping a lump into
a vessel…..to carry the wisdom that the world could give
And friends ….true friends to help me on
It is here……my school... my second home

My tryst with DSE

I

joined DSE, Attapur in Grade IX and I must admit that it has undoubtedly played a very
important role in my life. Besides laying the foundations to my education and career, the teachers
have contributed immensely in shaping me and transforming me to be the person what I’m today.
I often remind myself of the days that were a season of friendship, joy and healthy camaraderie. In
my journey, I will always cherish the memories from my time at DSE that have helped make my life
a beautiful song. I am thankful to the teachers, Staff and Management for all their encouragement,
help and support during my school days and also for giving me this opportunity to express my
gratitude. The school has always stood for its values of discipline, integrity and honour and instills
these qualities in every student that passes out of this school. It also gave me the platform to
discover my talents, abilities and most of all, gave me wings to fly and soar high in achieving my
goals in life. (May God bless DSE to continue to reap many more laurels.)
Nousheen, X
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Few lines dedicated to my dear teachers…
Shashi ma’am:
Like a rare gem found in the
Depths of the earth you are,
One of those jewels of whom there is a dearth.
Principal Sir:
Le gaye aap is school ko us mukaam par, garv se ut….
Le gaye aap is school ko us mukaam par, garv se ut the hai humare sar, hum rahe na rahe
Ab kal yaad aayenge aap ke saath bitaya har pal.
Amrutha ma’am:
You are like a prized possession kept safe and secure.
Your teachings and lessons will be in our hearts for sure.
Pushpa ma’am:
From homework to detention
From advice to inspiration
Everything you’ve given has pumped us with more motivation
Malathi ma’am:
You are an awesome, wonderful, caring encouraging and a great teacher. You are an inspiration
to others. You are very compassionate and love your students. Thank you for being you.
Manisha ma’am:
Khuda ne di zindagi, abbu- ammine diya pyaar lekin…
Khuda ne di zindagi, abbu-ammi ne diya pyaar ilm aur padhai ke liye ae maulim hum hai tery
shukraguzar.
Asim ma’am:
You are not the only teacher I’ve had
But yours are the only lessons I will miss real bad.
Suresh sir:
You are a teacher who takes a hand
Opens a mind
and touches the heart.
Sudhakar sir:
I may not remember
what my teacher said
but I’ll never forget my teacher’s voice.
Omer, X A
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hindi language

|ÉEÞòÊiÉ

ÊSÉÊc÷ªÉÉPÉ®ú

½þ®úÒ - ½þ®úÒ JÉäiÉÉå ¨Éå,
¤É®úºÉ ®ú½þÒ ½éþ ¤ÉÚÄnåù,
KÉÖ¶ÉÒ - KÉÖ¶ÉÒ ºÉä +ÉªÉÉ ºÉÉ´ÉxÉ,
¦É®ú MÉªÉÉ ½èþ ¨Éä®úÉ +ÉÄMÉxÉ *

{É¶ÉÖ - {ÉÊIÉªÉÉå EòÉ ªÉ½þ PÉ®ú,
½þ¨É +ÉªÉä ½éþ ÊSÉÊc÷ªÉÉPÉ®ú *
¶Éä®ú ½èþ Ë{ÉVÉ®äú Eäò +Ænù®ú,
+Éè®ú Eò±ÉÉ¤ÉÉVÉÒ ÊnùJÉÉiÉÉ ¤ÉÆnù®ú *
Ê½þ®úxÉ EòÒ ½éþ ¤Éc÷Ò - ¤Éc÷Ò +ÉJÉå,
JÉ®úMÉÉä¶É ¤Éc÷Ò ¡ÖòiÉÔ ºÉä ¦ÉÉMÉä *
¨ÉMÉ®ú ®ú½þÉ {ÉÉxÉÒ ¨Éå iÉè®ú,
+Éè®ú SÉÒiÉÉ Eò®úiÉÉ ½èþ ºÉè®ú *
ÊSÉÊc÷ªÉÉÄ Eò®úiÉÒ ½éþ , SÉÓ - SÉÓ ¶ÉÉä®ú,
{ÉÆJÉ ¡èò±ÉÉEò®ú xÉÉSÉä ¨ÉÉä®ú *
<xÉ ºÉ¤ÉºÉä ½þ¨É Ê¨É±ÉEò®ú +ÉB,
fäø®ú ºÉÉ®úÉ +ÉxÉÆnù {ÉÉB *

BäºÉÉ ±ÉMÉ ®ú½þÉ ½èþ VÉèºÉä,
¨ÉxÉ EòÒ EòÊ±ÉªÉÉÄ ÊJÉ±É MÉ<Ç ½þÉå, VÉèºÉä
ZÉÚ¨É - ZÉÚ¨ÉEò®ú +ÉªÉÉ ´ÉºÉÆiÉ,
±ÉäEò®ú ¡Úò±ÉÉå EòÉ VÉ¶ÉxÉ *
¸ÉäªÉÉ ®úÉ`öÒ,

VB

¨ÉºÉ®úiÉ,

VC

+Ê¦É¶ÉÉ{É xÉ ¤ÉxÉ VÉÉB <Æ]õ®úxÉä]õ EòÉ ´É®únùÉxÉ
+ÉVÉEò±É ½þ®ú UôÉä]äõ-¤Écä÷ ºEÚò±ÉÉå ¨Éå
EÆò{ªÉÚ]õ®ú ÊEò Ê¶ÉIÉÉ +É´É¶ªÉEò ½þÉä MÉ<Ç
½èþ* +ÉvÉÖÊxÉEòiÉÉ EòÒ nùÉèc÷ ¨Éå +OÉhÉÒ
®ú½þxÉä ½äþiÉÖ ¨ÉÉÄ- ¤ÉÉ{É SÉÉ½þiÉä ½èþ ÊEò =xÉEòÉ
¤ÉSSÉÉ ªÉÊnù +¦ÉÒ ºÉä <ºÉ +ÆiÉ®úVÉÉ±É ¨Éå
nùIÉ ½þÉä MÉªÉÉ iÉÉä ¦ÉÊ´É¹ªÉ ¨Éå EòÊ®úªÉ®ú
SÉÖxÉiÉä ºÉ¨ÉªÉ =ºÉä +ÉºÉÉxÉÒ ®ú½äþMÉÒ *
{É®úxiÉÖ nÖù¦ÉÉÇMªÉ ºÉä <Æ]õ®úxÉä]õ {É®ú +SUäô
Eäò ºÉÉlÉ-ºÉÉlÉ ¤É½ÖþiÉ EÖòUô +É{ÉÊkÉVÉxÉEò
+Éè®ú +´ÉÉÆUôxÉÒªÉ ¦ÉÒ {É®úÉäºÉÉ VÉÉ ®ú½þÉ
½èþ* =©É Eäò ÊVÉºÉ xÉÉWÉÖEò ¨ÉÉäc÷ {É®ú ªÉä
¤ÉSSÉä <Æ]õ®úxÉä]õ ºÉä JÉä±ÉxÉä EòÒ +ÉWÉÉnùÒ
{ÉÉ ®ú½äþ ½éþ,´É½þ ¶ÉÉªÉnù =xÉEäò ¦ÉÊ´É¹ªÉ
{É®ú =iÉxÉÉ +SUôÉ |É¦ÉÉ´É xÉ b÷É±É
ºÉEäò * ÊEò¶ÉÉä®úÉ´ÉºlÉÉ Eäò ¤ÉSSÉä Eò¦ÉÒEò¦ÉÒ =iºÉÖEòiÉÉ ¨Éå +xÉSÉÉ½þÒ ºÉÉ<]ÂõºÉ
JÉÄMÉÉ±ÉiÉä ®ú½þiÉä ½éþ, =ºÉEòÉ nÖù¹|É¦ÉÉ´É

=xÉEäò ´ªÉÊHòi´É {É®ú {Écä÷ Ê¤ÉxÉÉ xÉ½þÓ ®ú½þ
ºÉEòiÉÉ * +ÉVÉ VªÉÉnùÉiÉ®ú PÉ®úÉå ¨Éå ¨ÉÉÄ¤ÉÉ{É nùÉäxÉÉå ½þÒ EòÉ¨É {É®ú VÉÉiÉä ½éþ +Éè®ú
ºÉÆªÉÖHò {ÉÊ®ú´ÉÉ®ú °ü{ÉÒ ºÉÆºlÉÉ |ÉÉªÉ& KÉi¨É
½þÉäiÉÒ VÉÉ ®ú½þÒ ½èþ * ¤ÉSSÉäºEÚò±É ºÉä +ÉiÉä
½þÒ Eò¨{ªÉÚ]õ®ú Eäò ºÉÉ¨ÉxÉä ¤Éè`ö VÉÉiÉä ½éþ *
<ºÉ |ÉEòÉ®ú ´Éä +{ÉxÉÉ ºÉ¨ÉªÉ +Éè®ú >ðVÉÉÇ
ÊEòºÉÒ ®úSÉxÉÉi¨ÉEò EòÉªÉÇ ¨Éå xÉ ±ÉMÉÉEò®ú
<Æ]õ®úxÉä]õ ºÉÍ¡òMÉ ¨Éå ¤É¤ÉÉÇnù Eò®úiÉä ½éþ *
iÉEòxÉÒEò EòÉ ªÉ½þ ¨ÉxjÉ ½þ¨Éå ¤É½ÖþiÉ
IÉÊiÉ ¦ÉÒ {É½ÖÄþSÉÉ ®ú½þÉ ½èþ * ºÉÉ<¤É®ú ¤ÉÖË±ÉMÉ
VÉèºÉÉ BEò ¤Éc÷É +{É®úÉvÉ <Æ]õ®úxÉä]õ Eäò
EòÉ®úhÉ ½þÒ VÉx¨ÉÉ ½èþ* ªÉ½þ BäºÉÉ +{É®úÉvÉ
½èþ ÊVÉºÉ¨Éå {ÉÒÊc÷iÉ +Éè®ú +É®úÉä{ÉÒ nùÉäxÉÉå
½þÒ ªÉ½þ xÉ½þÓ ºÉ¨ÉZÉiÉä ½éþ ÊEò ´Éä VÉÉä Eò®ú
®ú½äþ ½éþ ´É½þ EòÉxÉÚxÉ Eäò iÉ½þiÉ BEò MÉÆ¦ÉÒ®ú
+{É®úÉvÉ ½èþ * <Æ]õ®úxÉä]õ EòÉ nÖù¯û{ÉªÉÉäMÉ
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®úÉäEòxÉä ½äþiÉÖ EÖòUô Eònù¨É =`öÉªÉä MÉB ½éþ
ÊEòxiÉÖ +É´É¶ªÉEòiÉÉ <xÉEòÉ Eòc÷É<Ç ºÉä
{ÉÉ±ÉxÉ Eò®úxÉä EòÒ ½èþ * +ÉxÉä ´ÉÉ±Éä ºÉ¨ÉªÉ
¨Éå ¶ÉÉªÉnù EÖòUô +Éè®ú Eòcä÷ =`öÉB VÉÉBÄ
<ºÉÒ +É¶ÉÉ Eäò ºÉÉlÉ...
+xªÉzÉÉ ¦É]Âõ]õÉSÉÉªÉÇ,

VII A

+SUôÉ<Ç EòÒ VÉÒiÉ
BEò PÉxÉÉ VÉÆMÉ±É lÉÉ* =ºÉ VÉÆMÉ±É ¨Éå ºÉ¦ÉÒ
{É¶ÉÖ - {ÉIÉÒ Ê¨É±É - VÉÖ±ÉEò®ú +Éè®ú {ªÉÉ®ú
ºÉä ®ú½þiÉä lÉä* VÉÆMÉ±É Eäò ¤ÉÒSÉ ¨Éå BEò {Éäc÷
{É®ú xÉx½þÓ ºÉÒ ÊSÉÊc÷ªÉÉ EòÉ PÉÉåºÉ±ÉÉ lÉÉ*
ÊVÉºÉ¨Éå =ºÉEäò nùÉäõ UôÉä]äõ ¤ÉSSÉä lÉä* BEò
ÊnùxÉ ÊSÉÊc÷ªÉÉ ¤ÉSSÉÉå Eäò Ê±ÉB JÉÉxÉÉ ±ÉäxÉä
¤ÉÉ½þ®ú SÉ±ÉÒ MÉ<Ç * =ºÉÒ ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ÊEòºÉÒ
ºÉEÇòºÉ ºÉä ¦ÉÉMÉÉ ½Öþ+É {ÉÉMÉ±É ½þÉlÉÒ =ºÉ
VÉÆMÉ±É ¨Éå PÉÖºÉ MÉªÉÉ * VÉÆMÉ±É {É®ú ¨ÉÉxÉÉä
+É¡òiÉ-ºÉÒ +É MÉ<Ç * ½þÉlÉÒ BEò - BEò
Eò®úEäò VÉÆMÉ±É Eäò {Éäc÷ ÊMÉ®úÉxÉä ±ÉMÉÉ *
<ºÉÒ ÊºÉ±ÉÊºÉ±Éä ¨Éå =ºÉxÉä ÊSÉÊc÷ªÉÉ
EòÉ {Éäc÷ ¦ÉÒ ÊMÉ®úÉ ÊnùªÉÉ * =ºÉ ÊSÉÊc÷ªÉÉ
EòÉ PÉÉåºÉ±ÉÉ ¦ÉÒ ]Úõ]õ MÉªÉÉ +Éè®ú VÉJ¨ÉÒ
½þÉä MÉB * ÊSÉÊc÷ªÉÉ VÉ¤É ±ÉÉè]õEò®ú +É<Ç
iÉ¤É ªÉ½þ ºÉ¤É où¶ªÉ näùJÉEò®ú ¤É½ÖþiÉ nÖùJÉÒ
½þÉäEò®ú ®úÉäxÉä ±ÉMÉÒ *

´É½þÉÄ ºÉä MÉÖVÉ®úiÉä ½ÖþB ¨ÉvÉÖ¨ÉCJÉÒ xÉä
ÊSÉÊc÷ªÉÉ Eäò ®úÉäxÉä EòÒ +É´ÉÉWÉ ºÉÖxÉEò®ú
=ºÉºÉä {ÉÚUôÉ, ÊSÉÊc÷ªÉÉ ®úÉxÉÒ CªÉÉ ¤ÉÉiÉ
½èþ ? iÉÖ¨É CªÉÉå ®úÉä ®ú½þÒ ½þÉä?
ÊSÉÊc÷ªÉÉ xÉä ¡Úò]õ-¡Úò]õEò®ú ®úÉäiÉä ½ÖþB
{ÉÚ®úÒ Eò½þÉxÉÒ ¤ÉªÉÉxÉ Eò®ú nùÒ * ªÉ½þ
ºÉÖxÉEò®ú ¨ÉvÉÖ¨ÉCJÉÒ EòÉä ¤É½ÖþiÉ MÉÖººÉÉ
+ÉªÉÉ +Éè®ú ´É½þ ½þÉlÉÒ EòÉä ºÉWÉÉ näùxÉä
SÉ±É {Éc÷Ò *
½þÉlÉÒ Eäò {ÉÉºÉ VÉÉEò®ú =ºÉä vÉ¨ÉEòÉEò®ú
¤ÉÉä±ÉÒ, Bä ½þÉlÉÒ, iÉÖ¨É ÊSÉÊc÷ªÉÉ®úÉxÉÒ EòÉä
CªÉÉå iÉÆMÉ Eò®ú ®ú½äþ ½þÉä ?
ªÉ½þ ºÉÖxÉEò®ú ½þÉlÉÒ MÉÖººÉä ºÉä ±ÉÉ±É
½Öþ+É +Éè®ú =ºÉxÉä ¨ÉvÉÖ¨ÉCJÉÒ EòÉä {ÉEòc÷xÉä
EòÒ EòÉäÊ¶É¶É EòÒ * ±ÉäÊEòxÉ ¨ÉvÉÖ¨ÉCJÉÒ
¨ÉÉèEòÉ {ÉÉEò®ú ½þÉlÉÒ Eäò xÉÉEò ¨Éå PÉÖºÉ MÉ<Ç
+Éè®ú =ºÉä ¤ÉÖ®úÒ iÉ®ú½þ ºÉä EòÉ]õxÉä ±ÉMÉÒ *
½þÉlÉÒ nùnÇù ºÉä Uô]õ{É]õÉxÉä ±ÉMÉÉ +Éè®ú ®úÉäiÉä
½ÖþB ¨ÉÉ¢òÒ ¨ÉÉÄMÉxÉä ±ÉMÉÉ *

¨ÉvÉÖ¨ÉCJÉÒ xÉä =ºÉä VÉÆMÉ±É UôÉäb÷Eò®ú
VÉÉxÉä Eäò Ê±ÉB Eò½þÉ +Éè®ú nÚùºÉ®äú |ÉÉÊhÉªÉÉå
Eäò ºÉ½þÉ®äú ÊSÉÊc÷ªÉÉ EòÉ PÉÉåºÉ±ÉÉ `öÒEò
ÊEòªÉÉ iÉlÉÉ ¤ÉSSÉÉå EòÉä nù´ÉÉ<Ç ±ÉMÉ´ÉÉ<Ç *
Ê¡ò®ú ´É½þ ÊSÉÊc÷ªÉÉ ®úÉxÉÒ ºÉ¦ÉÒ |ÉÉÊhÉªÉÉå
Eäò ºÉÉlÉ Ê¡ò®ú ºÉä KÉÖ¶ÉÒ ºÉä ®ú½þxÉä ±ÉMÉÒ
* ¨ÉvÉÖ¨ÉCJÉÒ xÉä UôÉä]õÒ ½þÉäxÉä Eäò ¤ÉÉ¤ÉVÉÚnù
+{ÉxÉÒ ½þÉäÊ¶ÉªÉÉ®úÒ ºÉä ½þÉlÉÒ EòÒ ¤ÉÖ®úÉ<Ç
EòÉä ¨ÉÉiÉ näù nùÒ *
ºÉÉIÉÒ,

¨ÉxÉ EòÒ =c÷ÉxÉ
+MÉ®ú {ÉIÉÒ xÉÉ ½þÉäiÉä iÉÉä ...
1. +MÉ®ú {ÉIÉÒ xÉÉ ½þÉäiÉä iÉÉä ½þ¨Éå =xÉEòÒ ¨ÉvÉÖ®ú +É´ÉÉWÉ
ºÉÖxÉxÉä EòÉä xÉ½þÓ Ê¨É±ÉiÉÒ * =ºÉ ºÉÖÆnù®ú ¨ÉÉä®ú Eäò
{ÉÆJÉ Eò¤É näùJÉxÉä EòÉä Ê¨É±ÉiÉä, VÉÉä ¤ÉÉÊ®ú¶É +ÉxÉä {É®ú
xÉÉSÉxÉä ±ÉMÉiÉÉ ½èþ * EòÉä<Ç {Éäc÷Éå {É®ú PÉÉåºÉ±ÉÉ xÉ½þÓ
¤ÉxÉÉiÉÉ * =ºÉ ¤ÉÉä±ÉxÉä´ÉÉ±Éä iÉÉäiÉä ºÉä EòÉä<Ç ¦ÉÊ´É¹ªÉ
xÉ ºÉÖxÉ {ÉÉiÉÉ * +MÉ®ú {ÉIÉÒ xÉÉ ½þÉäiÉä iÉÉä |ÉEÞòÊiÉ
{ÉÚ®úÒ xÉÉ ½þÉäiÉÒ , +vÉÚ®úÒ ±ÉMÉiÉÒ *
MÉÉªÉjÉÒ,

2. +MÉ®ú {ÉIÉÒ xÉÉ ½þÉäiÉä iÉÉä +ÉºÉ¨ÉÉxÉ +Éè®ú {Éäc÷Éå EòÒ
ºÉÖxnù®úiÉÉ Eò¨É ½þÉä VÉÉiÉÒ * +É¨É Eäò ¡ò±ÉÉå ¨Éå
Ê¨É`öÉºÉ xÉ ½þÉäiÉÒ CªÉÉåÊEò EòÉäªÉ±É EòÒ ¨ÉvÉÖ®ú EÚòEò
{Éäc÷Éå {É®ú xÉ MÉÚÄVÉiÉÒ * ¨ÉÖ®úMÉä EòÒ ¤ÉÉÄMÉ ºÉä ºÉÖ¤É½þ
½þÉäxÉä EòÉ B½þºÉÉºÉ xÉ ½þÉäiÉÉ {ÉÊIÉªÉÉå EòÉä näùJÉEò®ú ½þÒ
´ÉÉªÉÖªÉÉxÉ EòÒ Eò±{ÉxÉÉ EòÒ MÉ<Ç lÉÒ * +MÉ®ú {ÉIÉÒ
xÉÉ ½þÉäiÉä iÉÉä EòÉä<Ç =c÷xÉä Eäò ¤ÉÉ®äú ¨Éå xÉ ºÉÉäSÉiÉÉ *
ºÉÚ®úVÉ ¨ÉÖnùÒ,

VB
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VB

VC

{ÉiÉÆMÉ EòÒ +Éi¨ÉEòlÉÉ

Ê´ÉbÆ÷¤ÉxÉÉ

¨Éè {ÉiÉÆMÉ ½ÚÄþ* ¨Éè ½þ®ú ¤ÉSSÉä EòÉä Ê|ÉªÉ ½ÚÄþ* +ÉVÉ ¨Éè +{ÉxÉä
VÉx¨É EòÒ Eò½þÉxÉÒ ºÉÖxÉÉxÉÉ SÉÉ½þiÉÉ ½ÚÄþ * ªÉ½þ ´É¹ÉÉæ {ÉÖ®úÉxÉÒ
¤ÉÉiÉ ½èþ VÉ¤É ¨Éä®äú ¨ÉÉiÉÉ (±ÉEòc÷Ò) +Éè®ú Ê{ÉiÉÉ (EòÉMÉVÉ)
BEò {Éäc÷ ºÉä ¤ÉxÉä *
¨ÉÖZÉä ¤ÉxÉÉxÉä Eäò Ê±ÉB ¨Éä®äú ¨ÉÉiÉÉ Ê{ÉiÉÉ EòÉä Eò<Ç ¨ÉÖÎ¶Eò±ÉÉå
EòÉ ºÉÉ¨ÉxÉÉ Eò®úxÉÉ {Éc÷É * nùÉä-iÉÒxÉ ÊnùxÉ EòÉ®úJÉÉxÉä Eäò
|ÉªÉÉäMÉÉå ºÉä ¨Éé +Éè®ú ¨Éä®äú Eò<Ç ¦ÉÉ<Ç ¤ÉxÉÉB MÉB *
¨Éä®äú ºÉÉ®äú ¦ÉÉ<ªÉÉå EòÉä Ê´ÉÊ¦ÉzÉ ®ÆúMÉ +Éè®ú °ü{É ÊnùB
MÉB* Ê¡ò®ú ¨ÉÖZÉä +Éè®ú ¨Éä®äú ¦ÉÉ<ªÉÉå EòÉä Eò<Ç nÖùEòÉxÉÉå ¨Éä
¤ÉäSÉÉ VÉÉ ®ú½þÉ lÉÉ * ¨Éä®äú +Éè®ú ¨Éä®äú ¦ÉÉ<ÇªÉÉå EòÒ iÉ®ú½þ vÉÉMÉä
Eäò ¦ÉÒ Eò<Ç °ü{É lÉä +Éè®ú ´Éä <iÉxÉä iÉäWÉ lÉä ÊEò <ÆºÉÉxÉÉå
Eäò ½þÉlÉ Eò]õ VÉÉiÉä lÉä * Eò<Ç ÊnùxÉÉå Eäò <ÆiÉWÉÉ®ú Eäò
¤ÉÉnù ¨ÉÖZÉä BEò ±Éc÷EòÉ JÉ®úÒnùxÉä +ÉªÉÉ * ´É½þ ¨ÉÖZÉä 10
¯û{ÉªÉä ¨Éå JÉ®úÒnùÉ +Éè®ú ¨Éä®äú ºÉÉlÉ vÉÉMÉÉ ÊVÉºÉä ½þ¨É ¨ÉÉÆZÉÉ
Eò½þiÉä ½èþ * ¨ÉÖZÉä ¨Éä®äú ¦ÉÉ<ÇªÉÉä ºÉä +±ÉMÉ Eò®ú ÊnùªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ
* ¨Éé +Eäò±ÉÉ{ÉxÉ ¨É¼ºÉÚºÉ Eò®ú ®ú½þÉ lÉÉ iÉÉä ¨ÉéxÉä ¨ÉÉÆZÉÉ
Eäò ºÉÉlÉ nùÉäºiÉÒ Eò®úxÉä EòÉ ÊxÉhÉÇªÉ ÊEòªÉÉ * +¤É ¨ÉÖZÉä
¨ÉÉÆZÉÉ ºÉä ¤ÉÉÄvÉEò®ú ½þ´ÉÉ ¨Éå =c÷ÉªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ * ¨Éé vÉÉMÉä Eäò
ºÉ½þÉ®äú +ÉºÉ¨ÉÉxÉ ¨Éå =c÷É * VÉÉä ±Éc÷EòÉ ¨ÉÖZÉä =c÷É ®ú½þÉ
lÉÉ * ´É½þ {ÉiÉÆMÉ =c÷ÉxÉä ¨Éå ¨ÉÉÊ½þ®ú lÉÉ * +ÉºÉ¨ÉÉxÉ ¨Éå
¨Éä®äú ¦ÉÉ<ªÉÉå Eäò ºÉÉlÉ ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÒ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ Eò®ú´ÉÉ ®ú½äþ lÉä
* ¨Éä®äú nùÉäºiÉ ¨ÉÉÆZÉÉ Eäò ±ÉMÉÉiÉÉ®ú <ºiÉä¨ÉÉ±É Eäò EòÉ®úhÉ
+ÉÊJÉ®ú ¨Éå ´É½þ Eò]õ MÉªÉÉ* ¨Éé ½þ´ÉÉ Eäò ºÉÉlÉ =c÷ ®ú½þÉ
lÉÉ * Eò¦ÉÒ {Éäc÷ {É®ú +]õEòiÉÉ iÉÉä Eò¦ÉÒ iÉÉ®ú {É®ú * +¤É
¨Éä®äú VÉÉxÉä EòÉ ´ÉHò +É MÉªÉÉ * +É¶ÉÉ ½èþ ÊEò +ÉxÉä ´ÉÉ±ÉÒ
{ÉÒgøÒ EòÉä +Éè®ú xÉªÉÉ ®ÆúMÉ +Éè®ú °ü{É Ê¨É±Éä *
Ê¶É´É¨ÉÂ <xÉÉxÉÒ,

ºÉÞÎ¹]õ EòÉä ®úSÉiÉÒ ½éþ ¤ÉäÊ]õªÉÉÄ,
{ÉÊ®ú´ÉÉ®ú ¨Éå SÉ½þEòiÉÒ ½éþ ¤ÉäÊ]õªÉÉÄ,
ºÉÆºEÞòÊiÉ EòÒ {É½þSÉÉxÉ Eò®úÉiÉÒ ¤ÉäÊ]õªÉÉÄ *
VÉÒ´ÉxÉ ¨Éå =±±ÉÉºÉ - =¨ÉÆMÉ PÉÉä±ÉiÉÒ ¤ÉäÊ]õªÉÉÄ *
Ê¡ò®ú CªÉÉå...?
½þ¨É ºÉ¤ÉÉå EòÉä JÉ]õEòiÉÒ ½éþ ¤ÉäÊ]õªÉÉÄ !

¤ÉSSÉÉå Eäò ºÉÆMÉ
Ê´ÉtÉ±ÉªÉ ¨Éå ¨ÉéxÉä näùJÉä, ¤ÉSSÉÉå Eäò Eò<Ç ®ÆúMÉ
¤ÉÉiÉå =xÉEòÒ ºÉÖxÉ - ºÉÖxÉEò®ú, ®ú½þ VÉÉiÉÒ ¨Éé nÆùMÉ !
½þ®äú-¦É®äú ={É´ÉxÉ ¨Éå, ¡Úò±ÉÉå ºÉä ¨É½þEòiÉä ¤ÉSSÉä
½þ®úÒ nÚù¤É {É®ú ÊMÉ®úÒ, +ÉäºÉ ºÉä SÉ¨ÉEòiÉä ¤ÉSSÉä *
SÉä½þ®äú {É®ú ½þ¹ÉÇ, ÊxÉ®ÆúiÉ®ú ºÉÆPÉ¹ÉÇ,
JÉÖÊ¶ÉªÉÉå EòÒ iÉ®ÆúMÉ, VÉÒiÉ EòÒ =¨ÉÆMÉ *
lÉÉäc÷Ò ¶ÉèiÉÉxÉÒ, lÉÉäc÷Ò ¨ÉxÉ¨ÉÉxÉÒ,
½þÉºÉ - {ÉÊ®ú½þÉºÉ, ¤ÉgøiÉÉ =±±ÉÉºÉ *
ºÉ{ÉxÉÉå EòÒ nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ ¨Éå, Ê´ÉSÉ®úiÉä ¤ÉSSÉä,
Eò±{ÉxÉÉ EòÒ =c÷ÉxÉ, JÉÖ±ÉÉ +ÉºÉ¨ÉÉxÉ *
=xÉºÉä ½þÒ ½èþ ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÒ {É½þSÉÉxÉ,
Eò¦ÉÒxÉÉ Ê¨É]äõ =xÉEòÒ ¨ÉÖºEòÉxÉ *
®äúhÉÖEòÉ MÉÖ{iÉÉ ( Ë½þnùÒ +vªÉÉÊ{ÉEòÉ )

VIII A
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¨ÉÆlÉxÉ
Ë½þnùÒ ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ EòÒ BEò BäºÉÒ ºÉÖÆnù®ú ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ ½èþ VÉÉä nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ ¦É®ú EòÒ ºÉÆºEÞòÊiÉªÉÉå Eäò ¤ÉÒSÉ BEò {ÉÖ±É EòÉ EòÉ¨É Eò®ú
®ú½þÒ ½èþ *½þ®ú ´É¹ÉÇ Ê´É·É Ë½þnùÒ ºÉ¨¨Éä±ÉxÉ ¨ÉxÉÉªÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ * ªÉ½þ ºÉ¨¨Éä±ÉxÉ ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ EòÒ ºÉÉÆºEÞòÊiÉEò Ê´É®úÉºÉiÉ Eäò
ÊxÉ®ÆúiÉ®ú ºÉ¨ÉÞÊrù EòÒ {É½þSÉÉxÉ ½èþ * <ºÉ Ê´É®úÉºÉiÉ EòÉä ºÉ¨ÉÞrù Eò®úxÉä ¨Éå ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ EòÒ Ê´ÉÊ¦ÉzÉ ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉBÄ iÉlÉÉ ¤ÉÉäÊ±ÉªÉÉå
xÉä +½þ¨ÉÂ ¦ÉÚÊ¨ÉEòÉ ÊxÉ¦ÉÉ<Ç ½èþ
½þ¨ÉÉ®úÉ Ë½þnùÒ Ê´É¦ÉÉMÉ Ê´ÉtÉ±ÉÒªÉ {ÉÉ`ö¬Gò¨ÉÉå Eäò uùÉ®úÉ ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ EòÒ ºÉ¨ÉÞÊrù iÉlÉÉ |ÉºÉÉ®ú ¨Éå ½þÉlÉ ¤ÉÄ]õÉ ®ú½þÉ ½èþ ;
VÉ½þÉÄ Ê´ÉÊ¦ÉzÉ MÉÊiÉÊ´ÉÊvÉªÉÉå Eäò ¨ÉÉvªÉ¨É ºÉä ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ EòÉä ®úÉäSÉEò , ºÉ½þVÉ iÉlÉÉ ´ªÉ´É½þÉÊ®úEò
¤ÉxÉÉªÉÉ VÉÉ ®ú½þÉ ½èþ * Ê´ÉÊ¦ÉzÉ EòÉè¶É±ÉÉå EòÉä {É®úJÉÉ iÉlÉÉ ÊxÉJÉÉ®úÉ VÉÉ ®ú½þÉ ½èþ *
+ÉVÉ EòÒ ¨ÉÉÄMÉ EòÉä näùJÉiÉä ½ÖþB ½þ¨É ´ÉÉSÉxÉ iÉlÉÉ ¸É´ÉhÉ EòÉè¶É±É {É®ú Ê´É¶Éä¹É ¤É±É näù ®ú½äþ ½éþ* BäºÉÉ ¨ÉÉ½þÉè±É
¤ÉxÉÉxÉä EòÒ EòÉäÊ¶É¶É Eò®ú ®ú½åþ ½éþ VÉ½þÉÄ ±ÉÉäMÉ ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ EòÉä {ªÉÉ®ú ºÉä +{ÉxÉÉBÄ * Ê´ÉtÉlÉÔ +{ÉxÉÒ ¦ÉÉ´ÉxÉÉ+Éå EòÉä ´ªÉHò
Eò®úxÉä EòÉ ½þÉèºÉ±ÉÉ ®úJÉå * ¶É¤nù EòÉä¹É EòÉä ´ªÉ´É½þÉÊ®úEò °ü{É ¨Éå ±ÉÉBÄ *
<ºÉÒ =¨¨ÉÒnù iÉlÉÉ Ê´É·ÉÉºÉ Eäò ºÉÉlÉ...
¸ÉÒ¨ÉiÉÒ ¨ÉxÉÒ¹ÉÉ ËºÉ½þ
Ë½þnùÒ Ê´É¦ÉÉMÉÉvªÉIÉ

¦ÉÚ±ÉÒ Ê¤ÉºÉ®úÒ ªÉÉnåù
ªÉÉnùÉå Eäò ºÉÖ®ú¨ªÉ ºÉ¡ò®ú ¨Éå '´ÉxÉºlÉ±ÉÒ
Ê´ÉtÉ{ÉÒ`ö' VÉªÉ{ÉÖ®ú , ®úÉVÉºlÉÉxÉ EòÒ
JÉ]Âõ]õÒ - ¨ÉÒ`öÒ ªÉÉnåù Ê½þ±ÉÉä®åú ±ÉäxÉä
±ÉMÉÓ * VÉ½þÉÄ Eäò ®ú¨ÉhÉÒEò +Éè®ú ¶ÉÉÆiÉ
´ÉÉiÉÉ´É®úhÉ ¨Éå ¨ÉéxÉä +{ÉxÉÉ Ê´ÉtÉlÉÔ VÉÒ´ÉxÉ Ê¤ÉiÉÉªÉÉ lÉÉ *
¨ÉÖZÉä +ÉVÉ ¦ÉÒ ªÉÉnù ½èþ Ë½þnùÒ ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ
Eäò {ÉSÉç ¨Éå ½þ¨Éå ¤Éc÷Ò ¨ÉÖÎ¶Eò±É ºÉä 60
|ÉÊiÉ¶ÉiÉ +ÆEò Ê¨É±ÉiÉä lÉä VÉ¤ÉÊEò +ÉVÉ
¨Éä®äú ½þÒ Ê´ÉtÉlÉÔ 99 |ÉÊiÉ¶ÉiÉ iÉEò ±Éä
+ÉiÉä ½éþ * =xÉ ÊnùxÉÉå ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ EòÒ ±ÉäJÉxÉ
¶Éè±ÉÒ {É®ú Ê´É¶Éä¹É ¤É±É ÊnùªÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ
lÉÉ ±ÉäÊEòxÉ ¨ÉÚ±ªÉÉÆEòxÉ ¨Éå {ÉÉ®únùÌ¶ÉiÉÉ
Eò¨É ½þÉäiÉÒ lÉÒ* +ÉVÉ ¨ÉÚ±ªÉÉÆEòxÉ ¨Éå

|É¶xÉÉxÉÖºÉÉ®ú +ÆEò Ê´É¦ÉÉVÉxÉ ½þÉäiÉÉ ½èþ,
<ºÉºÉä º{É¹]õiÉÉ iÉlÉÉ {ÉÉ®únùÌ¶ÉiÉÉ +ÊvÉEò
®ú½þiÉÒ ½èþ*
¤ÉÉiÉ VÉ¤É jÉÖÊ]õªÉÉå EòÒ ½þÉäiÉÒ ½èþ iÉÉä
¨ÉÖZÉä +{ÉxÉÒ Ê¤ÉxÉÉ Ê¶É®úÉä®äúJÉÉ Eäò iÉÒJÉÒ
Ê±ÉJÉÉ´É]õ ªÉÉnù +ÉiÉÒ ½èþ ,VÉÉä VÉÉxÉä +xÉVÉÉxÉä +vªÉÉ{ÉxÉ Eäò IÉäjÉ ¨Éå +ÉxÉä Eäò
¤ÉÉnù º´ÉiÉ& nÚù®ú ½þÉä MÉ<Ç*
¨ÉÖZÉä ±ÉäÊJÉEòÉ '¨ÉzÉÚ ¦ÉÆb÷É®úÒ' VÉÒ
EòÒ EÞòÊiÉªÉÉÄ ¦ÉÉiÉÒ ½éþ * =xÉEòÉ ÊxÉ¦ÉÔEò
+Éè®ú ¤Éä¤ÉÉEò ±ÉäJÉxÉ ½þ¨ÉÉ®äú ÊºÉ®ú SÉføEò®ú
¤ÉÉä±ÉiÉÉ * ´Éä xÉMÉ®úÉå - ¨É½þÉxÉMÉ®úÉå ¨Éå
|ÉSÉÊ±ÉiÉ ¶É¤nùÉå EòÉ JÉÖ±ÉEò®ú |ÉªÉÉäMÉ
Eò®úiÉÓ , ÊVÉºÉºÉä ½þ¨É ¤Éc÷Ò +ÉºÉÉxÉÒ ºÉä
VÉÖc÷ VÉÉiÉä *
¨Éé Ê´É¶ÉÖrù xÉ½þÓ ¶ÉÖrù ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ EòÒ
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{ÉIÉvÉ®ú ½ÚÄþ , VÉ½þÉÄ ±ÉÉäMÉ ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ EòÉä {ªÉÉ®ú
ºÉä +{ÉxÉÉBÄ * Ê´ÉtÉlÉÔ +{ÉxÉÒ ¦ÉÉ´ÉxÉÉ+Éå
EòÉä ´ªÉHò Eò®úxÉä EòÉ ½þÉèºÉ±ÉÉ ®úJÉå *
¶É¤nù EòÉä¹É EòÉä ´ªÉ´É½þÉÊ®úEò °ü{É ¨Éå
±ÉÉªÉå*
¸ÉÒ¨ÉiÉÒ ¨ÉxÉÒ¹ÉÉ ËºÉ½þ
Ë½þnùÒ Ê´É¦ÉÉMÉÉvªÉIÉ

EòIÉÉ |ÉÊGòªÉÉ
{É½þ±ÉÒ B´É¨ÉÂ nÚùºÉ®úÒ EòIÉÉ Eäò UôÉjÉÉå
uùÉ®úÉ +xÉäEò |ÉÊGòªÉÉBÄ B´ÉÆ MÉÊiÉÊ´ÉÊvÉªÉÉÄ
Eò®úÉ<Ç VÉÉiÉÒ ½éþ * iÉÉÊE òUôÉjÉ {É`öxÉ ´É
±ÉäJÉxÉ ¨Éå ½þÒ ÊxÉ{ÉÖhÉ xÉ ½þÉå +Ê{ÉiÉÖ <xÉ
Eò±ÉÉi¨ÉEò MÉÊiÉÊ´ÉÊvÉªÉÉå ¨Éå ¦ÉÒ ÊxÉ{ÉÖhÉ
½þÉä ºÉEåò * VÉèºÉä ÊEò EòÉMÉWÉ EòÒ xÉÉ´É
¤ÉxÉ´ÉÉEò®ú ¨ÉÉjÉÉ YÉÉxÉ Eò®úÉªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ
ÊVÉºÉºÉä |ÉäÊ®úiÉ ½þÉäEò®ú {É½þ±ÉÒ EòIÉÉ EòÒ
UôÉjÉÉ xÉä <ºÉEòÉ ºÉÖÆnù®ú Eò±ÉÉi¨ÉEò |ÉªÉÉäMÉ
ÊEòªÉÉ * ªÉ½þÒ xÉ½þÓ ¶É¤nùÉå Eäò ¦ÉÆb÷É®ú EòÒ

´ÉÞÊrù Eäò Ê±ÉB ¶É¤nùÉå EòÒ +xiªÉÉIÉ®úÒ
EòÉ ¦ÉÒ +ÉªÉÉäVÉxÉ ÊEòªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ ÊVÉºÉEäò
+ÆiÉMÉÇiÉ UôÉjÉÉå xÉä ¤Écä÷ ½þÒ =iºÉÉ½þ ºÉä
¦ÉÉMÉ Ê±ÉªÉÉ +Éè®ú ¶É¤nù ¦ÉÆb÷É®ú ¨Éå ´ÉÞÊrù
EòÒ* {ÉÉ`ö¬Gò¨É EòÉä ºÉ®ú±É B´É¨ÉÂ ®úÉäSÉEò
¤ÉxÉÉxÉä ½äþiÉÖ ÊxÉ¨xÉÊ±ÉÊJÉiÉ MÉÊiÉÊ´ÉÊvÉªÉÉÄ
¦ÉÒ Eò®úÉ<Ç MÉ<È*
v nùÉä ºÉÉ¨ÉÉxÉ ÊSÉjÉÉå ¨Éå +ÆiÉ®ú fÚÄøføxÉÉ*
v ÊSÉjÉ uùÉ®úÉ +xÉÖº´ÉÉ®ú B´É¨É SÉÆpùË¤ÉnÖù
Eäò ¨ÉvªÉ +ÆiÉ®ú YÉÉxÉ *
v |ÉEÞòÊiÉ Eäò |ÉÊiÉ |Éä¨É |ÉEò]õ Eò®úxÉä
½äþiÉÖ Ê´ÉÊ¦ÉzÉ |ÉEòÉ®ú Eäò ´ÉÞIÉÉå EòÉ
EòÉä±ÉÉVÉ

v

ÊSÉjÉ uùÉ®úÉ ¶É¤nù YÉÉxÉ ---- <iªÉÉÊnù*
¶ÉÉä¦ÉxÉÉ B´É¨ÉÂ ®äúJÉÉ {É´ÉÉ®ú
Ë½þnùÒ +vªÉÉÊ{ÉEòÉ

ÊEòiÉÉ¤Éå
ÊEòiÉÉ¤Éå ½éþ ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÒ Ê¨ÉjÉ ,
=xÉ¨Éå ½éþ fäø®ú ºÉÉ®äú ÊSÉjÉ *
Eò®úÉiÉÒ½éþ ªÉä nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ EòÒ ºÉè®ú,
¤ÉºÉiÉÉ ½èþ <xÉ¨Éå JÉÖÊ¶ÉªÉÉå EòÉ fäø®ú *
näùiÉÒ ½éþ YÉÉxÉ {ÉÖ®úÉxÉä WÉ¨ÉÉxÉä EòÉ ,
¤ÉiÉÉiÉÒ ½éþ ¤ÉÉiÉå +ÉVÉ Eäò WÉ¨ÉÉxÉä EòÒ *
näùiÉÒ ½éþ YÉÉxÉ +ÉÊ´É¹EòÉ®úÉå EòÉ ,
¤ÉÉÄ]õiÉÒ ½éþ YÉÉxÉ {ÉÉèvÉÉå Eäò VÉÒ´ÉxÉ EòÉ *
ÊEòiÉÉ¤Éå ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÒ MÉÖ¯û ½éþ,
ÊEòiÉÉ¤Éå ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÒ Ê¨ÉjÉ ½éþ *
¦É±Éä ½þÒ nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ UôÉäcä÷ ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÉ ½þÉlÉ ,
ªÉä ½þ¨Éä¶ÉÉ ®ú½åþMÉÒ ½þ¨ÉÉ®äú ºÉÉlÉ *
+Ê¦ÉYÉÉ,

VII B

xÉÉnùÉxÉ {ÉË®únäù
¤ÉSSÉä ½þÉäiÉä ½éþ xÉÉnùÉxÉ,
EÖòUô xÉÉ VÉÉxÉä,
EÖòUô xÉÉ ¨ÉÉxÉä,
½þÉäiÉä ½éþ ªÉä xÉÉnùÉxÉ !
¨ÉÉºÉÚ¨É ºÉÒ ºÉÚ®úiÉ <xÉEòÒ,
Eò®úiÉÒ ºÉ¤ÉEòÉä ½èþ®úÉxÉ !
ºÉÖxÉiÉä ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÉiÉå BäºÉä,
VÉèºÉä ½þ¨É {É®ú ½þÒ ½þÉä vªÉÉxÉ !
{É®ú ºÉnùÉ +{ÉxÉÒ ½þÒ nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ ¨Éå,
®ú½þiÉÉ <xÉEòÉ vªÉÉxÉ !
¤ÉSSÉä ½þÉäiÉä ½éþ xÉÉnùÉxÉ !!
Eò½þiÉä ½èþ =x½åþ ¤Éè`öÉä iÉÉä,
JÉcä÷ ½þÉä VÉÉiÉä ¤ÉÉ®ú-¤ÉÉ®ú !
SÉÖ{É ®ú½þxÉä EòÉä ¤ÉÉä±ÉÉä iÉÉä,
Eò®ú näùiÉä ¨ÉvÉÖ®ú ´ÉÉhÉÒ EòÉ ºÉÆSÉÉ®ú !
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<ºÉÒÊ±ÉªÉä Eò½þiÉä ½èþ ¤ÉSSÉä ½þÉäiÉä ½éþ xÉÉnùÉxÉ !!
ºÉSÉ xÉ VÉÉxÉä,
ZÉÚ`ö xÉ ¨ÉÉxÉä,
½èþ EòÉä¨É±É <xÉEòÉ ¨ÉxÉ,
ªÉä ½éþ nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ ºÉä +xÉVÉÉxÉ !
¤ÉSSÉä ½þÉäiÉä ½éþ xÉÉnùÉxÉ !!
®äúJÉÉ {É´ÉÉ®ú, Ë½þnùÒ +vªÉÉÊ{ÉEòÉ

ÊxÉ®úÉ±ÉÉ näù¶É
½þ¨ÉÉ®úÉ näù¶É ¤Éc÷É ÊxÉ®úÉ±ÉÉ iÉlÉÉ Ê´ÉÊSÉjÉ näù¶É ½èþ * ªÉ½þÉÄ Ê´ÉÊ´ÉvÉ vÉ¨ÉÇ iÉlÉÉ ºÉÆºEÞòÊiÉ Eäò ¤ÉÉ´ÉVÉÚnù
BEòiÉÉ EòÉ ¦ÉÉ´É ÊxÉÊ½þiÉ ½èþ * ±ÉäÊEòxÉ EÖòUô º´ÉÉlÉÔ ±ÉÉäMÉ <ºÉ BEòiÉÉ iÉlÉÉ +JÉÆb÷iÉÉ EòÉä ®úÉVÉxÉÒÊiÉ
´É¶É iÉÉäc÷xÉä ¨Éå ±ÉMÉä ½éþ * vÉ¨ÉÇ Eäò xÉÉ¨É {É®ú ®úÉVÉxÉÒÊiÉ Eò®ú ®ú½äþ ½éþ * EÖòUô xÉÉnùÉxÉ iÉlÉÉ xÉÉºÉ¨ÉZÉ
±ÉÉäMÉ =xÉEòÒ ¤ÉÉiÉÉå ¨Éå +ÉEò®ú +É{ÉºÉ ¨Éå ±Éc÷ ®ú½äþ ½éþ * VÉÉä +ÉWÉÉnùÒ ¤Éc÷Ò EòÊ`öxÉÉ<Ç iÉlÉÉ Eòcä÷
ºÉÆPÉ¹ÉÇ Eäò ¤ÉÉnù Ê¨É±ÉÒ ½èþ, ´ªÉlÉÇ ¨Éå VÉÉ ®ú½þÒ ½èþ * +iÉ& ¨Éä®úÉ näù¶É´ÉÉÊºÉªÉÉå ºÉä ÊxÉ´ÉänùxÉ ½èþ ÊEò ½þ¨Éå
=xÉ º´ÉÉlÉÔ ±ÉÉäMÉÉå EòÒ ¤ÉÉiÉÉå ¨Éå xÉ +ÉEò®ú, +{ÉxÉÒ ºÉÚZÉ¤ÉÚZÉ ºÉä +{ÉxÉÒ +ÉÆiÉÊ®úEò BEòiÉÉ ¤ÉxÉÉB
®úJÉxÉÒ SÉÉÊ½þB , iÉÉÊEò ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÉ näù¶É Ê´ÉEòÉºÉ¶ÉÒ±É ºÉä Ê´ÉEòÊºÉiÉ näù¶ÉÉå EòÒ {ÉÆÊHò ¨Éå +É ºÉEäò *
VÉªÉ¸ÉÒ, Ë½þnùÒ +vªÉÉÊ{ÉEòÉ

BEò ¨ÉÖ±ÉÉEòÉiÉ ËWÉnùMÉÒ ºÉä
{ªÉÉ®ú ¶É¤nùÉå EòÉ ¨ÉÉä½þiÉÉWÉ xÉ½þÓ ½þÉäiÉÉ +Éè®ú <ºÉÒ ºÉiªÉ EòÉä 'º´É±ÉÒxÉiÉÉ' +lÉÉÇiÉÂ '+ÉìÊ]õVÉ¨É' ºÉSSÉÉ<Ç +Éè®ú MÉ½þ®úÉ<Ç
ºÉä {ÉÊ®ú¦ÉÉÊ¹ÉiÉ Eò®úiÉÉ ½èþ* ½þ¨É EòIÉÉ xÉ´ÉÓ Eäò UôÉjÉMÉhÉ +{ÉxÉä Ê´ÉtÉ±ÉªÉ Eäò EòÉ=ÆºÉ±É®ú Ê¨ÉºÉ Ê¶É´ÉÉxÉÒ iÉlÉÉ EòIÉÉ
+vªÉÉÊ{ÉEòÉ {ÉÖ¹{É±ÉiÉÉ ¨Éèb÷¨É Eäò ºÉÉlÉ BEò Ê¤É±EÖò±É +±ÉMÉ iÉlÉÉ +xÉÉäJÉÒ nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ ºÉä {ÉÊ®úÊSÉiÉ ½ÖþB *

+ÉìÊ]õV¨É £åòb÷±ÉÒ ºÉÉäºÉÉ<]õÒ
nùÉäxÉÉå +Éä®ú ¡Úò±ÉÉå ºÉä ¦É®äú ¨ÉÉMÉÇ {É®ú ½þ¨É SÉ±É ®ú½äþ lÉä,
ºÉÚªÉÇ +{ÉxÉÒ ®úÉä¶ÉxÉÒ iÉlÉÉ +É¶ÉÉ EòÒ ÊEò®úhÉ Ê¤ÉJÉä®ú ®ú½þÉ
lÉÉ* VÉ½þÉÄ ¤ÉSSÉä +{ÉxÉÒ ½þÒ nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ ¨Éå ±ÉÒxÉ lÉä * ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÒ
¨ÉÖ±ÉÉEòÉiÉ ¸ÉÒ ¨ÉÎ±±ÉEò +ÉªÉÇ xÉÉ¨ÉEò ºÉVVÉxÉ ºÉä ½Öþ<Ç ,
ÊVÉx½þÉåxÉä ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÉ º´ÉÉMÉiÉ ÊEòªÉÉ * JÉÚ¤ÉºÉÚ®úiÉ ®úÉºiÉä {É®ú
SÉ±ÉiÉä ½ÖþB ¸ÉÒ¨ÉÉxÉ EÖÆòpùÉ ºÉä ¦Éå]õ ½Öþ<Ç VÉÉä <ºÉ ºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ
EòÉä <ºÉ ¨ÉÖEòÉ¨É iÉEò ±ÉÉxÉä EòÉ ¸ÉäªÉ ®úJÉiÉä ½éþ*
ªÉ½þ ºÉ¨ÉÖnùÉªÉ BäºÉä Ê´É¶Éä¹É ¤ÉSSÉÉå EòÒ +ÉvÉÉ®ú¦ÉÚiÉ
+É´É¶ªÉEòiÉÉ+Éå EòÉä ¨ÉqäùxÉVÉ®ú ®úJÉiÉä ½ÖþB =xÉEäò ¦ÉÊ´É¹ªÉ
EòÒ VÉ°ü®úiÉÉå EòÉä ¦ÉÒ {ÉÚ®úÉ Eò®úxÉä EòÉ nùÉ´ÉÉ Eò®úiÉä ½éþ *
=x½åþ BäºÉä |ÉÊ¶ÉIÉhÉ ¦ÉÒ näùiÉä ½éþ ÊVÉxÉºÉä ´Éä +{ÉxÉä {Éè®úÉä {É®ú
JÉcä÷ ½þÉä ºÉEäò *

+ÆiÉ ¨Éå ¨Éé Eò½þ
ºÉEòiÉÒ ½ÚÄþ ÊEò +ÉVÉ EòÉ
ÊnùxÉ +Ê´Éº¨É®úhÉÒªÉ ®ú½þÉ*
½þ¨ÉxÉä +xÉÖ¦É´É ÊEòªÉÉ
ÊEò +{ÉxÉÒ ¦ÉÉ´ÉxÉÉ+Éå
EòÉä ´ªÉHò Eò®úxÉä Eäò
Ê±ÉB ÊEòºÉÒ ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ EòÒ
+É´É¶ªÉEòiÉÉ xÉ½þÓ ½þÉäiÉÒ
+Ê{ÉiÉÖ =xÉEòÒ ¦ÉÉ´ÉxÉÉ+Éå
EòÉä ºÉ¨ÉZÉxÉä iÉlÉÉ ºÉ¨¨ÉÉxÉ Eò®úxÉä EòÒ ºÉÉäSÉ iÉlÉÉ WÉV¤ÉÉ
EòÉ ½þÉäxÉÉ +É´É¶ªÉEò ½èþ * <Ç·É®ú EòÒ KÉÉºÉ ºÉÆiÉÉxÉ EòÉä
+{ÉxÉÉxÉä iÉlÉÉ ºÉ¨ÉZÉxÉä EòÒ +É´É¶ªÉEòiÉÉ ½èþ * lÉÉäc÷É ºÉÉ
ºÉ¨ÉªÉ, lÉÉäc÷É ºÉÉ {ªÉÉ®ú !
¤Énù±Éä ¨Éå gäø®ú ºÉÉ®úÉ {ªÉÉ®ú , fäø®ú ºÉÉ®úÉ ºÉ¨¨ÉÉxÉ !!
¨ÉÉ®úÒ {ÉèÊ]ÅõEò,
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IX A

Ë½þnùÒ Ênù´ÉºÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉ®úÉä½þ - 2015
nùºÉ ÊºÉiÉ¨¤É®ú EòÉä EòIÉÉ {É½þ±ÉÒ B´ÉÆ nÚùºÉ®úÒ Eäò UôÉjÉÉå Eäò Ê±ÉB Ë½þnùÒ ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ EòÉ +ÉªÉÉäVÉxÉ ÊEòªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ*
ÊVÉºÉ¨Éå UôÉjÉÉå xÉä ¤É½ÖþiÉ +SUôÉ |Énù¶ÉÇxÉ ÊEòªÉÉ *
11 ÊºÉiÉ¨¤É®ú EòÉä EòIÉÉ {É½þ±ÉÒ B´ÉÆ nÚùºÉ®úÒ Eäò UôÉjÉÉå uùÉ®úÉ Ë½þnùÒ Ênù´ÉºÉ Eäò ¶ÉÖ¦É +´ÉºÉ®ú {É®ú BEò ºÉ¦ÉÉ EòÉ
+ÉªÉÉäVÉxÉ ÊEòªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ * =x½åþ Ë½þnùÒ Ênù´ÉºÉ Eò¤É +Éè®ú CªÉÉå ¨ÉxÉÉªÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ ºÉä +´ÉMÉiÉ Eò®úÉªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ * Ë½þnùÒ ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ
EòÉ ¨É½þi´É ¤ÉiÉÉiÉä ½ÖþB ºÉ¦ÉÉ |ÉÉlÉÇxÉÉ MÉÒiÉ iÉä®úÒ +®úÉvÉxÉÉ - - - ºÉä ºÉ¦ÉÉ +É®ú¨¦É EòÒ MÉ<Ç * iÉi{É¶SÉÉiÉ ºÉÖÊ´ÉSÉÉ®ú
+Éè®ú Ë½þnùÒ ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ Eäò ¨É½þkÉ´É {É®ú +ÉvÉÉÊ®úiÉ BEò EòÊ´ÉiÉÉ |ÉºiÉÖiÉ EòÒ MÉ<Ç * xÉx½äþ -¨ÉÖzÉÉå xÉä ¶É{ÉlÉ ±ÉÒ ÊEò ´Éä {ÉÚ®úÉ ÊnùxÉ
ÊºÉ¡Çò +Éè®ú ÊºÉ¡Çò Ë½þnùÒ EòÉ ½þÒ |ÉªÉÉäMÉ Eò®åúMÉä +Éè®ú =x½þÉåxÉä +{ÉxÉÒ |ÉÊiÉYÉÉ EòÉ ¨ÉÉxÉ ®úJÉÉ *
<ºÉ ºÉ¦ÉÉ uùÉ®úÉ UôÉjÉÉå xÉä ®úÉVªÉ ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ ""Ë½þnùÒ"" EòÉ ¨É½þi´É ºÉ¨ÉZÉÉ +Éè®ú =ºÉºÉä ºÉÆ¤ÉÆÊvÉiÉ YÉÉxÉ |ÉÉ{iÉ ÊEòªÉÉ *
¶ÉÉä¦ÉxÉÉ MÉÉäªÉ±É, Ë½þnùÒ +vªÉÉÊ{ÉEòÉ

Ë½þnùÒ ½èþ näù¶É EòÒ +ÉxÉ-¤ÉÉxÉ-¶ÉÉxÉ
½þ®ú ´É¹ÉÇ EòÒ iÉ®ú½þ <ºÉ ´É¹ÉÇ ¦ÉÒ 'Ë½þnùÒ Ênù´ÉºÉ' {ÉÚ®äú =¨ÉÆMÉ iÉlÉÉ =iºÉÉ½þ ºÉä ¨ÉxÉÉªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ *
ºÉ¨ÉÉ®úÉä½þ |ÉÉlÉÇxÉÉ MÉÒiÉ '+ºÉiÉÉä ¨ÉÉ ºÉnÂùMÉ¨ÉªÉ' EòÒ MÉÚÄVÉ ºÉä +É®Æú¦É ½Öþ+É * |ÉÉEÞòÊiÉEò ºÉÆºÉÉvÉxÉ ºÉÆ®úIÉhÉ Eäò iÉ½þiÉÂ
'{ÉÉxÉÒ EòÒ ¨ÉxÉ¨ÉÉxÉÒ' ±ÉPÉÖ xÉÉÊ]õEòÉ |ÉºiÉÖiÉ EòÒ MÉªÉÒ * Ê¡ò®ú UôÉjÉÉå uùÉ®úÉ |ÉºiÉÖiÉ ºÉ¨ÉÚ½þ MÉÉxÉ 'ºÉÉäSÉÉä WÉ®úÉ ºÉÉäSÉÉä' xÉä
±ÉÉäMÉÉå EòÉ Ênù±É UÚô Ê±ÉªÉÉ *
<ºÉEäò +±ÉÉ´ÉÉ +ÆiÉÌ´ÉtÉ±ÉÒªÉ |ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉBÄ +ÉªÉÉäÊVÉiÉ EòÒ MÉ<È * |ÉÉlÉÊ¨ÉEò EòIÉÉ Eäò Ê´ÉtÉÌlÉªÉÉå xÉä ºÉÖ±ÉäJÉ
|ÉÊiÉªÉÉäÊMÉiÉÉ ¨Éå ¦ÉÉMÉ Ê±ÉªÉÉ ; ¨ÉÉvªÉÊ¨ÉEò EòIÉÉ Eäò ¤ÉSSÉÉå xÉä +Eò¤É®ú -¤ÉÒ®ú¤É±É iÉlÉÉ iÉäxÉÉ±ÉÒ®úÉ¨É EòÒ Eò½þÉÊxÉªÉÉÄ ®úÉäSÉEò
+ÆnùÉWÉ ¨Éå ºÉÖxÉÉ<È * =SSÉ ¨ÉÉvªÉÊ¨ÉEò EòIÉÉ Eäò Ê´ÉtÉÌlÉªÉÉå xÉä '+MÉ®ú ¨Éé VÉÉnÚùMÉ®ú ½þÉäiÉÉ' iÉlÉÉ '{ÉÊ®ú¸É¨É ½þÒ ºÉ¡ò±ÉiÉÉ
EòÒ EÖÆòVÉÒ ½èþ' Ê´É¹ÉªÉ {É®ú +Ê¦É´ªÉÊHò EòÒ * ºÉ¨{ÉÚhÉÇ Ê´ÉtÉ±ÉªÉ |ÉÉÆMÉhÉ ¨Éå Ë½þnùÒ EòÒ JÉÖ¶É¤ÉÚ ¡èò±ÉÒ lÉÒ *
¸ÉÒ¨ÉiÉÒ ¨ÉxÉÒ¹ÉÉ ËºÉ½þ
Ë½þnùÒ Ê´É¦ÉÉMÉÉvªÉIÉ
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+É<B VÉÉxÉå ¤ÉSSÉÉå Eäò Ê´ÉSÉÉ®ú <xÉ Ê´É¹ÉªÉÉå {É®ú
½èþ - WÉ°ü®úiÉ EòÒ SÉÒWÉÉå {É®ú ¦ÉÒ JÉSÉÇ xÉ Eò®úxÉÉ * Eò]õÉèiÉÒ
½þ¨É =ºÉä Eò½åþMÉä VÉ½þÉÄ Ê¡òWÉÚ±ÉJÉSÉÔ xÉ EòÒ VÉÉB * ªÉÊnù ½þ¨É
Eò]õÉèiÉÒ Eò®ú Eäò SÉ±ÉåMÉä iÉÉä ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÉ ¦ÉÊ´É¹ªÉ ºÉÖ®úÊIÉiÉ ®ú½äþMÉÉ +Éè®ú
½þ¨Éå ÊEòºÉÒ Eäò ºÉÉ¨ÉxÉä ½þÉlÉ xÉ½þÓ ¡èò±ÉÉxÉÉ *
+xÉxªÉÉ ´Éè¶É, VII A

1.SÉ¨Éc÷Ò VÉÉB {É®ú nù¨Éc÷Ò xÉ VÉÉB

<ºÉEòÉ iÉÉi{ÉªÉÇ ½èþ ÊEò ½þ¨É SÉÉ½þiÉä ½éþ ÊEò ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÉ {ÉèºÉÉ xÉ
JÉSÉÇ ½þÉä SÉÉ½äþ ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÒ VÉÉxÉ ½þÒ CªÉÉå xÉ SÉ±ÉÒ VÉÉB * ±ÉäÊEòxÉ
½þ¨Éå BäºÉÉ xÉ½þÓ Eò®úxÉÉ SÉÉÊ½þB * ½þ¨Éå Ê¡òVÉÚ±ÉJÉSÉÔ xÉ Eò®úiÉä
½ÖþB +{ÉxÉÉ EÖòUô {ÉèºÉÉ MÉ®úÒ¤ÉÉå Eäò Ê½þiÉ Eäò Ê±ÉB ¦ÉÒ ±ÉMÉÉxÉÉ
SÉÉÊ½þB* ½þ¨Éå +WÉÒ¨É |Éä¨ÉVÉÒ EòÉ +xÉÖºÉ®úhÉ Eò®úiÉä ½ÖþB {ÉèºÉä
¨Éä®äú Ê´ÉSÉÉ®ú ºÉä {ÉèºÉÉå EòÉ =ÊSÉiÉ ={ÉªÉÉäMÉ Eò®úxÉÉ +Éè®ú =ºÉä
¤ÉSÉÉxÉä SÉÉÊ½þB xÉ ÊEò EÆòVÉÚºÉÒ Eò®ú Eäò ¤ÉSÉÉxÉÉ SÉÉÊ½þB *
+¤nÖù±É ®ú½þ¨ÉÉxÉ, VII B ¤ÉSÉÉxÉÉ ¤ÉÖnùÊvÉ¨ÉkÉÉ ½þÉäiÉÒ ½èþ * +{ÉxÉÒ WÉ¯û®úiÉÉå {É®ú{ÉèºÉä ½þÉäiÉä
½ÖþB ¦ÉÒ JÉSÉÇ xÉ Eò®úxÉÉ EÆòVÉÚºÉÒ Eò½þ±ÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ *
ºÉÉ<Ç |ÉÊiÉÊiÉ, VII A
¤ÉÒ¨ÉÉ®ú ½þÉäxÉä Eäò ¤ÉÉ´ÉWÉÚnù ¦ÉÒ <±ÉÉWÉ {É®ú {ÉèºÉä xÉ JÉSÉÇ Eò®úxÉÉ
½þÒ SÉ¨Éc÷Ò VÉÉB {É®ú nù¨Éc÷Ò xÉ VÉÉB ±ÉÉäEòÉäÊHò EòÉä ºÉÉlÉÇEò
Eò®úiÉÉ ½èþ * ½þ¨Éå BäºÉÉ xÉ Eò®ú WÉ°ü®úÒ EòÉªÉÉç {É®ú iÉÉä {ÉèºÉä JÉSÉÇ 3. BäºÉÉ näù¶É ½èþ ¨Éä®úÉ
½þÒ Eò®úxÉä SÉÉÊ½þB *
½þ¨ÉÉ®úÉ ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ näù¶É Ê´ÉÊ´ÉvÉiÉÉ+Éå EòÉ näù¶É ½èþ * ªÉ½þÉÄ +xÉäEò
ÊxÉÊ¨É¹ÉÉ, VII A VÉÉÊiÉªÉÉå Eäò ±ÉÉäMÉ ®ú½þiÉä ½éþ * <ºÉEäò ¨ÉÉlÉä {É®ú Ê½þ¨ÉÉ±ÉªÉ EòÉ
¨ÉÖEÖò]õ ½èþ +Éè®ú SÉ®úhÉÉå ¨Éå ºÉÉMÉ®ú ½èþ * ªÉ½þÉÄ +xÉäEò vÉ¨ÉÉç Eò
±ÉÉäMÉ BEò-nÚùºÉ®äú ºÉä Ê¨É±É-VÉÖ±ÉEò®ú ®ú½þiÉä ½éþ *
2. JÉSÉÉç ¨Éå Eò]õÉèiÉÒ - ¤ÉÖÊrù¨ÉkÉÉ ªÉÉ EÆòVÉÚºÉÒ
+´ÉxÉÒ¶É ´É¨ÉÉÇ, VII A
ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ ¨Éå nùÉä iÉ®ú½þ Eäò ±ÉÉäMÉ ½þÉäiÉä ½éþ- BEò VÉÉä VªÉÉnùÉ JÉSÉÇ
xÉ½þÓ Eò®úiÉä +Éè®ú nÖùºÉ®äú VÉÉä ¤É½ÖþiÉ JÉSÉÇ Eò®úiÉä ½éþ * ½þ¨É {É½þ±ÉÒ
ÊEòº¨É Eäò ±ÉÉäMÉÉå EòÉä EÆòVÉÚºÉ Eò½þxÉä EòÒ MÉ±ÉiÉÒ |ÉÉªÉ& Eò®ú näùiÉä
½éþ* ´Éä EÆòVÉÚºÉ xÉ½þÓ Ê¨ÉiÉ´ªÉªÉÒ ½þÉäiÉä ½éþ * BEò Ê¨ÉiÉ´ªÉªÉÒ ´ªÉÊHò
Ê¤ÉxÉÉ +{ÉxÉÉ +ÉVÉ KÉ®úÉ¤É ÊEòB +{ÉxÉä Eò±É EòÉä ºÉÆ´ÉÉ®úiÉÉ ½èþ
VÉ¤ÉÊEò EÆòVÉÚºÉ ´ªÉÊHò Eò±É EòÉä ºÉÆ´ÉÉ®úxÉä Eäò SÉCEò®ú ¨Éå +ÉVÉ
EòÉä ¦ÉÒ KÉ®úÉ¤É Eò®ú näùiÉÉ ½èþ * ½þ¨Éå Ê¨ÉiÉ´ªÉªÉÒ ¤ÉxÉxÉÉ SÉÉÊ½þB
xÉ ÊEò EÆòVÉÚºÉ *
+Ê¦ÉYÉÉ, VII B

½þ¨ÉÉ®úÉ näù¶É vÉÉÌ¨ÉEò Ê´ÉÊ´ÉvÉiÉÉ ´ÉÉ±ÉÉ näù¶É ½èþ * ªÉ½þÉÄ EòÒ
ºÉ¦ªÉiÉÉ +Éè®ú ºÉÆºEÞòÊiÉ nÖùÊxÉªÉÉ ¦É®ú ¨Éå Ê´ÉJªÉÉiÉ ½èþ * ªÉ½þÉÄ
+xÉäEò ºÉÆiÉ +Éè®ú ¨É½þÉi¨ÉÉ+Éå xÉä VÉx¨É Ê±ÉªÉÉ ½èþ * +ÉVÉ ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÉ
näù¶É iÉäWÉÒ ºÉä |ÉMÉÊiÉ EòÒ +Éä®ú +OÉºÉ®ú ½þÉä ®ú½þÉ ½èþ *
ÊxÉÊ¨É¹ÉÉ, VII B

½þ¨ÉÉ®úÉ näù¶É ¤É½ÖþiÉ Ê´É¶ÉÉ±É ½èþ * ªÉ½þÉÄ ¤É½ÖþiÉ ºÉä ¨É½þÉ{ÉÖ¯û¹ÉÉå xÉä
VÉx¨É Ê±ÉªÉÉ ½èþ * ½þ¨ÉÉ®äú näù¶É xÉä ¤É½ÖþiÉ ½þÒ Eòcä÷ ºÉÆPÉ¹ÉÇ Eäò ¤ÉÉnù
JÉSÉÉæ ¨Éå Eò]õÉèiÉÒ EòÉä EÆòVÉÚºÉÒ xÉ½þÓ Eò½þÉ VÉÉ ºÉEòiÉÉ ½èþ º´ÉiÉÆjÉiÉÉ {ÉÉ<Ç ½èþ* ½þ¨Éå <ºÉEòÒ ®úIÉÉ Eò®úxÉÒ SÉÉÊ½þB *
ºÉ½þVÉ VÉèxÉ, VII B
CªÉÉåÊEò Eò½þÉ MÉªÉÉ ½èþ ÊEò VÉ½þÉÄ ºÉÖ<Ç EòÒ +É´É¶ªÉEòiÉÉ ½èþ ´É½þÉÄ
iÉ±É´ÉÉ®ú EòÉ CªÉÉ EòÉ¨É ? +lÉÉÇiÉ ½þ¨É ªÉÊnù Eò¨É {ÉèºÉä ¨Éå EòÉä<Ç
ºÉÉ¨ÉÉxÉ JÉ®úÒnù ºÉEòiÉä ½éþ iÉÉä =ºÉÒ ºÉÉ¨ÉÉxÉ EòÉä Eäò´É±É ÊnùJÉÉ´Éä ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÉ näù¶É BEò ºÉÖxnù®ú ={É´ÉxÉ Eäò ºÉ¨ÉÉxÉ ½èþ* VÉèºÉä ={É´ÉxÉ
Eäò Ê±ÉB ¨É½ÆþMÉä º]õÉä®ú ºÉä VªÉÉnùÉ {ÉèºÉä JÉSÉÇ Eò®ú JÉ®úÒnùxÉä ¨Éå iÉ®ú½þ-iÉ®ú½þ Eäò ¡Úò±É =ºÉEòÒ ¶ÉÉä¦ÉÉ ¤ÉgøÉiÉä ½éþ ´ÉèºÉä ½þÒ ½þ¨ÉÉ®äú
EòÒCªÉÉ +É´É¶ªÉEòiÉÉ ½èþ ? ªÉÊnù ½þ¨É BäºÉÉ Eò®úiÉä ½èþ iÉÉä <ºÉä näù¶É ¨Éå ¦ÉÒ Ê´ÉÊ¦ÉzÉ vÉ¨ÉÇ, VÉÉÊiÉ, ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÉ Eäò ±ÉÉäMÉ BEò-ºÉÉlÉ
Ê¨É±ÉEò®ú ®ú½þiÉä ½éþ +Éè®ú <ºÉEòÒ ¶ÉÉä¦ÉÉ ¤ÉgøÉiÉä ½éþ * '´ÉºÉÖvÉè´É
¤ÉÖÊrù¨ÉÉxÉÒ Eò½þÉ VÉÉBMÉÉ xÉ ÊEò EÆòVÉÚºÉÒ*
Ê|ÉªÉÉ ´ÉPÉÉÊc÷ªÉÉ, VII B EÖò]Öõ¨¤ÉEò¨É' +lÉÉÇiÉ ºÉÉ®úÉ ºÉÆºÉÉ®ú BEò {ÉÊ®ú´ÉÉ®ú Eäò ºÉÉ¨ÉÉxÉ ½èþ,
ºÉnùÉ ºÉä ½þÒ ½þ¨ÉÉ®úÉ vªÉäªÉ ®ú½þÉ ½èþ *
¶ÉÖ¦ÉÉ iÉxÉªÉÉ, VII A
JÉSÉÉç ¨Éå Eò]õÉèiÉÒ EÆòVÉÚºÉÒ xÉ½þÓ ½èþ CªÉÉåÊEò EÆòVÉÚºÉÒ ºÉä iÉÉi{ÉªÉÇ
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telugu language

ª«sW©«sª«s»y µ³R¶XNRPö´R¶Li
xmsL][xmsNSLRiLi: ª«sV©«sVxtsvÌÁ ¹¸¶VVNRPä ª«sVLiÀÁ»R½©«sLi, ªyLji xqs»R½öQûª«sLRiò©«s, ªyLji ¹¸¶VVNRPä @ÌÁªyÈýÁV ªyLji

}qsõz¤¦¦¦»R½VÌÁ\|ms Aµ³yLRixms²T¶ DLiÈÁVLiµj¶. FsÍØgRiLiÛÉÁ[ INRP Â¿ÁÈíÁV(ª«sW$T²T¶) NS¸R¶VÌÁV NSxqsVòLiµj¶. Â¿ÁÈíÁV ¬sLi²y
xmsLi²ýR¶V D©yõ¸R¶V¬s ªyÉÓÁ N]ª«sVøÌÁV Fsª«s*LjiNUP @LiµR¶NRPVLi²y DLi²R¶µR¶VgS, ®©s[©«sV D©«sõµj¶ MTN][xqs®ªs[V @©«sõÈýÁVgS
Â¿ÁÈíÁV FsxmsöV²R¶W »R½©«s xmsLi²ýR¶©«sV ª«sV©«sNRPV @Liµj¶xqsVòLiµj¶. GMT AbPLi¿RÁNRPVLi²y úxmsNRPX¼½ ª«sV©«s @ª«sxqsLSÌÁV ¼d½Ljiè,
ª«sV©«sÖÁõ A©«sLiµj¶LixmsÂ¿Á[xqsVòLiµj¶. @ÍØlgi[ ª«sV¬sztsQ NRPW²y ¬sry*LóRiLigS B»R½LRiVÌÁNRPV xqs¥¦¦¦¸R¶VLi Â¿Á[zqs »R½©«s
ª«sVLiÀÁ»R½©y¬sõ, xmsL][xmsNSLRiÊÁVµôðj¶¬s ¿yÈÁVN][ªyÖÁ.

ª«sW»R½XË³ÏÁW$T: ""ÇÁ©«s¬ds ÇÁ©«søË³ÏÁW$TaRPè xqs*LæSµR¶{ms gRiLki¸R¶V {qs'' @©«sõÈýÁVgS ª«sV©«sÖÁõ NRP¬s, NRPLiÉÓÁNTPFyxmsÍØ

|msLiÀÁ©«s »R½ÖýÁ¬s, Fs¬sõ NRPuíyÌÁV ª«sÀÁè©y ªyÉÓÁ¬s Fsµj¶LjiLiÀÁ, A»R½ø $aS*xqsLi»][ ª«sV©«sÖÁõ ª«sVVLiµR¶VNRPV
©«s²T¶}ms ª«sW»R½Xª«sVWLjiòNTP FsxmsöV²R¶W ª«sV©«sLi bPLRixqsV= ª«sLiÀÁ FyµyÕ³Áª«sLiµR¶©«sLi Â¿Á¸R¶WùÖÁ. @ª«sry©«sNSÌÁLiÍÜ[ ªyLjiNTP
@Li²R¶gS DLiÈÁW, "®ªs[Vª«sVV©yõª«sVV' @©«sõÈýÁV \®µ³¶LSù¬sõ A®ªsVÍÜ[ ¬sLixmsgRiÖÁgji©«sxmsöV®²¶[ ª«sV©«sÇÁ©«sø
ryLôðRiNRPª«sVª«so»R½VLiµj¶. @ÍØlgi[ ª«sV©«s®µ¶[aRP \|qs¬sNRPVÌÁV úFyßØÌÁV \|qs»R½Li ÛÍÁNRPäÂ¿Á¸R¶VùNRPVLi²y ®µ¶[aRP xqsLjix¤¦¦¦µôR¶VÍýÜ[
F¡LS²R¶V»R½W ª«sV©«sÖÁõ, ª«sV©«s ®µ¶[aS¬sõ NSFy²R¶V»R½V©yõLRiV. ª«sW»R½Xª«sVWLjiò¬s FsLi»R½ g_LRi$ryò®ªsW, @ÍØlgi[ ª«sV©«s
ª«sW»R½X®µ¶[aS¬sõ NRPW²y g_LRi$ Li¿yÖÁ. ®µ¶[aS¬sõ NRPLiÉÓÁNTP lLixmsöÌÁy aRPú»R½Vª«soÌÁ ©«sVLi²T¶ NSFy²R¶VN][ªyÖÁ. ®µ¶[aRPLi
ª«sV©«sZNP[$TÀÁèLiµj¶? @®©s[NRP©yõ, ª«sV©«sLi ®µ¶[aS¬sNTP G$T Bª«s*gRiÌÁLi @®©s[ AÍÜ[¿RÁ©«s»][ ª«sùª«sx¤¦¦¦LjiLi¿yÖÁ.

xqs$TztísQ NRPVÈÁVLiÊÁLi: xqs$TztísQ NRPVÈÁVLiÊÁLiÍÜ[ D©«sõ @©«sVLSgRiLi, AFyù¸R¶V»R½ÌÁV ª«sLñRi©y¼d½»R½Li. Dª«sVø²T¶

NRPVÈÁVLiÊÁLiÍÜ[ @ª«sVøª«sVøÌÁV, ©y©«sõª«sVøÌÁV, »y»R½¸R¶VùÌÁV ¿RÁWzmsLiÂ¿Á[ ú}msª«sV, Â¿Á}msö ª«sVLiÀÁ ª«sVLiÀÁ
$xtsQ¸R¶WÌÁV, ª«sV©«s ÒÁ$»R½LiÍÜ[ Fsµ][ INRP xqsª«sV¸R¶VLiÍÜ[ Dxms¹¸¶WgRixms²R¶»yLiVV. @ª«sVøª«sVøÌÁV, ©y©«sõª«sVøÌÁV
zmsÌýÁÌÁNRPV xmsoLSßá NRP´R¶ÌÁV Â¿Á}msöªyLRiV. zmsÌýÁÍýÜ[ Aµ³yù¼½øNRP ÀÁLi»R½©«s©«sV |msLiF~Liµj¶LiÂ¿Á[ªyLRiV. NSÍØ©«sVgRiVßáLigS
ª«sÂ¿Á[è ª«sWLRiVöÍýÜ[ ryLiZNP[¼½NRP»R½NRPV @LiµR¶LRiW |msµôR¶{msÈÁ ®ªs[xqsVò©yõLRiV. ª«sX¼½ò xmsLRiLigS xqs$TztísQ NRPVÈÁVLiËØÌÁV,
ª«sùztísQ NRPVÈÁVLiËØÌÁVgS ª«sWLSLiVV. »R½ÖýÁ»R½Liú²R¶VÌÁNRPV, zmsÌýÁÌÁNRPV xmsoLSßáNRP´R¶ÌÁV Â¿Á}msö xqsª«sV¸R¶VLi
µ]LRiNRPNRP F¡ª«s²R¶Li»][ zmsÌýÁÌÁV NRPLixmspùÈÁLýRiNRPV, Fn¡©ý«sNRPV @LiNTP»R½ª«sVª«so»R½V©yõLRiV. zmsÌýÁÍýÜ[ xmsoxqsòNRPxmshRi©«sLi
»R½gæjiF¡»R½V©«sõ $xtsQ¸R¶VLi ª«sV©«sLi úgRiz¤¦¦¦Li¿RÁª«s¿RÁVè. C $xtsQ¸R¶VLi BxmsöV²T¶xmsöV®²¶[ @ª«sgSx¤¦¦¦©«sÍÜ[¬sNTP LSª«s²R¶Li
ª«sÌýÁ xmsoxqsòNRPúxmsµR¶LRi+©«sÌÁV ÇÁLRiVgRiV»R½V©yõLiVV. zmsÌýÁÌÁNRPV xmsoLSßáNRP´R¶ÌÁV, úgRiLi´yÌÁV ¿RÁµj¶®ªs[ @ª«sNSaRPLi NRPÖÁöLi¿yÖÁ.

@ª«s¸R¶Vª«sµy©«sLi : úxmsNRPX¼½ÍÜ[ Ë³ØgRi\®ªsV©«s ª«sXORPQLiÍÜ[¬s úxms¼½Ë³ØgRiLi ª«sV©«s ¬s»R½ùÒÁ$»R½LiÍÜ[ Gµ][INRP LRiWxmsLiÍÜ[

Dxms¹¸¶WgRixms²R¶V»R½W®©s[ DLiÈÁVLiµj¶. @ÍØlgi[ ª«sV©«sLi NRPW²y B»R½LRiVÌÁNRPV Dxms¹¸¶WgRixms²yÖÁ. ÒÁ$LiÀÁ D©«sõxmsöV²R¶V
Â¿Á[¸R¶VÛÍÁ[¬s xms©«sVÌÁ©«sV ª«sVLRißÓáLiÀÁ©«s »R½LRiVªy\¾»½©y Â¿Á[¸R¶Vª«s¿RÁVè©«sV. ª«sV©«s @ª«s¸R¶VªyÌÁ©«sV B»R½LRiVÌÁNRPV µy©«sLi
Â¿Á[zqs ªyLjiNTP ÒÁª«sLi F¡¸R¶Vª«s¿RÁVè. xqsx¤¦¦¦XµR¶¸R¶VLi»][ NRPVÈÁVLiÊÁxqsË³ÏÁVùÌÁV ¹¸¶WÀÁLiÀÁ C @ª«s¸R¶Vª«sµy©y¬sNTP
@LigkiNRPLji}qsò FsLiµR¶L][ BÎÏÁþÍýÜ[ NSLi»R½VÌÁV ¬sLizms©«sªyLRiV @ª«so»yLRiV. @ª«s¸R¶Vª«sµy©«sLi BÀÁè©«s ª«sV¥¦¦¦»R½VøÌÁÍÜ[
BxmsöÉÓÁNUP ª«sV©«sLi ª«sV©«s©«sLi Â¿Á[xqsVNRPV®©s[ªyLjiÍÜ[ bPÕÁ¿RÁúNRPª«sLjiò ª«sVVLiµR¶VLiÉØLRiV.
ª«sV©«szqs*, 8ª«s »R½LRigRi¼½
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xmsLi²ýy? NRPWLRigS¸R¶VÍØ?
C L][ÇÁÙ ª«sV©«sª«sVV NRPWLRigS¸R¶VÌÁV, xmsLi²ýR¶NRPV ª«sVµ³R¶ùÇÁLjilgi[ xqsLiË³ØxtsQßá©«sV ¿RÁWµôyLi.
NRPWLRiÍýÜ[ LSÇÁÙgS ª«sLiNS¸R¶V, xmsLi²ýR¶ÍýÜ[ LSÇÁÙgS ª«sW$T²T¶xmsLi²R¶V ¬sÖÁ¿yLiVV.
: ®ªs[Vª«sVV ÛÍÁ[NRP F¡¾»½[ ª«sW©«sª«soÌÁNRPV L][ÇÁÙ
gRi²R¶ª«sµR¶V. @LiµR¶VZNP[ ®ªs[Vª«sVV g]xmsö.
: ®ªs[Vª«sVV NRPW²y @Li¾»½[ ª«sW©«sª«soÌÁNRPV
NRPWLRigS¸R¶VÌÁV FsLi»R½ ª«sVVÅÁù®ªsW, xmsLi²ýR¶V
NRPW²y @Li¾»½[ ª«sVVÅÁùLi.
: NRPWLRigS¸R¶VÍýÜ[ Fs©¯[õ LRiNSÌÁV DLiÉØLiVV.
: xmsLi²ýR¶ÍÜ[ NRPW²y Fs©¯[õ LRiNSÌÁV DLiÉØLiVV.
®ªs[Vª«sVV ÛÍÁ[NRPF¡¾»½[ ª«sW©«sª«soÌÁNRPV aRPNTPò DLi²R¶µR¶V.
: ®ªs[Vª«sVV @¬sõ NSÍØÍýÜ[ @LiµR¶VËØÈÁVÍÜ[
DLiÉØª«sVV. @LiµR¶VZNP[ ®ªs[V®ªs[V g]xmsö.

: ®ªs[Vª«sVV @¬sõ NSÍØÍýÜ[ @LiµR¶VËØÈÁVÍÜ[
ÛÍÁ[NRPF¡LiVV©y, ª«sW LSNRPN][xqsLi úxmsÇÁÌÁV
A»R½X»R½gS FsµR¶VLRiV¿RÁVryòLRiV. ®ªs[Vª«sVV LSgS®©s[
ª«sVª«sVøÖÁõ ALRigjiLiÀÁ FsLi»][ A©«sLiµy¬sõ
F~LiµR¶V»yLRiV. ª«sW ª«sÌýÁ ªyLjiNTP FsLi»][ aRPNTPò NRPÌÁVgRiV»R½VLiµj¶.
BLi»R½ÍÜ[ @ÈÁVgS F¡»R½V©«sõ INRP ª«sùQQNTPò ªyLji xqsLiË³Øßá©«sV
$¬s BÍØ @©yõ²R¶V...
: s$Tú»R½VÍýØLS MTLjiLRiVª«soLRiW ª«sWNRPV
ª«sVVÅÁù®ªs[V. xmsLi²ýR¶V, NRPWLRigS¸R¶VÌÁV
ª«sWNRPV xmsoztísQ¬s BryòLiVV. MT ª«sÌÁ©«s
ª«sWNRPV ÑÁ¥¦¦¦*©«sLiµR¶Li NRPÌÁVgRiV»R½VLiµj¶.
NRP©«sVNRP MTLRiV BµôR¶LRiV ª«sWNRPV xqsª«sW©«s®ªs[V.
@xmsöÉÓÁ ©«sVLi²T¶ NRPWLRigS¸R¶VÌÁV, xmsLi²ýR¶V NRPÖÁzqs®ªsVÖÁzqs
ªyLji ÒÁ$»yÌÁV gRi²T¶FyLiVV.
NUPLjiò, 7ª«s»R½LRigRi¼½

NRPX{tsQª«sÌÁV²R¶V
Ë³ØLRi»R½®µ¶[aRPª«sVV úxmsµ³y©«sª«sVVgS ª«sùª«sry¸R¶Vª«sVV ª«sX¼½ògS gRiÌÁ
®µ¶[aRPLi. ª«sùª«sry¸R¶VLi ®µ¶[aRP ALôðjiNRP ª«sùª«sxqósNRPV ®ªs©«sVõª«sVVNRP
gS DLiµj¶. C ª«sùª«sry¸R¶W¬sNTP \lLi»R½V ®ªs©«sVõª«sVVNRP.
\lLi»R½VÌÁV úgSª«sWÌÁÍÜ[ ¬sª«saT ryòLRiV. @»R½©«sV xmsLiÈÁÌÁV
xmsLi²T¶ryò²R¶V. ÇÁLi»R½Vª«soÌÁ©«sV ª«sVÀÁèNRP Â¿Á[xqsVN]¬s, ªyÉÓÁ»][
F~ÌÁLi xms©«sVÌÁV Â¿Á[LiVVLi¿RÁVNRPVLiÉØ²R¶V. \lLi»R½VÌÁV ¿yÍØ
NRPxtísQxms²T¶ xms¬sÂ¿Á[ryòLRiV.
\lLi»R½VÌÁ xms¬s ®ªs[NRPVª«sÇØª«sVV®©s[ ®ªsVVµR¶ÌÁª«so»R½VLiµj¶.
©ygRiÖÁ ª«sVLji¸R¶VV ÇÁ»R½ FsµôR¶VÌÁV @»R½¬s ÀÁLRiNSÌÁ $Tú»R½VÌÁV.
ª«sL<S¬sõ, ¿RÁÖÁ¬s, FsLi²R¶©«sV ÛÍÁNRPäÂ¿Á[¸R¶VNRPVLi²y »R½©«sxms¬s¬s
Â¿Á[xqsVNRPVLiÈÁW DLiÉØ²R¶V \lLi»R½V. @»R½²R¶V ryµ³yLRißá
ÒÁª«s©«sLi N]©«srygjiryò²R¶V. @»R½¬s ÒÁ$»R½Li xmsLiÈÁÌÁV, Fy²T¶
xmsaRPVª«soÌÁ\|ms®©s[ Aµ³yLRixms²T¶ DLiÈÁVLiµj¶.

xqsª«sWÇØÕ³Áª«sXµôðj¶ ®©sxmsLi»][ xmsLiÈÁ F~ÍØÌÁV BxmsöV²R¶V
Ë³ÏÁª«s©yÌÁVgS ª«sWLjiF¡»R½V©yõLiVV. úxmsNRPX¼½ÍÜ[ ª«sWLRiVöÌÁV
NSLRißáLigS, NRPLRiVª«soNSÈÁNSÌÁNRPV ÍÜ[\®©s, \lLi»R½VÌÁV xmsLiÈÁÌÁV
rygRiVÂ¿Á[¸R¶VÛÍÁ[NRP, úgSª«sWÌÁ©«sV ª«sµj¶ÖÁ, xmsÈíÁßØÌÁNRPV ª«sÌÁxqs
F¡»R½V©yõLRiV.
ª«sV©«s ÒÁ$»R½Li @©«sV¬s»R½ùLi \lLi»R½V \|ms®©s[ Aµ³yLRixms²T¶
DLiÈÁVLiµj¶. \lLi»R½V ÛÍÁ[NRP F¡¾»½[ xqsª«sWÇÁLi ÛÍÁ[µR¶V. ALójiNRPª«sùª«sxqós
®µ¶ÊÁ÷¼½LiÈÁVLiµj¶. A¥¦¦¦LRi N]LRi»R½ GLRiö²R¶V»R½VLiµj¶. NRP©«sVNRP
úxmsË³ÏÁV»R½*Li ªyLRiV \lLi»R½VNRPV @Li²R¶gS ¬sÌÁªyÌÁ¬s N][LRiV
NRPVLiµyLi. @Li¾»½[NSNRP \lLi»R½V©«sV xqsª«sWÇÁLi g_LRi$ Li¿yÖÁ.
"" \lLi¾»½[ ®µ¶[aS¬sNTP ®ªs©«sVõª«sVVNRP ''
@Õ³ÁLSª±sV, 7ª«s »R½LRigRi¼½
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@ORPQLRiª«sWÌÁ
@ª«sVø ú}msª«sVÍØ NRPª«sVøQ\®©s©«s Ë³ØxtsQ ª«sV©«s ¾»½ÌÁVgRiV Ë³ØxtsQ.
@ª«sVø Ë³ØxtsQ©«sV @LiµR¶LRiLi xmsÌÁVNRPVµyLi, xmsÖÁNTPµôyLi.
¿RÁµR¶Vª«soµyLi, ¿RÁµj¶$µôyLi. LSµôyLi, LSLiVVµôyLi. FsLiµR¶L][
ª«sV¥¦¦¦©«sVË³Øª«soÌÁV ª«sV©«s ª«sW»R½XË³ØxtsQÍÜ[ NRP$»R½ÌÁV,
lgi[¸R¶WÌÁV, xmsµyùÌÁV, NRP´R¶ÌÁV LRiÀÁLiÀÁ ¾»½ÌÁVgRiVË³ØxtsQ
g]xmsö»R½©y¬sõ µR¶aRPµj¶aRPÍØ ªyùzmsLixmsÂ¿Á[ryLRiV.
ª«sV©«s ¾»½ÌÁVgRiVË³ØxtsQ g]xmsö»R½©«sª«sVLi»y @ORPQLRiª«sW
ÌÁÍÜ[®©s[ DLiµj¶. gRiVLRiVª«soÌÁV zmsÌýÁÌÁ»][ ª«sLñRiª«sWÌÁ©«sV
ª«sÛÍýÁ®ªs[LiVVLi¿RÁ²R¶Li ª«sÌýÁ, ª«sVVÅÁË³ØgSÌÁ¬sõÉÓÁNTP ªyù¸R¶Wª«sVLi
¾»½ÖÁ¸R¶VNRPVLi²y®©s[ ÇÁLRiVgRiV»R½VLiµj¶.
FsÍØgRiLiÛÉÁ[: @¿RÁVèÌÁ©«sV xmsÌÁNRP²R¶Li ª«sÌýÁ ª«sVVÅÁª«sVLi»y

NRPµR¶VÌÁV»R½W ªyù¸R¶Wª«sVLi ÇÁLRiVgRiV»R½VLiµj¶. NRP, ÅÁ,
gRi, xmnsV, ÃÁ NRPLihRi Ë³ØgRiLi, ¿RÁ, ¿³RÁ, ÇÁ, LRi&V, ÄÁ...
©yÌÁVNRP ®ªsVVµR¶ÉÓÁË³ØgRiLi, ÈÁ, hRi, ²R¶, ²³R¶ ßá... ©yÌÁVNRP
ª«sVµ³R¶ùË³ØgRiLi, »R½, ´R¶, µR¶, µ³R¶, ©«s... ©yÌÁVNRP N]©«sË³ØgRiLi,
xms, xmns, ÊÁ, Ë³ÏÁ, ª«sV... |msµR¶ª«soÌÁNRPV ¸R¶V, LRi, ÌÁ, ª«s, aRP,
xtsQ, xqs, x¤¦¦¦, ÎÏÁ, ORPQ, àá.. ©¯[LRiLi»y, BÍØ ª«sVVÅÁª«sVLi»y
x¤¦¦¦ÌýÁVÌÁ»][ ªyù¸R¶Wª«sVLi ÇÁLRiVgRiV»R½VLiµj¶. BLi»R½ÉÓÁ
@µR¶V÷é»yª«sNSaS¬sõ @LiµR¶ÛÇÁ[zqs©«s ª«sV©«s NRPª«sVø¬s, xqsVLiµR¶LRi,
xqsVª«sVµ³R¶VLRi, ¼½¸R¶Vù¬s ¾»½[®©sÍØLiÉÓÁ $©«sr~Li\|ms©«s Ë³ØxtsQ©«sV
Fs©«sõÉÓÁNUP ª«sVLRiVª«sLSµR¶V.
xqsMTORPQ, 8 ª«s »R½LRigRi¼½

¿RÁLiúµR¶V¬s»][ xms¸R¶V©«sLi
¿RÁLiúµR¶V²R¶V Ë³ÏÁW$TNTP ¿yÍØ µR¶WLRiLiÍÜ[ D©«sõLiµR¶V©«s ª«sV©«sLi ¿RÁLiúµR¶V¬s ªyxqsò$ NRP LRiWFy¬sõ
¿RÁW²R¶ÛÍÁ[ª«sVV. Ë³ÏÁW$TNTP ¿RÁLiúµR¶V¬sNTP ª«sVµ³R¶ù µR¶WLRiLi xqsVª«sWLRiV 3,84,400 NTPÍÜ[M TÈÁLýRiV .
ª«sV©«sLi ©«s²R¶VxqsVò©«sõxmsöV²R¶V ÛÍÁ[µy \lLiÎÏÁ§þ, ÊÁxqsV=ÍýÜ[ úxms¸R¶WßÓáxqsVò©«sõxmsöV²R¶V ¿RÁLiúµR¶V²R¶V
NRPW²y ª«sV©«s»][FyÈÁV úxms¸R¶WßÓáxqsVò©«sõÈýÁV @¬szmsxqsVòLiµj¶. Â¿ÁÈýÁV, xqsòLiË³ØÌÁV ª«sLiÉÓÁ$ ª«sWú»R½Li
ª«sV©«sNRPV ª«sù¼½lLi[NRPµj¶aRPÍÜ[ xmsLjilgi²R¶V»R½V©«sõÈýÁV @¬szmsryòLiVV. @LiµR¶VNRPV NSLRißáLi ¿RÁLiúµR¶V²R¶V Ë³ÏÁW$TNTP ¿yÍØ µR¶WLRiLiÍÜ[
DLi²R¶²R¶®ªs[V. ª«sV©«sLi úxms¸R¶WßÓáxqsVò©«sõxmsöV²R¶V Ë³ÏÁW$T MTµR¶ D©«sõ ª«sxqsVòª«soÌÁ µy*LS ª«sV©«s NRPÎýÏÁ\|ms GLRiö®²¶[ ÕÁLiÊÁLi
®ªs[gRiLigS ª«sWLRiV»R½VLiÈÁVLiµj¶, @LiµR¶VZNP[ ª«sxqsVòª«soÌÁV ®ªs©«sVNRPNRPV ®ªsÎÏÁ§ò©«sõÈýÁV @¬szmsryòLiVV. NS¬s ¿RÁLiúµR¶V²R¶V Ë³ÏÁW$TNTP
¿yÌÁy µR¶WLRiLigS DLi²R¶²R¶Li ª«sÌýÁ ª«sV©«sLi ª«sVVLiµR¶VNRPV ®ªs×Áþ©y NRPLiÉÓÁ \|ms ÕÁLiÊÁLi ª«sWLRiµR¶V, ª«sV©«s µR¶XztísQ N][ßáLi
ª«sWLRiµR¶V. @LiµR¶VZNP[ ¿RÁLiúµR¶V²R¶V ª«sV©«s»][FyÈÁV xms¸R¶V¬sxqsVò©«sõÈýÁV úË³ÏÁ$ Tryòª«sVV.
$µk¶£ms, 7ª«s »R½LRigRi¼½

$µyùLóRiVÌÁV - úNRPª«sVbPORPQßá

$µyùLóRiVÌÁV @©«sgS $µR¶ù©«sV
@LôðjiLiÂ¿Á[ªyLRiV. úNRPª«sVbPORPQßá
@LiÛÉÁ[ xqsúNRPª«sV\®ªsV©«s úxmsª«sLRiò©«s
NRPÖÁgji DLi²R¶²R¶Li. ÀÁ©«sõxmsöV®²¶[
úNRPª«sVbPORPQßá @ÌÁª«s²R¶²R¶Li ryµ³R¶ùLi. |ms®µô^¶©«s »R½LRiVªy»R½ INRP
ª«sV¬sztsQ ª«sWLRi²R¶Li ¿yÍØ NRPxtísQLi. ""®ªsVV\ZNPQQä ª«sLigRi¬sµj¶
ª«sW\®©sª«sLigRiV©y'' @¬s AL][ùQ NTPò. @LiµR¶VZNP[ $µyùLôðji
µR¶aRPÍÜ[®©s[ C gRiVßØ¬sõ @ÌÁª«sLRiV¿RÁVN][ªyÖÁ.
Ë³ÏÁW$V xqsWLRiVù¬s ¿RÁVÈíÁW úNRPª«sVLigS ¼½LRiVgRiV»R½VLiµj¶,
xmnsÖÁ»R½LigS LSú¼½, xmsgRiÌÁV GLRiö²R¶»yLiVV. @ÍØlgi[

ÊÁVV»R½Vª«soÌÁV NRPW²y úNRPª«sVLigS rygRiV»yLiVV. ª«sVLji ª«sV©«s
¿RÁVÈíÁWD©«sõ úxmsNRPX¼½NRPW²y úNRPª«sVbPORPQßágS D©«sõxmsöV²R¶V
ª«sV©«sVxtsvùÌÁ\®ªsV©«s ª«sV©«sNRPV úNRPª«sVbPORPQßØLSz¤¦¦¦»R½ùLi
FsLiµR¶VNRPV? Â¿Á²R¶V }qsõx¤¦¦¦Liª«sÌýÁ úNRPª«sVbPORPQßá ÍÜ[zmsxqsVòLiµj¶.
úNRPª«sVbPORPQßá ª«sV©«s ª«sùQQNTPògRi»R½ ÒÁ$»R½Li\|ms NRPW²y úxmsË³Øª«sLi
¿RÁWzmsxqsVòLiµj¶.
xqsÇêÁ©«sryLigRi»R½ùLi»][ úNRPª«sVbPORPQßá @ÌÁª«s²R¶V»R½VLiµj¶.
úNRPª«sVbPORPQßáª«sÌýÁ $µyùLóRiVÌÁV @¬sõ LRiLigSÍýÜ[ $ÇÁ¸R¶W¬sõ
ryµ³j¶ryòLRiV.
ª«sL<Ri, 8ª«s »R½LRigRi¼½
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Ë³ØLRi¼d½¸R¶V ÊÁÌÁLi
²y. @ÊôÁVÍÞ NRPÍØLi !
NRPÌÁÌÁZNP[ ¿RÁNRPä¬s Ë³ØxtsQùLi Â¿Ázmsö©«s NRPÍØLi
ËØÌÁÌÁ Ë³Ø$ÒÁ$»R½¬sNTP INRP g]xmsö ª«sLRiLi
aSxqsòQû LRiLigS¬sNTP µR¶gæRiLRigS DLiÈÁW...
@aS{qsòQû¸R¶V»R½©«sV
@Li¿RÁVÍýÜ[NTP LS¬sª«s*µôR¶LiÈÁW...
@LiµR¶ÎØÌÁV @ª«sxqsLSÌÁ©«sV ¼d½LRièª«sLiÈÁW...
@¬s»R½LRi ryµ³yùÌÁ©«sV xqsVryµ³R¶ùLi Â¿Á[¸R¶Vª«sVLiÈÁW....
¿RÁÍØNUP»R½©«sLi»][, NTPÌÁNTPÌÁ ©«sª«so*ÌÁ»][,
¿RÁNRP¿RÁNRP ©«s²R¶NRPÌÁ»][ \Â¿Á»R½©«sùxmso xqsWöéQ Ljiò»][
ª«sV©«s ª«sVVLiµR¶V ©«s²R¶¸R¶W®²¶[ ª«sV¬sztsQ
ª«sVLRixmsoLS¬s ª«sV©«s»R½LRiLi ª«sV¬dsztsQ.
aSxqsòQû®ªs[»R½ògS..,
$µyùµ³R¶W»R½gS..,
$µyù µ³y»R½gS...,
OTPQxmsßÓázms»R½gS...,
ORPQßáORPQßáLi ÇØ¼½NTP LRiORPQßágS
@®©s[NRP xmsLkiORPQÌÁÍÜ[ Fyxqs¸R¶Wù²R¶V »R½©«s
ÇØ¼½ NUPLjiò xms»yNRPxmso µyxqs¸R¶Wù²R¶V.
®ªs[Vµ³yª«soÌÁ @Ë³ÏÁùLôðRi©«s ®ªs[VLRiNRPV
»R½ORPQßá NRPLRiòª«sùLigS Ë³ØLRi»R½ LSxtísQûxms¼½\¹¸¶V
Ë³ØLRi»R½ LSÇØùLigRi µR¶aRP, µj¶aRP »y®©s[\¹¸¶V
@xqsª«sW©«s»R½ÌÁV »]ÌÁgjiLi¿y²R¶V
xqsª«sVxqsª«sW©«s»R½ ÇÜ[ù»R½VÌÁV ®ªsÖÁgjiLi¿y²R¶V.
"lgiÌÁVxmso N][xqsLi ©y xqsLiNRPÌÁöLi ÊÁÌÁLigS DLiÛÉÁ[
JÈÁ$T ©«s©«sVõ lgiÌÁVª«sÛÍÁ[µR¶V' @®©s[ A¸R¶V©«s ª«sWÈÁÌÁV
®ªs[µR¶ª«sVLiú»R½LigS...,
ryµ³R¶©«s»R½Liú»R½LigS...,
ÇÁ¸R¶V xqsLiZNP[»R½LigS...,
$ryòLRi ª«sWLæRiLigS...,
ª«sV©«sNRPLiµj¶Li¿y²R¶V xmnsV©«s NUPLjiò gRi²T¶Li¿y²R¶V.
"ªy©«s ª«s}qsò xmsORPVÌÁ¬dsõ ¬ds²R¶ ®ªs»R½VNRPVäLiÉØLiVV
gRiµôðR¶ ª«sWú»R½Li ®ªs[VxmnsWÌÁ \|ms©«s FsgRiVLRiV»R½VLiµj¶ "@LiÈÁW

ÇØ¼½¬s \®µ³¶LRiùxmso ÍÜ[»R½VÍýÜ[NTP xmsLizms
zmsLjiNTP»R½©«sxmso ÇÁLjiª«sW©yÌÁ ©«sVLi²T¶ ª«sVVNTPò¬s NRPÖÁgjiLiÀÁ
ÇØgRiX»R½Li Â¿Á[zqs©«s ÇÁ©«sgRißá MßØ»R½Liú¼½
Ë³ÏÁWgRiXx¤¦¦¦xmso xmsLjibdPÌÁ©y xmsLjixmsNRP*xmso xmsXµ³k¶*ª«sVLiú¼½.
"®µ¶[aRPLi @$¬ds¼½LRiz¤¦¦¦»R½LigS AÍÜ[¿RÁ©«sÌÁV©«sõ
F¢LRiVÌÁV©«sõ®µ¶[aRPLigS ª«sWLRiè²R¶LiÍÜ[
ª«sVVgæRiVLji Fyú»R½ ¿yÍØ NUPÌÁNRPLi...
ªylLi[ »R½ÖýÁ, »R½Liú²T¶, gRiVLRiVª«so' @¬s
»R½ÖýÁ, »R½Liú²T¶, gRiVLRiVª«soÌÁNRPV
NRPLRiòª«sùª«sVV©«sV xqsWÀÁxqsWò...
NRPLRiø ª«sVWLRiVòÌÁ©«sV
NSL][ù©«sVøÅÁVÌÁ©«sV
Ë³ÏÁLRi»R½ÅÁLi²R¶ NUPLjiòËØª«soÉØ
NRPLRiµk¶zmsNRPÌÁ©«sV
NRPµR¶ÖÁLiÀdÁ
®ªsVµj¶ÖÁLiÀdÁ
ú}msLRißá NRPÖÁgjiLiÀdÁ
Ë³ØLRi»R½ ÇØ¼½ LRi»R½õQQ\®ªsV ¬sÖÁ¿y²R¶V
®©s[®²¶[ @©«sVN][NRPVLi²y ANSaRPLiÍÜ[ ®ªsVVÖÁ¿y²R¶V
A¸R¶V©«s @²R¶VgRiV ÇØ²R¶ÌÁV @LiµR¶LjiNUP x¤¦¦¦Lji$ ÌýÁVÌÁV
A¸R¶V©«s Ë³Øª«sÇØÌÁLi Ë³Ø$ Ë³ØLRi»R½ $ LjiÇÁÌýÁVÌÁV
A¸R¶V©«s gRiÎÏÁLi Ë³ØLRi¼d½¸R¶V ÊÁÌÁLi...!
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N_Li²T¶©«sù$ ©«sLi²R¶WLji ®ªs[LiNRPÛÉÁ[aRP*LRi LSÇÁÙ
¾»½ÌÁVgRiV aSÆØµ³j¶xms¼½,

ÒÁª«sNSLRiVßáùLi
INRP ELjiÍÜ[ xmsoÌýÁ¸R¶Vù @®©s[ \lLi»R½V DLi®²¶[ªy²R¶V. @»R½¬sNTP
»R½©«s Aª«soÌÁV @LiÛÉÁ[ BxtísQLi DLi®²¶[µj¶ NSµR¶V. L][ÇÁÚ
ªyÉÓÁ¬s ËØgS NRPxtísQ|msÛÉíÁ[ªy²R¶V. xqsLiúNSLi¼½ xmsLi²R¶VgRi©«sV
ÇÁLRiVxmsoNRPV®©s[ªy²R¶V NSµR¶V. INRPL][ÇÁÙ Aª«soÌÁV ËØµ³R¶»][
$NRPXxtñsv²T¶¬s úFyLôðjiLi¿yLiVV. ª«sVVLSLji ª«sÀÁè ©yNRPV
MT gRiVLjiLiÀÁ ¾»½ÌÁVxqsV. ®©s[©«sV MTNRPV lLiLi²R¶V L][ÇÁÙÌÁ
ª«sLRiNRPV ª«sWÉýØ®²¶[ aRPNTPò¬s Bryò©«sV. @¬s @©yõ²R¶V.
@Li¾»½[... Aª«soÌÁNTP ªyÉÓÁ ËØµ³R¶ gRiVLRiVòNRPV ª«sÀÁèLiµj¶.
@$ JLji xmsoÌýÁ¸R¶Wù.. JLji xmsoÌýÁ¸R¶Wù... @¬s
@Lji¿yLiVV. @µj¶ $¬s xmsoÌýÁ¸R¶Vù ÊÁ¸R¶VÉÓÁNTP ª«s¿yè²R¶V.
@xmsöV²R¶V Aª«soÌÁV ¬dsª«so BxmsöÉÓÁNTPxmsöV²R¶V C xqósÍØ¬sõ
aRPVúË³ÏÁLi Â¿Á[LiVV. ¬ds BÌýÁV aRPVúË³ÏÁLigS©«sV, ©y BÌýÁV
@aRPVúË³ÏÁª«sWLS! @¬s ¼½ÉíØLiVV. xmsoÌýÁ¸R¶VùNRPV
N][xmsLiª«sÀÁè ªyÉÓÁ¬s N]ÈíÁËÜ[¸R¶W²R¶V. @xmsöV²R¶V ""J

®ªsLiNRP¸R¶Vù J LSª«sV¸R¶Vù
@LiµR¶LRiV
ÊÁ¸R¶VÉÓÁNTP
LRiLi²T¶'' @¬s @Lji¿yLiVV.
xmsoÌýÁ¸R¶VùNRPV N][xmsª«sVV
ª«sÀÁèLiµj¶.
ªyÉÓÁ¬s
N]ÈíÁËÜ[¸R¶W²R¶V. @xmsöV²R¶V
s$Tgji»y xmsÛÍýÁúxmsÇÁÌÁV ª«s¿yèLRiV. ªyLRiV ""ªyÉÓÁ¬s
©«sVª«so* xqsLjigæS ¿RÁWxqsVN][ª«so. ªyÉÓÁ¬s ËØµ³R¶|ms²R¶»yª«so.
xqsLiúNSLi¼½NTP ªyÉÓÁNTP xmspÇÁÌÁV Â¿Á[¸R¶Vª«so. FyxmsLi
FsxmsöV²R¶W ªyÉÓÁ¬s N]²R¶»yª«so. @$ ¬dsNRPV F~ÌÁª«sVVÍÜ[
xqs¥¦¦¦¸R¶VLi Â¿Á[ryòLiVV. FyÌÁV BryòLiVV. @$ ÛÍÁ[NRPVLi²y
¬dsª«so úÊÁ»R½VNRPÛÍÁ[ª«so.'' @¬s @©yõLRiV. xmsoÌýÁ¸R¶Vù
»R½©«s »R½xmsöV ¾»½ÌÁVxqsVN]©yõ²R¶V. »R½©«s Aª«soÌÁ©«sV
ËØgS¿RÁWxqsVNRPVLiÉØ©«s¬s Â¿ÁFyö²R¶V.
¬ds¼½: ª«sV©«sLi ÇÁLi»R½Vª«soÌÁxmsÈýÁ ú}msª«sV»][ úxmsª«sLjiòLi¿yÖÁ.
@Õ³ÁÇìÁ, 7ª«s »R½LRigRi¼½

DFy¸R¶Vª«sVV
LRiLigRi¸R¶Vù @®©s[ INRP }msµR¶ªy²R¶V ÉÜ[{msÌÁV NRPVÈíÁVNRPV¬s
F¡LRiVgRiV ELRiVÍÜ[ ªyÉÓÁ¬s @ª«sVVøN]¬s ÒÁª«s©«sLi gRi²T¶}ms
ªy²R¶V. INRPL][ÇÁÙFsLi²R¶ÍÜ[ ¼½Ljigji ÉÜ[{msÌÁV @$Tø
@ÌÁzqs F¡LiVV INRPÂ¿ÁÈíÁV úNTPLi®µ¶[ ¬súµR¶ F¡¸R¶W²R¶V.
A Â¿ÁÈíÁV \|ms©«s ¿yÍØ N][»R½VÌÁV ¬sª«szqsxqsVò©yõLiVV.
A N][»R½VÌÁV ¬súµj¶xqsVò©«sõ LRiLigRi¸R¶Vù »R½ÌÁ\|ms D©«sõ ÉÜ[{ms¬s ¿RÁWzqs úNTPLiµR¶NRPV µj¶gji
ª«sÀÁè |msÛÉíÁÍÜ[ D©«sõ ÉÜ[{msÌÁ¬sõ¼d½xqsVN]¬s »R½ÍØ INRP ÉÜ[{ms¬s |msÈíÁVN]¬s gRiLi»R½VÌÁV
®ªs[xqsVò©«sõsN][»R½VÌÁ @LRiVxmsoÌÁNRPV, @ÌýÁLji Â¿Á[xtísQÌÁNRPV, LRiLigRi¸R¶VùNRPV ®ªsVÌÁVNRPVª«s ª«sÀÁè
ÉÜ[{msÌÁ |msÛÉíÁ ¿RÁWry²R¶V. |msÛÉíÁÍÜ[¬s ÉÜ[{msÌÁV G\®ªsV©«s$? @¬s »R½ÌÁ\|msZNP¼½ò ¿RÁWry²R¶V. »R½©«s |msÛÉíÁÍÜ[¬s ÉÜ[{ms ÌÁ©«sV
|msÈíÁVNRPV¬s, Â¿ÁÈíÁV\|ms©«s A²R¶V»R½V©«sõ N][»R½VÌÁ©«sV ¿RÁWzqs, ªy²T¶ZNP[$T Â¿Á[¸R¶WÍÜ[ »][¿RÁÛÍÁ[µR¶V. N]Li»R½ }qsxmso AÍÜ[ÀÁLiÀÁ
N][»R½VÌÁV »R½©«s©«sV ¿RÁWxqsVò©«sõ xqsª«sV¸R¶Vª«sVVÍÜ[ »R½©«s »R½ÌÁ\|ms D©«sõ ÉÜ[{ms ¼d½zqs ®©s[ÌÁ\|ms $zqsLS²R¶V. @µj¶gRiª«sV¬sLiÀÁ©«s
N][»R½VÌÁV ªyÉÓÁ »R½ÌÁMTµj¶ ÉÜ[{msÌÁV NRPW²y ¼d½zqs ®©s[ÌÁMTµR¶ $zqsLSLiVV. »R½©«s FyÀÁNRP FyLji©«sLiµR¶VNRPV LRiLigRi¸R¶Vù
xqsLi»][xtsQª«sVV»][ A ÉÜ[{msÌÁ¬dsõ GLji |msÛÉíÁÍÜ[ ®ªs[xqsVN]¬s, »R½©«s µyLji©«s »y©«sV ®ªs×ýÁ F¡¸R¶W²R¶V.
¬ds¼½ : NRPhji©«s xqsª«sVxqsùÌÁ©«sV NRPW²y DFy¸R¶Vª«sVV»][ ryµ³j¶Li¿RÁª«s¿RÁVè .
@Õ³ÁLSª±sV, 7ª«s »R½LRigRi¼½
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ªy»yª«sLRißá NSÌÁVxtsQùLi
xmsLjixqsLSÌÁV, gSÖÁ @xmsLjiaRPVúË³ÏÁLigS »R½¸R¶WLRigRiVÈÁ©«sV
ªy»yª«sLRißá NSÌÁVxtsQùª«sV¬s @LiÉØLRiV. ryª«sW©«sùLigS
xmsÈíÁßØÌÁÍÜ[, ©«sgRiLSÌÁÍÜ[ C ªy»yª«sLRißá NSÌÁVxtsQùLi
@µ³j¶NRPLigS DLiÈÁVLiµj¶. µk¶¬sNTP NSLRißáLi NRPLSøgSLSÌÁV,
xmsLjiúaRPª«sVÌÁV, gSÖÁÍÜ[NTP ª«sµj¶ÛÍÁ[ F~gRi ª«sÌÁ©«s ªyùzmsLiÂ¿Á[
$xtsQªy¸R¶VVª«soÌÁV.
ÇÁ©yË³Ø $xmsLki»R½LigS |msLjigjiF¡»R½VLiµj¶. @²R¶ª«soÌÁ©«sV
©«sLjiNTP ¬sªyxqs ¹¸¶WgSùÌÁVgS Â¿Á[xqsVNRPVLiÈÁV©yõLRiV.
ª«sXORPQxqsLixmsµR¶ »R½Ljigji F¡»R½V©«sõµj¶. FyLjiúaS$TNRP $xmýsª«sLi
»R½LRiVªy»R½ úxmsxmsLi¿RÁLi xmsLjiúaRPª«sVÌÁª«sV¸R¶V\®ªsV F¡LiVVLiµj¶.
@®©s[NRP xmsLjiúaRPª«sVÌÁV, NRPLSøgSLSÌÁV róyzmsLi¿RÁÊÁ²T¶©yLiVV.
µk¶¬s ª«sÌÁ©«s úµR¶ª¯[ù»R½ö¼½ò ÇÁLjigji©y ª«sW©«sª«s ª«sV©«sVgRi²R¶NRPV
ª«sVVxmsöV GLRiö²T¶Liµj¶. ªy»yª«sLRißá NSÌÁVxtsQùLi
¼d½úª«s»R½LRi\®ªsV©«sµj¶. |msúÉÜ[ÌÁV, ²U¶ÑÁÌÁV ®ªsVVµR¶\ÛÍÁ©«s ¿RÁª«sVVLRiVÌÁ
ªy²R¶NRPLi $xmsLki»R½\®ªsV F¡LiVVLiµj¶. ®ªsWÉØL`i ªyx¤¦¦¦©yÌÁV
xmsLjiúaRPª«sVÌÁV ®ªsVVµR¶ÌÁgRiV ªyÉÓÁ ©«sVLi²T¶ ®ªsÌÁVª«s®²¶[ F~gRi,

µ³R¶W×Á
ªy»yª«sLRißáLiÍÜ[
GLRiö®²¶[ úxmsª«sWµyÌÁ ª«sÌýÁ
NRPW²y NSÌÁVxtsQùLi GLRiö²T¶
úxmsÇÁÌÁ úFyßØÌÁNRPV ª«sVVxmsöV
GLRiö²R¶V»R½V©«sõµj¶.
gSÖÁ
NRPÌÁVztsQ»R½\®ªsV¾»½[ ªy»yª«sLRißá
NSÌÁVxtsQù®ªs[VLRiö²T¶ ª«sW©«sªy×Á úZaP[¸R¶VxqsV=NRPV $xmnsW»R½Li
GLRiö²R¶V»R½VLiµj¶. "AL][gRiù®ªs[V ª«sV¥¦¦¦ Ë³ØgRiùLi' NRPµy!
ªy»yª«sLRißá NSÌÁVuyù¬sõ ¬sªyLjiLiÀÁ úxmsÇÁÌÁV »R½ª«sV
AL][gSù¬sõ NSFy²R¶VN][ª«s²R¶Li ¿yÍØ @ª«sxqsLRiLi.
NSÌÁVxtsQù ¬sªyLRißá\ZNP ¬sªyxqs xmsLjixqsLSÌÁ©«sV aRPVúË³ÏÁLigS
DLi¿RÁVN][ªyÖÁ. ¬dsÉÓÁ¬s aRPVúË³ÏÁLigS DLi¿RÁVN][ªyÖÁ.
xmsLjiúaRPª«sVÌÁV, NRPLSøgSLSÌÁ ª«sÌÁ©«s ªy»R½ª«sLRißá NSÌÁVxtsQùLi
GLRiö²R¶NRPVLi²y ¿RÁWxqsVN][ªyÖÁ. ª«sXORPQxqsLixmsµR¶©«sV @Õ³Áª«sXµôðj¶
Â¿Á[¸R¶WÖÁ. r¢LRiaRPNTPò¬s FsNRPVäª«sgS Dxms¹¸¶WgjiLi¿RÁVN][ªyÖÁ.
úxmsÇÁÌÁV, úxmsË³ÏÁV»R½*Li FyLjiúaS$TNRP®ªs[»R½òÌÁV $®ªs[NRPª«sLi»R½V\ÛÍÁ
ÀÁ»R½òaRPVµôðj¶»][ NRPXztsQ Â¿Á[zqs©«s©y²R¶V C ªy»yª«sLRißá NSÌÁVxtsQù
N][LRiÌÁV ©«sVLi²T¶ C úxmsxmsLi¿y¬sõ LRiOTPQLixmsgRiÌÁª«sVV.
úzms¸R¶V,7ª«s »R½LRigRi¼½

¾»½ÌÁVgRiV Ë³Øuy µj¶©¯[»R½=ª«sLi
"®µ¶[aRP Ë³ØxtsQÌÁLiµR¶V ¾»½ÌÁVgRiV ÛÍÁxqs=' @©«sõ $ NRPXxtñsQ ®µ¶[ª«sLS¸R¶VÌÁ©«sV, ª«sùª«s¥¦¦¦LRi Ë³Øu¡µR¶ùª«sV zms»yª«sVx¤¦¦¦§²R¶V
@LiVV©«s gji²R¶VgRiV LSª«sV ª«sVWLjiò¬s xqsøLjiLi¿RÁVNRPVLiÈÁW, AgRixtísv 23ª«s ¾»½[µk¶©«s úxms¾»½[ùNRP @|qsLiÕdýÁÍÜ[ ¾»½ÌÁVgRiV
Ë³Øuy µj¶©¯[»R½=ª«sª«sVV©«sV ÇÁLRiVxmsoNRPV©yõª«sVV.
@¬sõ »R½LRigRi»R½VÌÁ ¾»½ÌÁVgRiV $µyùLóRiVÌÁNRPV xmsµyùÌÁV, ®µ¶[aRPË³ÏÁNTPò lgi[¸R¶WÌÁ F¡ÉÓÁ, ªyùxqsLRi¿RÁ©«s
F¡ÉÔÁÌÁ©«sV ¾»½ÌÁVgRiV DFyµ³yù¸R¶VVÌÁV ¬sLRi*z¤¦¦¦Li¿yLRiV. F¡ÉÔÁÌÁÍÜ[ \®©sxmsoßáùLi úxmsµR¶Lji+LiÀÁ©«sªyLjiNTP
úxmsµ³y©¯[Fyµ³yù¸R¶VVÌÁV úxmsaRPLiryxmsú»yÌÁ©«sV $µyùLóRiVÌÁNRPV ÊÁx¤¦¦¦§NRPLjiLi¿yLRiV. ALigýRi, z¤¦¦¦Liµk¶ xmsµyÌÁV
Dxms¹¸¶WgjiLi¿RÁNRPVLi²y ¾»½ÌÁVgRiVÍÜ[®©s[ ª«sWÉýØ®²¶[ÍØ DFyµ³yù¸R¶VVÌÁ ª«sVµ³R¶ù F¡ÉÔÁ¬s ¬sLRi*z¤¦¦¦Li¿yLRiV. C
NSLRiùúNRPª«sVLiÍÜ[ úxmsµ³y©¯[Fyµ³yù¸R¶VVÌÁV, DFyµ³yù¸R¶VVÌÁV ¿yÍØ D»y=x¤¦¦¦LigS FyÍæÜ©yõLRiV. ¾»½ÌÁVgRiV
Ë³ØxtsQ ¹¸¶VVNRPä g]xmsö»R½©«sLi gRiVLjiLiÀÁ $µyùLóRiVÌÁV ª«sWÉýØ²T¶, FyÈÁÌÁV Fy²T¶ @LiµR¶Lji¬s @ÌÁLjiLi¿yLRiV.
$ÇÁ¸R¶V Ë³ØLRi¼½, ¾»½ÌÁVgRiV aSÅÁ
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NRPLixmspùÈÁLýRiV ª«sV©«sNRPV ª«sLRiª«sW?
ÛÍÁ[NRP aSxmsª«sW?
aSxqsòQû ryLiZNP[¼½NRP xmsLjiÇìØ©«sª«sVV ª«sVLji¸R¶VV A$xtsQäLRißáÌÁV
Aµ³R¶V¬sNRP ¸R¶VVgS¬sõ ¿yÍØ úxmsË³Ø$»R½Li Â¿Á[aSLiVV. C ©«sM ©«s
¸R¶VVgRiLiÍÜ[ aSxqsòQû ryLiZNP[¼½NRP xmsLjiÇìØ©«sª«sVV, ª«sVVÅÁùLigS
NRPLixmspùÈÁLýRiV ÀÁ©«sõzmsÌýÁÌÁV ®ªsVVµR¶ÌÁV |msµôR¶ªyÎÏÁþ ª«sLRiNRPV
@LiµR¶Lji¬ds úxmsË³Ø$»R½Li Â¿Á[xqsVò©yõLiVV. BxmsöV²R¶V NRPLixmspùÈÁLýRiV
xqsLRixqs\®ªsV©«s µ³R¶LRiÌÁZNP[ @LiµR¶VËØÈÁVÍÜ[ DLi²R¶ÈÁLiª«sÌýÁ ª«sVµ³R¶ù
»R½LRigRi¼½ ª«sVLji¸R¶VV FsgRiVª«s ª«sVµ³R¶ù»R½LRigRi¼½ NRPVÈÁVLiËØÌÁÍÜ[
úxms¼½ BLiÉØ NRPLixmspùÈÁL`i¬s $¬s¹¸¶WgjixqsVò©yõLRiV.
NRPLixmspùÈÁLýRiV ¬sÇØ¬sNTP $µyùLôðRiVÌÁNRPV INRP ª«sLRiLi, FsLiµR¶VNRPLiÛÉÁ[
B$sªyLjiNTP $µR¶ùÍÜ[, ÇìØ©«s xqsª«sVVFyLêRi©«sÍÜ[ ¿yÍØ$µ³yÌÁVgS
Dxms¹¸¶WgRixms²R¶V»R½V©yõLiVV. @Li»R½LêSÌÁLi (BLiÈÁlLiõÉÞ)
A$xtsQäLRißá»][ ª«sWLRiVª«sVWÌÁ úgSª«sV $µyùLôðRiVÌÁNRPV \|qs»R½Li
$µR¶ùxqsª«sVVFyLêRi©«sNRPV Dxms¹¸¶WgjixqsVò©yõLRiV. NRPLixmspùÈÁLýRi µy*LS
N]¬sõxqsLiNýTPQxtísQs $xtsQ¸R¶WÌÁ©«sV NRPW²y $µyùLôðRiVÌÁV xqsVÌÁË³ÏÁLigS
®©s[LRiVèN]¬s@ª«sgSx¤¦¦¦©«s |msLi¿RÁVN][gRiÌÁVgRiV»R½V©yõLRiV.
NRPLixmspùÈÁL`i ÍÜ[ NSÌÁZOP[QFy¬sNTP A®²¶[ $²T¶¹¸¶W lgi[ª±sV ÌÁV
ª«sVLji¸R¶VV 3-D lgi[ª±sV ÌÁV zmsÌýÁÌÁ\|ms úxms¼½NRPWÌÁ úxmsË³Øªy¬sõ
¿RÁWzmsxqsVò©yõLiVV. N]¬sõLRiNSÌÁ z¤¦¦¦Liry»R½øNRP»R½»][ NRPW²T¶©«s
$²T¶¹¸¶W lgi[ª«sVVÌÁV zmsÌýÁÌÁ©«sV ¬sÇÁ ÒÁ$»R½LiÍÜ[ @ÌÁLiÉÓÁ
z¤¦¦¦Lixqs©«sV @©«sVNRPLjiLiÂ¿Á[ÍØ Â¿Á[xqsVò©yõ¸R¶V¬s ª«sW©«szqsNRP,
ryª«sWÑÁNRP aSxqsòQû®ªs[»R½òÌÁV |¤¦¦¦¿RÁèLjixqsVò©yõLRiV. N]LiµR¶LRiV
zmsÌýÁÌÁV M²T¶¹¸¶W lgi[ª«sVVÌÁV A²R¶²y¬sNTP @ÌÁªyÈÁVxms²T¶
ªyÉÓÁNTP ËØ¬sxqsÌÁVgS ª«sWLRiV»R½V©yõLRiV. Bµj¶ ªyLji AL][gRiùLi
ª«sVLji¸R¶VV ª«sW©«szqsNRP zqós¼½ \|ms úxmsË³Øª«sLi ¿RÁWzmsLi¿RÁ²R¶Li ª«sÌÁ©«s
ªyLjiNTP ryª«sWÑÁNRP ÒÁ$»R½Li ª«sVLji¸R¶VV ÒÁª«s©«s \ZaPÖÁ ¼d½úª«sLigS
ª«sWLjiF¡»R½V©yõLiVV. Bµj¶ BÍØlgi[ N]©«srygji¾»½[ NRPLixmspùÈÁL`i INRP
$µ³R¶LigS aSxms®ªs[V @ª«so»R½VLiµj¶. NSª«so©«s zmsÌýÁÌÁ NRPLixmspùÈÁL`i
$¬s¹¸¶WgRiLi \|ms |msµôR¶ÌÁ xmsLRiù®ªs[ORPQßá »R½xmsö¬sxqsLji.
ËØµ³R¶ù»y¸R¶VV»R½\®ªsV©«s $¬s¹¸¶WgRiLi ª«sÌÁ©«s @LiµR¶LRiV
aSxqsòQû xmsLjiÇìØ©«sª«sVV©«sNRPV, ÇìØ©«sxqsª«sVVFyLêRi©«sNRPV ª«sWú»R½®ªs[V
Dxms¹¸¶WgjiLi¿RÁVNRPVLiÛÉÁ[ ª«sV©«s xqsª«sWÇÁ úZaP[¸R¶VxqsV=NRPV
NRPLixmspùÈÁLýRiV µ][x¤¦¦¦µR¶xms²R¶»yLiVV.
ZNP. LSÇÁ$, 9ª«s »R½LRigRi¼½
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¼½ª«sVøxmsö
ÊÁ²T¶NTP F¡LS ¼½ª«sVøFyö
xmsLi»R½VÌÁV N]²R¶»y®²¶[ J¸R¶Vª«sWø
NRPÛÉíÁÌÁNRPV F¡LS ¼½ª«sVøFyö
NRP²R¶Vxmso ©¯}msö J¸R¶Vª«sWø
gRi²ïT¶NTP F¡LS ¼½ª«sVøFyö
NSÌÁV©¯[}msö J¸R¶Vª«sWø
ª«sVLi¿RÁLi ¾»½[LS ¼½ª«sVøFyö
ª«sV²R¶ª«sVÌÁV ©¯}msö J¸R¶Vª«sWø
¬dsÎÏÁþNRPV F¡LS ¼½ª«sVøFyö
NUPÎÏÁ§þ ©¯}msö J¸R¶Vª«sWø
¼½Li²T¶NTP LSLS ¼½ª«sVøFyö
@ÈíÁ Â¿Áxmsö®ªs[ ª«sW¸R¶Vª«sWø.

ÀÁ¬sõ »R½LRigRi¼½ zmsÌýÁÌÁª«sVV
ÀÁ¬sõ »R½LRigRi¼½ zmsÌýÁÌÁª«sVV
¬s©«sõ®©s[ ÊÁ²T¶ÍÜ[ Â¿Á[Lji¼½$T
FsLi»][ ¿RÁNRPä¬s Â¿Á[»R½VÖÁs
@ A B C µj¶µôj¶¼½$T
D E ÊÁVV ÊÁVV ¿RÁµj¶$ ¼½$T
INRPÉÔÁ lLiLi²R¶W ª«sVW²R¶LiÉØ
ª«sLRiVxqsgRi ú®ªs[ÎÏÁþ©«sV ª«sVV²T¶ÀÁ¼½$T
Â¿Á[»R½VÌÁ ú®ªs[ÎÏÁþ©«sV ÇØzms¼½$T
Â¿Á[Ljiè @¬sõ¸R¶VV Â¿Ázmsö¼½$T
INRPÉÔÁ lLiLi²R¶W ª«sLRiVxqsgRi©«sW.
@¬dsõ NRPÖÁzms¾»½[ xmsµj¶¸R¶VgRiV©«sV
xmsÌÁNRPMTµR¶©«sW úªyzqs¼½$T
xmsLi»R½VÌÁV gSLjiNTP ¿RÁWzms¼½$T
\lLiÉÞ @®©s©«sV xmsLi»R½VÌÁV gSLRiV
ª«sVVµôR¶VÌÁV LiVVÂ¿Áè©«sV @ª«sVø ª«sWNRPV.
ryLiVV xqsVª«sVLi»`½, VII B.

ª«sVLRiVª«sNRPV ª«sW»R½XË³ØxtsQ
""FsLiµR¶L][ ª«sV¥¦¦¦©«sVË³Øª«soÌÁV @LiµR¶LjiNUP ª«sLiµR¶©«sª«sVVÌÁV''
""xmsLi¿RÁµyLRiNRP©«sõxms©«sxqs »]©«sÌÁNRP©«sõ NRPª«sVø¬s¾»½[®©sNRP©yõ ¾»½ÌÁVgRiVs$T©«sõ''
ALiúµ³R¶úxms®µ¶[a`P ª«sVLji¸R¶VV ¾»½ÌÁLigSßØ LSuíyûÌÁ @µ³j¶NSLRiË³ØxtsQ ¾»½ÌÁVgRiV. Ë³ØLRi»R½®µ¶[aRPLiÍÜ[ z¤¦¦¦Liµk¶, ÛËÁLigSÖÁ »R½LRiVªy»R½
3ª«s róy©«sª«sVVÍÜ[ DLiµj¶ ª«sV©«s ¾»½ÌÁVgRiVË³ØxtsQ. ®ªs[¬ds£qsNRPV Â¿ÁLiµj¶©«s ª«sLRiòNRPV²R¶V ¬sNRPWÍÜ[ µyNSLiÈÁ Ë³ØLRi»R½®µ¶[aRPª«sVV gRiVLi²y
úxms¸R¶WßÓ xqsWò, ¾»½ÌÁVgRiV Ë³ØxtsQÍÜ[¬s xmsµR¶ª«sVVÌÁV BÉØÖÁ¸R¶V©±s Ë³ØxtsQª«sÛÍÁ, @¿RÁVè @Li»R½Li NRPÖÁgji DLi²R¶ÈÁLi gRiª«sV¬sLiÀÁ
¾»½ÌÁVgRiV©«sV ""BÉØÖÁ¸R¶V©±s A£mns µj¶ C£qís'' @¬s }msL]ä©yõ²R¶V. ®ªsVVµR¶ÉÓÁ D»R½òª«sV ÖÁzms N]Lji¸R¶Wµj¶ NSgS lLiLi²R¶ª«s D»R½òª«sV
ÖÁzms ¾»½ÌÁVgRiV Ë³ØxtsQ®µ¶[.
»yùgRi LSÇÁÙ, Ë³ÏÁúµy¿RÁÌÁ LSª«sVµyxqsV, ZOP[Q ú»R½¸R¶Vù, @©«sõª«sV¸R¶Vù ª«sLiÉÓÁªyLRiV »R½ª«sV NRPX»R½VÌÁ»][, NUPLRiò©«sÌÁ»][
¾»½ÌÁVgRiV©«sV xqsLigki»R½xmsLRiLigS xqsVxqsLixms©«sõLi Â¿Á[aSLRiV xmsoLS »R½»R½* xmsLjia][µ³R¶©«s úxmsNSLRiLi ¾»½ÌÁVgRiVË³ØxtsQ úFyÀdÁ©«s»R½ 2400
xqsLiª«s»R½=LSÌÁ©yÉÓÁµj¶. ¾»½ÌÁVgRiVNRPV ©yÌÁVgRiV úxmsµ³y©«s\®ªsV©«s ª«sWLi²R¶ÖÁNRP Ë³ØxtsQÌÁV NRPÌÁª«so. @$ rygRiLSLiúµ³R¶ Ë³ØxtsQ,
LS¸R¶VÌÁ{qsª«sWLiúµ³R¶ Ë³ØxtsQ, ¾»½ÌÁLigSßØ Ë³ØxtsQ, NRP×ÁLigSLiúµ³R¶ Ë³ØxtsQ. úFyÀdÁ©«s NSÌÁª«sVV©«sVLi²T¶ Ë³ØxtsQÍÜ[ @®©s[NRPª«sWLRiVöÌÁV
ÇÁLjigSLiVV. ALiúµ³R¶úxms®µ¶[a`P úxmsË³ÏÁV»R½*Li ¾»½ÌÁVgRiVË³ØxtsQ xmsLjiLRiORPQßá N][xqsLi ¾»½ÌÁVgRiV@NS²R¶$ T, ¾»½ÌÁVgRiV $aRP*sµyùÌÁ¸R¶VLi,
@µ³j¶NSLRiË³Øuy xqsLixmnsVLi ®©sÌÁN]ÖÁöLiµj¶. $®µ¶[bdP¸R¶VV²R¶V @LiVV©«s {qs.{ms. úËÝ©±s @®©s[NRP úgRiLi´SÌÁ©«sV, xmsµyùÌÁ©«sV
¾»½ÌÁVgRiVË³Øxts Q©«sVLi²T¶ ALigýRi Ë³ØxtsQÍÜ[NTP @©«sVª«sµj¶Li¿yLRiV. Ë³ØxtsQÌ ¬dsõ ®©s[LRiVèN][ªyÖÁ NS¬ds ª«sW»R½XË³ØxtsQ©«sV ª«sVLRiª«sª«sµôR¶V .
ª«sV¸R¶WLiN`P, 7ª«s »R½LRigRi¼½. ÕÁ |qsORPQ©±s
¾»½ÌÁVgRiV @|qsLiÕdýÁÍÜ[ Ë³ØgRiª«sVVgS ª«sVW²R¶ª«s »R½LRigRi¼½ $µyùLóRiVÌÁV úFyµ³R¶$ TNRP
@LiaSÌÁV gRiVLjiLiÀÁ $ª«sLjiLi¿yLRiV. @¿RÁVèÌÁ, ¥¦¦¦ÌýÁVÌÁ ¹¸¶VVNRPä D¿yèLRißá,
@ORPQLRi µ][uyÌÁV ÛÍÁ[NRPVLi²y úªy¸R¶V²R¶Li gRiVLjiLiÀÁ $µyùLóRiVÌÁV $ª«sLjiLi¿yLRiV.
gRiVßÓáLi»R½xmso gRiVLRiVòÌÁV @ORPQLSÌÁNRPV Dxms¹¸¶WgjiLiÂ¿Á[ $µ³y©«sLi $ª«sLjiLi¿yLRiV.
@Li¾»½[ NSNRPVLi²y xqsV©yõ(0)NRPV NRPW²y $ÌÁVª«s DLiÈÁVLiµR¶¬s, úxms¹¸¶WgS»R½øNRPLigS
$µyùLóRiVÌÁV Â¿Á[zqs ¿RÁWzmsLi¿yLRiV. @ORPQLSÌÁ©«sV »yLRiVª«sWLRiV Â¿Á[zqs©y, @LóRiLi
ª«sWLRi¬s xmsµyÌÁ©«sV gRiVLjiLiÀÁ @ª«sgSx¤¦¦¦©«s NRPÖÁöLi¿yLRiV. $µyùLóRiVÌÁV ¾»½ÌÁVgRiV Ë³ØxtsQNRPV xqsLiÊÁLiµ³j¶LiÀÁ©«s N]¬sõ
lgi[¸R¶WÌÁV Fy²T¶ @LiµR¶Lji¬s @ÌÁLjiLi¿yLRiV. C @|qsLiÕdýÁ ZNP[ª«sÌÁLi µj¶*¼d½¸R¶V Ë³Øuy $µyùLóRiVÌÁNRPV ª«sWú»R½®ªs[V
NSNRPVLi²y, »R½X¼d½¸R¶V Ë³Øuy $ µyùLóRiVÌÁV NRPW²y @ª«sgSx¤¦¦¦©«s Â¿Á[xqsVN]¬s A¿RÁLjiLi¿RÁgSÖÁgSLRiV.
$ÇÁ¸R¶V Ë³ØLRi¼½, ¾»½ÌÁVgRiV aSÅÁ

¾»½ÌÁVgRiV ªyLji ry®ªsV»R½ÌÁV
@LigRiÉýÜ[ @¬dsõ D©yõ, @ÌýÁV¬s ©¯[ÉýÜ[ aRP¬s @©«sõÈýÁV.
@Li»R½ù ¬sxtîswLRiLi NRP©yõ, Aµj¶ ¬sxtîswLRiLi ®ªs[VÌÁV.
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The Mentors

Pillars of Strength

Helping Hands
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